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INTRODUCTION 

This report h,9.S been prepared in response to the petition received by the Assistant 
Spcretary - Indian Affairs from the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc., seeking 
Federal ackncwledgment as an Indian tribe under Part 83 of Title 25 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations (25 CFR 83). -

Part 83 establishes procedures by which unrecognized Indian groups may seek Federal 
acknowledgme 1t of an existing government-to-government relationship with the United 
States. To te Emtitled to such a political relationship with the United States, the 
petitioner mu~t submit documentary evidence that the group meets the seven criteria 
set forth in Section 83.7 of 25 CF R. Failure to meet anyone of the seven criteria 
will result in a determination that the group does not exist as an Indian tribe within 
the meaning of Fpderal law. 

Publica tion of the A~istant Secretary's proposed finding in the Fp.deral Register ini tia tes 
a 120-day res~lonse period during which factual andlor legal arguments and evidence to 
rebut the evidl~ncle relied upon are received from the petitioner and any other interested 
party. Such f!vidence should be submitted in writing to th~ Office of the Assistant 
Secretary - Irdian Affairs, 1951 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20245, 
Attention: Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, Code 440B. 

After consideration of all written arguments and evidence received during the 120-.day 
response period, the Assistant Secretary will make a final determination regarding the 
petitioner's stHtUS, a summary of which will be published in the Fpcieral Register within 
60 days of the expiration of the 120-day response period. This determination will 
become effective 60 days from its date of publication unless the Sp.cretary of the 
Interior requests the Assistant Secretary to reconsider. 

If at the expir a tion of the 120-day response period this proposed finding is confirm ed, 
the Assistant Secretary will analyse and forward to the petitioner other options, if any. 
under which Ule petitioner might make application for services or other benefits. 

Notes to the Reader 

Abbreviations Used in the Report 

Organizational name changes for Acknowledgment Staff: 
BAR Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (1984 to present) 
BF A Branch of Federal Acknowledgment (1981-1984) 
F AP Federal Acknowledgment Project (1978-1981) 

BIA 
CPG 
GHWT 
MA or 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Corporation for the Propagation of the Gospel 
Gay Head Wampanoag Tribal Recognition Petition 

Mass. Massachusetts 
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NARA 
RG 
SPG 
WTCGH 

Na ti one:! Archives and Records Adm inistra tion, Washington, DC 
Record Group (NARA records classification system) 
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc. 

Explanation of 1871 Census 

1f1871 census'! refers to Richard L. Pease's "Census of Inhabitants of Gay Head." The 
petitioning group refers to this census as the 1870 census or 1869/70 census. This 
report will refer to it as the 1871 census because the census does include one 1B71 date 
in it and beeause it was published in 1871 as Appendix B of Pease's Report of the 
Commissioner ~pointed to Complete the Examination and Determination of All Questions 
of Title of Land, and of All Boundary Lines Between the Individual Owners, at Gay 
Head, on thp. IsL~nd of Martha's Vineyard. 

Chronological List of Organizations at Gay Head 

Gay Head Improvement Association: 
Establisihed in 1914 by non-Indian property owners to protect their interests. 

Aquineah COLncil (c.1928-1935)~ 
Gay HE~ad branch of Mashpee-based Wampanoag Nation, a pan-Indian 
organize.tion. 

Howwaswee Council (1935-c.1954): 
Local Indian ceremonial organization which replaced the Aquineah Council. 

Aquinnah Club (e.1945-c.1955): 
Wom'~n's civic organization which led effort to bring electrification to town. 

Gay Head Civic Association: 
Civic improvement organization founded in 1950, which led drive to bring water 
to ttl e Town Hall. 

Pawkunnawakutt Council (c.1954-1972): 
India:1 c,eremonial organiza tion which replaced How waswee Council. 

Gay Head Improvement Association: 
Revived in 1955 by Indian descendants to promote civic activities and to foster 
an Indian identity. 

Gay Head Community Council: 
Estatlished in 1966 and composed largely of non-Indian property owners who 
sougtlt to reform town government. 

Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc. (1972-): 
Petit:.oning group which claims to be the governing body of the Gay Head 
Indians. Incorporated Chief and Medicine Man from Pawkunnawakutt Council. 

Gay Head Taxpayers Association (1973-)' 
Outgrowth of Gay Head Community Council which led fight for fiscal reform 
in town and came to represent interests of non-Indian property owners in land 
suit. 
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BUMMARY UNDER THE CRITERIA (83.7 (a-g» 

Evidence submi tted by the petitioner and obtained through independent research by the 
Acknowledgment staff demonstrates that the Gay Head Wampanoags do not meet two 
of the seven '~riteria required for Federal acknowledgment. In accordance with the 
regula tions set forth in 25 CF R 83, failure to meet anyone of the seven criteria requires 
a determination that the group does not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning of 
Federal law. 

In the summary of evidence which follOWS, each criterion has been reproduced in bold 
face type as it appears in the regulations. Summary statements of the evidence relied 
upon follow the rl~spective criterion. 

A statement of facts establishing that the petitioner 
has been identified from historical times until the 
present on a substantially eontinuous basis, as 
"American Indian," or "aboriginaL" A petitioner shall. 
not fail to satisfy any criteria herein merely because 
of fluctuations of tribal activity during various years. 

The Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc., is based in the township of Gay 
Head, Massachllsetts. Gay Head is a peninsula situated at the westernmost tip of 
Martha's VineY9.rd" the largest island in New England, which lies in the Atlantic Ocean 
approximately five miles off the southern coast of Cape Cod. The Tribal Council has 
only been in '~xistence since 1972. Nevertheless, documentary sources clearly and 
consistently idl~ntify a group of Wampanoag Indian descendants as having lived in the 
general vicinity of the Gay Head peninsula from 1642, when Englishmen first settled on 
the island, to the present. The identification of a Wampanoag tribal entity at Gay 
Head was esta )lisned in the colonial records of Governors Thomas :\1ayhew, Sr., and 
Mathew Mayhew (1642-1691) and in those of the Province of Massachusetts Bay (1691-
1781). A Gay Head Indian tribal identification was also confirmed by church records, 
including those of the Baptist church organized in 1693, and in the records of two 
religious societies: the Corporation for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England, 
which maintained some control over the Gay Head .Indians between 1711 and 1776; and 
the Society fer the Propagation of the Gospel Among the Indians, which provided 
financial support for the Baptist ministry at Gay Head from the early 1800's until at 
least 1870. 

Inhabitants of the Gay Head peninsula have consistently been identified as Indians or 
people of Indian descent in the legislative and judicial records of the Commonwealth 
oJ Massachuse':ts from 1870 to the present. However, the State did not officially 
recognize the E~xistence of a tribal entity at Gay Head between 1870, the year in which 
Gay Head was lncorporated as a town, and 1976, when the Tribal Council was recognized 
by the Governor flS the governing body of the Gay Head Indians. 

Gay Head Warn ?anoag descendants have also been identified as Indians in certain records 
of the United States Government beginning in 1799, when a Federal lighthouse was 
established at 3ay Head. Indian descendants constituted the majority population at Gay 
Head on Feder~ll c,ensus records compiled between 1870 and 1970, and on local censuses 
as early as 1 ~'92. Federal records also indicate that Indians from Gay Head were 
enlisted as surfmen in the U.S. Life-Saving Service (U.S. Coast Guard) after 1895, and 
enrolled at the CSlrlisle Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania between 1905 and 1918. 
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More recently, Federal agencies such as the Department of Health and Human Services 
have provided p['oject funding to the Gay Head Wampanoags based on their identification 
as Indians. 

People at or from Gay Head were likewise positively identified as being an Indian group 
in travelers' accounts, local and regional histories, and travel guides; by anthropologists, 
historians, and other scholars; and in newspapers and other media. 

The Gay Head Wampanoags have been identified as being an American Indian group 
from historicsl times until the present and therefore, meet the criterion 25 CF R 83.7(a). 

83.1(b) Evidence that a substantial portion of the petitioning 
group inhabits a speeific area or lives in a community 
viewed as American Indian and distinct from other 
populations in the area, and that its members are 
descendants of an Indian tribe which historically 
inhabited a specific area. 

The Wampanosg Tribal Council of Gay Head is based on land which was traditionally 
and aboriginally Wampanoag. The area which now comprises the town of Gay Head has 
been viewed consistently throughout history as an Indian community or, more preCisely 
since the late 18th century, as a community of "Indians and people of colour." This 
perception continues today, despite the fact that non-Indians now constitute the majority 
of its populatiDn. For much of its history the Gay Head community was accorded a 
special status by church and governmental officials because of its distinct Indian 
population. 

The Gay Head Indians have continuously identified themselves as Wampanoag throughout 
history and ha'/e most often been referred to as Indians by the other residents of 
Martha's Vineyard. The Gay Head people are the only population on the island which 
has retained an Indian identity. Their social contacts were largely restricted to other 
Indian descendants, Blacks from down-island communities, and especially more recently, 
with Whites from off-island. Those Gay Head Indians who intermarried with Blacks or 
had Black ances try were still generally regarded as being Indian as long as they remained 
on the island. 

Since at least 1807, a substantial portion of the Gay Head Indian descendants have not 
resided in Gay Head or any other Indian community. In that year, James Freeman found 
approximately 41 percent of the Gay Head Indians to be absent from the Gay Head 
peninsula. .The rE!sident Indian population of the town of Gay Head declined by 
approximately 6:. pE!fCent between 1900 and 1970. The current resident Indian population 
of 78, which ha:; rE~mained fairly stable over the past 40 years, represents only about 
15 percent of the total membership of the Wampanoag Tribal. Council of Gay Head. 
Not enough evidence has been found to conclude that cohesive tribal relations have 
been maintained since at least the 1930's. either within the local community or between 
those resident at Gay Head and the ever-growing number of non-resident Gay Head 
Indian descendan ts. 

The Wampanoag Indian descendants have maintained a dispersed settlement pattern at 
Gay Head throughout history. In the past, communal endeavors and cooperative activity 
demanded greater communication and easy access to neighbors. A warren-like road 
system helped facilitate this communication. 
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Since the 1870's there has been a gradual disintegration of community cohesiveness and 

tribal organization. This breakdown was virtually complete by the 1930's. The loss of 

social cohesion was closely related to the economic shift from communal land holdings 

and communal work patterns to individual lands and competitive work systems. Communal 

agricultural and fishing activities disappeared almost completely by the 1930's. The 

reduction of the road system to four principal roads reduced the ease of physical access 

to neighbors f~nd friends. The social focus thus shifted from communal group activities 

to immediate family and kin relations. The lack of commerical establishments or other 

informal meeting places for Gay Head Indian residents and the pattern of outmarriage 

to non-Indiam: and non-residents also contributed to the growing isolation of family 

units. This i!:olation, in combination with the dwindling Indian population and a clear 

shift in the Indian demographic concentration from on- to off-island, created a situation 

in which a SU)stftntial portion of Indian descendants no longer resided or participated 

in communal fashion at Gay Head. 

Since the 1931)'s, the institutions which formerly provided for community cohesion and 

social contact have either disappeared or declined in importance. The post office closed 

in 1941 and 1he elementary school in 1966. The Baptist church has lost its social 

integrating fUllction. Today, there is no establishment in Gay Head Which serves as an 

informal meeting place where Gay Head Indians can visit. Neither is there any evidence 

of informal communication networks. Social ties are largely restricted to the nuclear 

family, and the off- and down-island Indian descendants do not maintain substantial ties 

with each othl~r or with the individuals in Gay Head. 

The Gay Head Indians do not have any events which are attended excluSively by their 

members. There l!He no community celebrations, homecomings. or other mechanisms for 

periodically renewing social relationships. The traditional Cranberry Day festivity. which 

has been obser ved annually each fall since at least the mid 19th century. is now attended 

by only a small number of members, consisting primarily of the group's leaders and their 

immediate fam [lies. 

The Gay Head Indians maintain little social contact with each other outside of ties 

within immedi8 te families. Neither do they have tribal institutions or events which 

serve to integrate the membership and maintain social contact. The decline in social 

cohesiveness was virtually complete by the 1930's, after communal economic activities 

and land-holding cl~ased, substantial migration off-island occurred, and the level of inter

marriage within the group de~lined to almost none. While a small proportion of Indian 

families still reside within the historic Gay Head area, which is still identified as Indian, 

and some indi1riduals are still identified as Gay Head Indians by non-Indians on the 

island, the absence of extensive social contact precludes the maintenance of tribal 

relations. We conclude, therefore, that the Gay Head Wampanoags do not meet the 

definition of community as required in criterion 25 CF R 83.7(b). 

83.7(c~) A statement of facts which establishes that the 

petitioner has maintained tribal politieal infiuence or 
other authority over its members as an autonomous 

entity throughout history until the present time. 

Aboriginal Warn panoag leadership was provided by an hereditary chief or sachem who 

made decisions in consultation with a council of male elders, war captains (known as 

"pinessesll) and spiiritual advisors (who were called IIpowwows"). In the pre-contact 

period-prior to 1642-Gay Head was one of four major sachemships on \1artha's Vineyard. 

Nohtoasksaet W9.S the sachem at Gay Head until about 1675. He was succeeded by his 
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son Mittark (1675-1683), who was succeeded by his son Joseph Mittark. No reference 
to the sachemship could be found after 1687, the year in which Joseph Mittark conveyed 
the Indian land "ights at Gay Head to Governor Mathew Mayhew. 

There is only onl~ first-hand description of the political system or processes at work at 
Gay Head prior to 1827, and no well-defined leaders are apparent during the period 
from 1687 to 1870. However, there is evidence that the Gay Head Indians continued 
to maintain s,)me political influence and authority over their members, These people 
periodically p,~titioned the General Court of the Province of Massachusetts Bay between 
1691 and 178l, Blnd the Corporation for the Propagation of the Gospel between 1711 
and 1776. These petitions, which were most often generated by land problems or the 
actions of thE! colonial guardians, offer the only clues available regarding the nature 
of Gay Head political life in the 18th century. They suggest that the Indians may have 
acted as a general council, and that Christian spiritual leaders such as Zachariah 
Howwaswee may have also served as the political leaders of the community. 

The State of Massachusetts imposed a guardian system over the Gay Head Indians 
between 1781 and 1814, and in 1785 group member Zachariah Howwaswee was appointed 
one of the guardians. As wards of the State, the Indians continuously petitioned the 
state legislature between 1785 and 1870. State records acknowledge that between 1814 
and 1862, the Indian descendants at Gay Head had no state-appointed guardians and 
were essentially self-governing. Despite the autonomy of this so-called Indian 
"plantation," there is evidence that its governing structure was similiar in many respects 
to other small Massachusetts towns. In 1862 the State imposed greater jurisdictional 
control over Gay Head by establishing it as an Indian district. An Indian district was 
viewed by stHte authorities as a transitional stage between plantation status and 
incorporation HS 8L town, as well as between wardship for the Indians and citizenship. 
Full state citizenship was extended to the Gay Head Indians in 1869, despite the 
objections of 1heir elected spokesmen. In 1870 the state incorporated Gay Head as a 
township, repol'tedly with the support of the majority of its Indian residents. 

The precise nalure of the town government between 1870 and 1955 is not known because 
the records of town proceedings no longer exist. The group's acknowledgment petition 
maintains that after incorporation in 1870 the "imposed" town governmental structure 
was adopted b~ the Indians as their governing body, so that in effect the town and 
the Indian government were one and the same until 1972, the year in which the 
Wampanoag Tribal Council was formed. However, the eXisting sources indicate that in 
substance and (orm this local government was indistinguishable from that of any other 
small New Eng:.and town. Its focus was entirely on routine civil matters, and it took 
no official act ions which might be interpreted as primarily benefiting the Gay Head 
Indians as a tribal group. It did not, for example, define or regulate group membership. 
There is some evidence, in fact, that it actually spurned Indian activities and 
identification and rejected formal alliances with other Indian groups and communities. 
N-either were its officers exclusively of Gay Head Indian descent. Between 1870 and 
1972, at least ;14 of the individuals elected or appointed to town offices were not Gay 
Head Indian de:;cendants, although most were married to Gay Head Indians. Because 
there is no record of established membership criteria during this period, it is not known 
if spouses would ha.ve been considered members: some non-Indian spouses were admitted 
to tribal membership prior to 1870, but only Gay Head Indian descendants are currently 
eligible for melt ber'ship. All of the town selectmen elected to office during this period 
were Gay Head Indians and group members have continued to constitute the leadership 
of the town gO'/ernment since 1972, the year in which the Wampanoag Tribal Council 
was' formed. 
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While there i5 convincing evidence that group kinship ties played a crucial role in this 
local government, the town structure would have made for a peculiar kind of tribal 
governing bod:r. Unlike any other tribal government, the town government was mandated 
by state law ':0 siccept legal responsibility for all residents of the township. This came 
to include an incJrE~asing number of non-Indians. The proportion of non-Indian residents 
grew from 13 per'cent in 1920 to 47 percent by 1970. At the same time, as a municipal 
polity, the local government had no legal authority outside of the town boundaries. 
Therefore, it could not legally maintain jurisdiction over the significant number of Gay 
Head Indian descE~ndants who resided elsewhere, either permanently or temporarily (the 
resident Indiall p()pulation decreased by 61% between 1900 and 1970). However, those 
non-residents Nho still held property or paid taxes in the town may have been affected 
by local government actions. State law also restricted the political participation of 
non-residents, since those Indian descendants who did not maintain residence at Gav 
Head at least part of the year were not entitled to vote there,' either in the town 
meetings or durinlg the general elections. Neither was any evidence found to indicate 
that the town officials exerted any informal political influence or control over the non
resident Gay Head Indian descendants, or that the non-residents participated in the 
political process within the town. 

Again, becaUSE th,ere is no record of established membership criteria during this period, 
it is not known if the non-resident Indian descendants were considered members. In 
1807 non-residents were considered members. By 1861, however, they were generally 
excluded from claiming tribal rights such as land allotments. Since the formation of 
the Wampanoal~ Tlribal Council of Gay Head in 1972, non-residents have comprised the 
vast majority I)f the group's membership. 

Anthropologist Gloria Levitas, who conducted the most extensive enthnographic 
investigation of Gay Head, has concluded that with the imposition of town status upon 
their community in 1870, the Gay Head Indians lost their political autonomy as a tribal 
group. In 1934 the ethnologist Gladys Tantaquidgeon, in a special report to the 
Commissioner elf Indian Affairs, identified the Aquiniah Council and not the town officers 
as representin€; the "tribal government" at Gay Head. The Aquiniah Council was the 
Gay Head affiliatE! of the Wampanoag Nation, a pan-Indian organization formed by the 
Indians at .Ma:;hpee, Massachusetts (on Cape Cod) in the late 1920's. In 1935 the 
Aquiniah Couneil was replaced by the Howwaswee Council, a local organization formed 
to compete rather than cooperate with the Wampanoag Nation. 

There is no evidence that sustained political influence or authority was maintained in 
the community outside of the town government through any other formal or informal 
group process or structure. Neither does the group's petition make such a claim. The 
Aquiniah Coun,~il, identified by Tantaquidgeon as representing the "tribal government" 
in 1934, was soon replaced by the Howwaswee Council. The role of this latter council 
and its successor, the Pawkunnawakutt Council, which continued to exist in some form 
until 1972, wa:; al.most purely ceremonial. It is not known how much support these 
councils receiv,~d from the community as a whole or from the larger group membership. 
The early meml)ership of the Howwaswee Council was dominated by only two families, 
and some of it:; officers were not Gay Head Indian descendants. 

The various ci'lic organizations founded at Gay Head since the 1940's (the Aquinnah 
Club, the Gay Head Civic Association, the Gay Head Improvement Association, the Gay 
Head Communi 1:y Council, and the Gay Head Taxpayers Association) have had some 
political impact within the community. However, all of these organizations have had 
limited objectives. They have all therefore been relatively short lived, many have had 
non-Indian support and membership, and none can be interpreted as being a tribal 
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governing bcdy. As a pan-Indian leader and political maverick, Lorenzo o. Jeffers, who 
founded most of the local civic improvement organizations, exercised some influence 
and authority within the community and outside the town government. Yet, because 
his positions were- often controversial and erratic, he did not muster enough support on 
a continuing basis to be considered a legitimate political leader of the Gay Head Indians. 

The group's ac.knowledgment petition maintains that in 1972 the Wampanoag Tribal 
Council of Gay Head replaced the town government as the governing body of the Gay 
Head Indians. This council now claims to maintain political influence and authority 
over its 521 members. Yet, the town government did not change perceptibly in either 
form or actions from what it had been or done prior to the formation of the Tribal 
Council. Although non-Indians came to hold more town offices, the local government 
continued to be led by Indian descendants, many of whom were close relatives of the 
leaders of the Tribal Council. 

Since its inc:!ption in 1972, the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head has elected 
officers, established by-laws and a membership roll, recorded its proceedings, and audited 
its finances. It has also directed a number of economic development projects; spearheaded 
group activities related to a land suit, a negotiated land settlement, and its petition 
for Federal acknowledgment; coordinated various community and group projects; and 
served as a liaison between its members and other agencies and organizations. 

However, our res4earch indicates that this organization does not have a substantial base 
of support in its claimed membership, either in Gay Head or elsewhere. The Tribal 
Council has 110t succeeded either in creating interest in the issues defined by its 
leadership as being important or in promoting attendance and participation in group 
activities. AT. analysis of political participation during the last five years reveals that 
not more than 22 members have attended anyone of the annual meetings, and that a 
total of only four non-resident Gay Head Indians attended the annual meetings during 
this period. Two of the last five annual meetings have not had the established quorum 
of 15 members. Likewise, the quorum of 15 was only reached at about one-third of the 
31 regular council meetings held between September of 1979 and March of 1985: the 
average attendence for these meetings was 14. The majority of those in attendance 
at these meetings were members of the president's family. 

Communication from the group's leadership to its members is largely through the use 
of newsletters. No evidence was found that the business conducted at the council 
meetings was communicated through informal visitation or telephone netwo.rks. A 
sampling. of gr,)up members who do not reside in Gay Head revealed that they knew 
little about thl~ Council's activities; some did not even know that they were claimed 
as members or the.t their names were on the roll, although they offered no objections 
upon discoveri~ g this. 

In contrast to the low participation and interest in Tribal Council affairs, the Indian 
descendants at Gay Head are not politically apathetic about town issues. Most of the 
eligible Indian voters attend the annual town meetings and vote in town elections. 
Indian candidates also continue to be elected to the three positions of selectman, 
although those ,"!lec!ted since 1972 have had broad support in the town. These selectmen 
have represented the town as a whole and not just their Indian constituents. There is 
little evidence that they have voted along ethnic lines. 

The Gay Head WElmpanoags have not maintained tribal political influence or other 
authority over their members as an autonomous entity throughout history. Thus, we 
conclude that the petitioner does not meet the criterion established in 25 CFR 83.7(c). 
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83,.7(d) A copy of the group's present governing doeument. or 
in the absence of a written doeument. a statement 
deseribing in full the membership eriteria and the 
procedures through which the group currently governs 
its affairs and its members. 

The petitioning group submitted a copy of their present governing document adopted 
by the group on February 12, 1977. The governing document includes the procedures 
through which the group governs its affairs and its members and the criterion currently 
being used to determine eligibility for membership. The group also submitted the minutes 
of a general meeting of the membership held on March 3, 1980 which reaffirmed the 
membership criterion stated in the governing document. Therefore, we conclude that 
the Gay Heae Wampanoags meet criterion 83.7(d) of the regulations. 

83.'1 (e) A list of all known current members of the group and 
a copy of each available former list of members based 
on the tribe's own defined criteria. The membership 
must consist of individuals who have established. using 
evidence acceptable to the Secretary, deseendaney from 
a tribe which existed historically or from historical 
tribes which combined and functioned as a single 
autonomous entity. 

A membership list dated May 1, 1983, was submitted with the Gay Head Wampanoag 
petition. Thi:; list was subsequently updated by a list dated June 1, 1985. For 
acknowledgment purposes, the total number of living members as of June 1, 1985, was 
521. Seven former lists of members compiled in the 1970's and early 1980's were also 
submi tted cont,9.ining essentially the same family lines. 

Ninety-eight percent of the group's members can demonstrate that they meet the group's 
membership criterion, i.e., that they descend from a Gay Head Wampanoag who appears 
on a census of the inhabitants of Gay Head, Massachusetts, published in 1871. Although 
the group has lot attempted to trace their ancestry any further back than the 1871 
census, there i, documentary evidence to establish ancestry from the 1871 ancestor 
back to Gay Head Indians who appear on a list prepared in 1792. Evidence to connect 
the group's 1871 ancestors with the Gay Head Indians of 1792 was found in the personal 
notes of Richard L. Pease who was appOinted by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
in 1866 to dete ~mine the boundaries of severalty-owned and common land at Gay Head. 
Supporting evidence was found in land records of Dukes County, Massachusetts, vital 
records, and pUi)lished material. This evidence also suggests that several of the 1792 
ancestors were the descendants of the aboriginal inhabitants of the area at the time 
of English coloniZation. We conclude that the Gay Head Wampanoags meet cri.terion 
83.7(e) of the rl:!gu.lations. 

83.7(0 The membership of the petitioning group is composed 
principally of persons who are not members of any 
other North American Indian tribe. 

The members have no Indian ancestry that would make them eligible for membership in 
any federally reeognized Indian tribe. Although in recent generations there have been 
instances where the group's members have married members of federally recognized 
tribes, descendants of these unions have not been enrolled as members of the petitioning 
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group. Therefore, we conclude that the Gay Head Wampanoag membership is composed 
principally of p,ersons who are not members of other North American Indian tribes and 
that the group meets criterion 83.7(f) of the regulations. 

83.7(g) Tbe petitioner is not. nor are its members. the subject 
of congressional legislation which has expressly 
terminated or forbidden the Federal relationship. 

The Gay Head Wampanoags do not appear on the Bureau's official list of "India.n Tribes 
Terminated fl'om Federal Supervision." No legislation is known to exist which terminates 
or forbids a Federal relationship with this group or its members. Therefore, the Gay 
Head Wampar'.oags meet criterion 83.7(g). 
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l:rmroHIS'I'ORICAL REPORT ON THE GAY HEAD WAMPANOAG 

The Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc., is based in the township of 
Gay Head, Massach.usetts. Gay Head is one of the three peninsulas situated at 
the westernmost tip of Martha's Vineyard, the largest island in New England, 
which lies in the Atlantic Ocean, approximately five miles off the southern 
coast of Cape Cod. The Indian name for this part of the island is "Aquinnah," 
which is said to mean "Place of the rising ground." The English named it Gay 
Head because of its distinctively high and multi-colored clay cliffs. 

SUMMARY OF EVIDE~CE 

The Wampanoag rribal Council of Gay Head, Inc., has only been in existence 
since 1972. Nonetheless, documentary sources clearly and consistently 
identify a gro'lp of Wampanaog Indian descendants as having lived in the 
general vicini t:r of the Gay Head peninsula, on the westernmost tip of the 
island of Martha 'I; Vineyard, Massachusetts, from 1642, when Englishmen first 
settled the island, to the present. The identification of a Wampanoag tri.bal 
entity at Gay Head was established in the colonial records of Governors 
Thomas Mayhew, ~;r." and Mathew Mayhew (1642-1691) and in those of the Provi.nce 
of Massachusetb; Hay (1691-1781) . An Indian tribal identification was also 
confirmed by church records, including those of the local Baptist church 
organized in W93, and in the records of two religious societies: the 
Corporation for thE! Propagation of the Gospel in New England, which maintained 
some control over the Gay Head Indians between 1711 and 1776; and the Society 
for the Propagclt ion of the Gospel Among the Indians, which provided financial 
support for thE! Baptist ministry at Gay Head from the early 1800's until at 
least 1870. 

Inhabitants of thE! Gay Head peninsula have consistently been identified as 
Indians or people of Indian descent in the legislative and judicial records of 
the COJIDDonwealtl1 of Massachusetts from 1781 to the present. However, the 
State did not officially recognize the existence of a tribal entity at Gay 
Head between 1870, the year in which Gay Head was incorporated as a township, 
and 1976, when the Wampanoag Tribal Council was recognized by the Governor as 
the governing body of the Gay Head Indians. 

Gay Head Wampanoag descendants have also been similarly identified as Indians 
in certain records of the United States Government beginning in 1799, when a 
Federal lighthouse was established at Gay Head. Indian descendants 
constituted the majority population at Gay Head on Federal census records 
compiled between 1870 and 1970, and on local censuses as early as 1792. 
Federal records also indicate that Indians from Gay Head were enlisted as 
surfmen in the U.S. Life-Saving Service (Coast Guard) after 1895, and enrolled 
at the Carlisle Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania between 1905 and 
1918. More rece1tly, Federal agencies such as the Department of Health and 
Human Services h,3.ve provided project funds to the Gay Head Wampanoags based on 
their identification as Indian. People at or from Gay Head were likewise 
positively identifil:!d as being members of an Indian group in traveler's 
accounts, local lmd regional histories, and travel guides; by anthropologists, 
historians, and o'~her scholars; and in newspapers and other media. 
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The Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head is based on land which was 
traditionally Imd aboriginally Wampanoag. The area which now comprises the 
town of Gay Head has been viewed consistently throughout history as an Indian 
community or, more- precisely since the late 18th century, as a community of 
"Indians and J:'eople of colour." This perception of it continues today, 
despite the fact that non-Indians now constitute the majority of its 
population. For much of its history the Gay Head community was accorded a 
special status by church and governmental officials because of its distinct 
Indian population. 

The Gay Head Indians have continuously identified themselves as Wampanoag 
throughout hist)ry and have most often been referred to as Indians by the 
other residents of Martha's Vineyard, although some have tended to perceive 
them as being Black rather than Indian. The Gay Head people are the only 
population on "the island which has retained an Indian identity. Because the 
Gay Head Indian descendants were regarded as subordinate to Whites in the 
social hierarchy of the Vineyard, they were subjected to racial prejudice and 
segregation. Social contacts were largely restricted to other Indian 
descendants, Blucks from down-island communities, and, more recently, with 
Whites from off-island. Those Gay Head Indians who intermarried with Blacks 
Or had Black flllCE!stry were still generally regarded as being Indians as long 
as they remainEd on the island. However, many Gay Head Indians who moved 
off-island founci that their Indian identity was questioned by Whites, Blacks, 
and even other Indians. 

Since at least 1807, a substantial portion of the Gay Head Indian descendants 
have not resided in Gay Head or any other Indian community. In that year 
James Freeman fround approKimately 41 percent of the Gay Head Indians to be 
absent from the Gay Head peninsula. The resident Indian population of the 
town of Gay He:ld declined by approKimately 61 percent between 1900 and 1970. 
The current resident Indian population of 78, which has remained fairly stable 
over the past ·to years, represents only about 15 percent of the total 
membership of the Wampanoag Tribal Counci 1 of Gay Head. Not enough evidence 
has been found to conclude that cohesive tribal relations have been maintained 
since at least the 1930's, either within the local community or between the 
those resident at Gay Head and the ever-growing number of non~resident Gay 
Head Indian descendants. 

Aboriginal Wampwloag leadership was provided by an hereditary chief or sachem " 
who made decisior~s i.n consultation with a council of male elders, war captains 
known as "pinessE,s, III and spiritual advisors who were called "powwows." In the 
pre-contact pericd (prior to 1642), Gay Head was one of four major sachemshi.ps 
on Martha's Vineyard. Nohtoaksaet was the sachem at Gay Head until about 
1675. He was succeeded by his son Mit tark (1675-1683), who was in turn 
succeeded by his son Joseph Mittark. No reference to the sachemship could be 
found after 1687, the year in which Joseph Mittark conveyed the Indian land 
rights at Gay Head to Governor Mathew Mayhew. 

There is only one first-hand description of the political system or processes 
at work at Gay Head prior to 1827. However, there is evidence that the Gay 
Head Indians continued to maintain some political influence and authority over 
their members. Thei:;e people periodically pet i t ioned the General Court of the 
Province of Massachusetts Bay between 1727 and 1781, and the Corporation for 
the Propagation of the Gospel between 1711 and 1776. These petitions, which 
were most often generated by land problems or the actions of the provincial 
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guardians, 
political 
acted as 
Zachariah 
cODDDuni ty. 

offer the only clues available regarding the nature of Gay Head 
life :.n the 18th century. They suggest that the Indians may have 
a general council, and that Christian spiritual leaders such as 
HowwasHee· may have also served as the political leaders of the 

The State of Mas~lachusetts imposed a guardian system over the Gay Head Indians 
between 1781 and 1814, and in 1785 a group member named Zachariah Howwaswee 
was appointed olle of the guardians. As wards of the State, the Indians 
continuously peti.tioned the Massachusetts legislature between 1785 and 1870. 
State records acknowledge that between 1814 and 1862, the Indian descendants 
at Gay Head had no state-appointed guardians and were essentially 
self-governing. DE~spite the autonomy of this so-called Indian "plantation," 
there is evidenCE! that its governing structure was similar in many respects to 
other small Massachusetts towns. In 1862 the State imposed greater 
jurisdictional control over Gay Head by establishing it as an Indian district. 
An Indian district was viewed by state authorities as a transitional stage 
between plantati(ln status and incorporation as a town, as well as between 
wardship for thE! Indians and citizenship. Full state citizenship was extended 
to the Gay Heael Indians in 1869, despite the objections of their elected 
spokesmen. In Ift70 the state incorporated Gay Head as a township, reportedly 
with the support (If the majority of its Indian residents. 

The precise nature of the town government between 1870 and 1955 is not known 
because the rec(lrcis: of the town proceedings no longer exist. The group's 
acknowledgment pE!tition maintains that after incorporation in 1870 the imposed 
town governmental s:tructure was adopted by the Indians as their governing 
body, so that in effect the town and the Indian government were one and the 
same until 1972, the year in which the Wampanoag Tribal Council was formed. 
However, the existing sources indicate that in substance and form this local 
government was indistinguishable from that of any other small New England 
town. Its focus ~7as entirely on mundane civil matters and there was nothing 
distinctively tribal or Indian about any of its official actions. It did not, 
for example, define! or regulate group membership or take action to assert an 
Indian identity. There is some evidence in fact that it actually spurned 
Indian activities emd identification and rejected formal alliances with other 
Indian groups ard communities. Neither were its officers exclusively of Gay 
Head Indian descent. At least 34 of the individuals elected or appointed to 
town offices between 1870 and 1972 were not Gay Head Indian descendants, 
although most WE:!re married to Gay Head Indians. However, all of the town 
selectmen electecl t.o office during this period were Gay Head Indians, and 
group members helve continued to constitute the leadership of the town 
government since H'72 , the year in which the Wampanoag Tribal Council was 
formed. 

While there is convincing evidence that group kinship ties played a crucial 
role in this l('ca1. government, the town structure would have made for a 
peculiar kind of tribal governing body. Unlike any other tribal government, 
the town government was mandated by state law to accept legal responsibility 
for all residents of the township. This came to include an increasing number 
of non-Indians. The proportion of non-Indian residents grew from 13 percent 
in 1920 to 47 percent by 1970. At the same time, as a municipal polity, the 
local government held no legal authority outside of the town boundaries. 
Therefore, it could not legally maintain jurisdiction over the significant 
number of Gay Head Indian descendants who resided elsewhere, either 
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permanently or temporarily (the resident Indian population decreased by 61% 
between 1900 end 1970), although those non-resident Indians who still held 
property or psid taxes in the town may have been affected by local government 
actions. State law also restricted the political participation of 
non-residents, since those Indian descendants who did not maintain residence 
at Gay Head at least part of the year were not entitled to vote there, either 
in the town meetings or general elections. No evidence was found to indicate 
that the town officials exerted any informal political influence or control 
over the non-resident Gay Head Indian descendants, or that the non-residents 
participated in the political process within the town. 

Anthropologist Gloda Lev it as , who conducted the most extensive ethnographic 
investigation of Gay Head, has concluded· that with the imposition of town 
status upon theJ.r community in 1870, the Gay Head Indians lost their political 
autonomy as a tribal group. In 1934 the ethnologist Gladys Tantaquidgeon, in 
a special report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, identified the 
Aquiniah Council and not the town officers as representing the "tribal 
government" at Gay Head. The Aquiniah Council was the Gay Head affiliate of 
the Wampanoag Nation, a pan-Indian organization formed by the Indians at 
Mashpee, Massachusetts (on Cape Cod) in the late 1920's. In 1935 the Aquiniah 
Council was replaced by the Howwaswee Council, an organization formed at Gay 
Head to compete rather than cooperate with the Wampanoag Nation. 

There is no evidence that sustained political influence or authority was 
maintained in t;le community outside of the town government through any other 
formal or infonaal group process or structure. Neither does the group's 
acknowledgment petition assert such a claim. The Aquiniah Council identified 
by Tantaquidgeon as representing the "tribal government" in 1934, was soon 
replaced by the Howwaswee Council. The role of this latter council and its 
successor, the Pawkunnawakutt Council, which continued to exist in some form 
until 1972, was almost purely ceremonial. It is not known how much support 
these councils re·cei ved from the community as a whole or from the larger group 
membership. The early membership ·of the Howwaswee Council was dominated by 
only two families, and some of its officers were not Gay Head Indian 
descendants. 

The various civic improvement organizations founded at Gay. Head since the 
1940's (the Aquinnah Club, the Gay Head Civic Association, the Gay Head 
Improvement Association, the Gay Head Community Council, and the Gay Head 
Taxpayers Association) have had some political impact within the community. 
However, all of these organizations have had limited objectives and have 
therefore been n~latively short lived, many have had non-Indian support and 
membership, and none could in any way be interpreted as being a tribal 
governing body. I~ a pan-Indian leader and political maverick, Lorenzo D. 
Jeffers, who fowlded most of the local C1V1C improvement organizations, 
excercised some influence and authority within the community and outside of 
the town government. Yet, because his positions were often too controversial 
and erratic, he did not muster enough support on a continuing basis to be 
considered a legitjmate political leader of the Gay Head Indians. 

The group's acknowledgment petition maintains that in 1972 the Wampanpoag 
Tribal Council of Gay Head replaced the town government as the governing body 
of the Gay Head Indians. This council now claims to maintain political 
influence and authority over its 521 members. Yet, the town government did 
not change perceptibly in either form or actions from what it had been prior 
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to the format jon of the Tribal Council. Although non-Indians came to hold 
.ore town offjcesl, the local government continued to be led by Indian 
descendants, ~~y of whom are close relatives of the leaders of the Tribal 
Council. 

The Wampanoag descendants at Gay Head have been identified throughout history 
as being American Indians, and Gay Head has been consistently viewed as being 
an American rnd ian communi ty. For nearly two centuries, however, a 
substantial portion of the Gay Head Indians have not resided in this 
community. There is not enough evidence to conclude that cohesive tribal 
relations have been maintained throughout history, either within the community 
or between the core group at Gay Head and the growing number of non-resident 
Indian descendants. Neither has enough evidence been found to indicate that 
tribal political influence or' other authority has been maintained continuously 
over the Gay Head Indians since 1870. 
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TBI ABORIGINU CULTURE PRIOR TO 1642 

The Wa.panoag were one of the principal aboriginal tribes of New England. 
Prior to luropean settle.ent, these Algonquian-speaking people were 
concentrated OD a peninsula on the eastern shore of Narragansett Bay in what 
is now Bristol County, Rhode Island and the adjacent parts of Bristol County, 
Massachusetts. Fra. this base the Wa.panoag controlled .uch of the 
southeastern Massachusetts territory extending fra. the Bay to the Atlantic 
Ocean, incilldin, the islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. At ODe ti.lle 
they also ~eld the Rhode Island portions of Narragansett Bay, but this was 
taken fra. thell by their traditonal enellY, the Narragansett, who occupied the 
western shor'!! of the Bay (Hodge 1971:II:903). 

Arcbeologica 1 evidence indicates that Indians were present on Martha's 
Vineyard as early as 2270 B.C., but the earliest known W8IIpanoag site there 
dates fra. i!lr01LJDd 1565 A.D. (Levitas 1980: 71; Rithchie 1969). It is not known 
if any of tbte successive tribal groups who occupied the island prior to the 
16th centUlry were the ancestors of the present-day W8IIp8D08I (Levi tas 
1980:74-75). Wa.panoag culture was st.ilar to that of other 
Algonquian-spealldng peoples. The village was the basic SOCiopolitical and 
subsistence unit. These non-perll8Dent ~ities consisted of several 
interrelated fl_Hies. Ownership of land and other possessions was c~nly 
based on the fBllHy unit, but individual ownership was also recognized. 
Leadership ,i88 provided by an hereditary chief or same., who .ade decisions 
in consult ad 011 wi th a council of .ale elders, war captains known 88 

"pinesses," Blld spiritual leaders who were called "powwows" (Salwen 
1978: 166-167; S~ns 1976: 220-221; Marten 1970: 18). While in theory the 
Wa.panoag W1~re united into a single federation in which each local sache. owed 
allegiance 1:0 a IIOre inclusive sache., in practice centralized authority was 
.erely s~4)lic and local c~ities were autona.Qus (Scaglion 1977:44). 
Nevertheless, the island Indians were eDIIeShed to sa.! degree in the social 
and political wc)rld of the .ainland WSllPanoag (Levitas 1980: 92) . 

.Just prior to the Inglish occupation of Martha's Vineyard in 1642, the island 
was divided socially and politically into four aajor sach~hips, of which Gay 
Head or Aquinllah was one (Scaglion 1977: 74). The best estiJlates of the 
pre-contact population suggest that there were as .any as 3000 W8IIp8Do&g on 
the island at that ti.lle and that several hundred of these Indians were under 
the Gay Head s.:ache. (Ibid. :47). While it is assu.ed that Gay Head was sillill!lr 
in IIOSt renpects to the .. inland W8IIP8Do&g villages, there I!lre no first-hand 
descriptions of its political syste. during the early historical period. 

The W8JlP8D0u., Indians at Gay Head possessed a unique set of beliefs in 8 

JlYtholo,ical ,:iant na.ed Moshop, who was the hero of .any ori,in stories about 
Martha's Vine,..!lrd and whose exploits are thought to account for .any of the 
natural phenc.:ma on the island. An early contact fOl"1l of the Moshup legendB, 
as told by ~l'h0l188 Cooper, a half-blood Gay Head Indian, was first published in 
1792. Altho~Pl the stories have been altered and ellbellished over the yeanI, 

a group lIenbeJ:" reported in 1973 that IIOSt Gay Head people continue to believe 
in these le,.mcUl (Scaglion 1974: 20-25; Vanderhoop 1973: 44). 
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COLONIZATION MID CONVERSION, 1642-1682 

The eacli.,.t contacts between island Indians and Europeans are DOt known 
precisely. The Bnglish navigator Barthola.ew Goanold is generally credi 
with the Buropean discovery of Martha's Vineyard in 1602, although Horse 
Italian E!xplorers II8l' have IIBde prior landings on the island (Banks 
1966: I: 58-e,9, Ei4-66) • 

In 1611 8n Indian naaed Bpanow, who IIBY have been either the sache. at Gay 
Bead or 8 .e.ber of the sache.'s feaily, and another individual aa.ed 
Con8COnall were kidnapped by two Bnglish sea captains, Bdward Harlow and 
Nicholas Boo.on, and transported back to Bngland. The Indians convinced Sir 
Ferdinando Gorges that there was gold on Martha's Vineyard. He outfitted an 
expedi tion to the island in 1614, for which Bpanow and Coneconall served 88 

guides. \flleJ[l the ship .ade its landfall, the Indians escaped. Fi.ve yean 
later, Gorlres dispatched Captain Tha.as Der-er to explore the area. Denier 
subsequentl!r becaae invol ved in a skinlish with Bpanow and suffered a fatal 
wound. 'l1ais episode .arked the last instance on Martha's Vineyard in which 
blood was shed between Indians and Whites (Attaquin 1970: 34; Saith 1912:651; 
Banks 1966: I: 6'lr-70). 

The Bnglisll. c:olonization of what is now Massachusetts began with the Pilgri.
landing at Pl)'llOUth in 1620, and after 1630 there was a great influx of 
settle.ent into the Boston area. However, colonists were not attracted 
initially to Martha'. Vineyard because of its sizeable Indian population and 
its relative isolation in case of native attacks. Around 1634 the Council for 
New Bngland, which had held for 30 years a charter fra. the Xing of England to 
develop a vast region in ~rica, decided to divide its n.aining territory 
a.ong ita principal investors. A hazy knowledge of the actual coast 
geography ll!d to conflicting cla~ to the Vineyard between Sir 
Gorges and WBliea Alexander, the Barl of Sterling. Intent on establishing a 
colony on the island, ThOJl8S Mayhew, Sr., a -.ber of the legislature of the 
Massachusettu Bay Colony, negotiated a grant of title fra. both of these 
gentleIIeD ill lL64l. Banks states that he also obtained a release fra. "the 
aboriginal (lWDe~ra. " However, the details of these transactions with the 
Vineyard nstj Vetil were never recorded (Banks 1966: I: 84). 

Mayhew in turIll granted lands to other colonists and in 1642 sent his son, 
ThOll88 Mayhew, Jr., to establish a settle.ent on the eastern end of the island 
at present-day Edgartown (Ibid.: 84-85) • This date thus .arks the beginning of 
sustained contact between Buro-A8ericans and the Wa.panoag of Martha's 
Vineyard. 

An individual na.ed Nohtoaksaet was the sacha. at Gay Head during the early 
contact peri,:xl (until 1675). By the tiM! of the Mayhews' arrival, the IDdians 
of Martha's Vimeyard represented a re.nant population. Bpida.ica iD 1617 and 
1622 had de.:t.ated the .lI8inland WBJlP8Do&g and the growing power of the 
Narragansett pn~luded the island bands fra. fleeing to other coastal areas 
(Levitaa 198(1: 1:J4, 198). Their own population declined rapidly after 1642, clue 
largely to the spread of yellow fever and tuberculosis. By 1675 the native 
population o1~ the island had been reduced to approxillately 700. With the 
exceptioD of Gay Bead, the sache.ahips eventually ceased to be poli tical 
uni t8. Local rE.nant bands tended to aigrate to Gay Read and to coalesce with 
the relatively large Waapanoag populatioD there. Mayhew's grant did 
extend to tbe area occupied by the Gay Bead Indians, and he was expressl 
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forbidden by royal order frca invading their jurisdictioa, although he was 
required to lend assistance to th.. if needed. Since Gay Head was the 
farthest iala:md village frca the Mayhewa' settl~t, it was less subject to 
their influerlce. The natives there were also reported to be the II08t 
intransigerlt of all the Vineyard Indians (Scaglioa 1977:47-48; Levitas 
1980: 134, 1.01-6, 1.98). 

~ Ma)'he.." Jr., began preaching his Puritan Congregationalist doctrine to 
the W~oas: on Martha's Vineyard soon after establishing his settle.ent. He 
enjoyed eerl),' success by converting prcaising YOWlg .en who then trained to 
beca.e .inisters the.selves. However, the people at Gay Read resisted his 
.issionary efforts and were in fact &IIOng the last Indians in what beca.e 
Massachusetts to accept Christianity. Prior to his taking leave for a voyage 
back to Hngland in 1657, Mayhew held a service at Ahquanpachebottoa or the 
Place on the Wayside on· what is now the West Tisbury-Edgartown road. This 
proved to be his last .inistration to the Indians, since his ship did not 
reach Hngland and was never heard frca again. The Indians caae to revere the 
Place on tile 'Wayside for its connection with Mayhew, and they raised a pile of 
stones on tbe spot where he bad preached. Local tradi tioa baa it that 
whenever t rib.Bl -.bers passed by they added new stones to the pile. In 1901 
the island cillapter of the Daughters of the Allerican Revolution dedicated a 
broDZe tab let which was placed in a large boulder donated by the Gay Read 
Indians, t,) ICc .. ~rate this historic site (Banks 1966:1:228-231; Attaquin 
1970: 33; V8l1derhoop 1973: 39; Vanderhoop 1904). 

nw.as Mayhew, Sr., continued the work of his ill-fated son and enjoyed hie 
greatest .:lssionary triUliph in 1663 when he COIJverted Mittark, the son of 
Nohtoaksaet, 1the sach.. at Gay Head. Although the powwows exiled this young 
II8D fro. the ca.runity, he returned three years later and succeeded eventually 
in bringi~r tl11 of the Gay Read people to a "profession of Christianity" 
(Banks l~;: 1::7,20). Ris efforts were sustained by a series of Indian lay 
.inisters Hnd teachers, and by 1698 the Congregational ~ting house at Gay 
Read clai.ed 2f)() congregants (Rare 1932: 213-214). 

At about thiEI saae tiae, the Puritan establislDleDtat Gay Head began to be 
challenged by a growing nuaber of Baptist followers. Led by a series of 
Indian prenchE~rs, the Baptist congregation organized in 1693 (the first on the. 
Vineyard) t'ecI!lae by 1750 the dOilinant church at Gay Head (Levitas 1980: 161). 
It now holds claia to being the oldest Indian Baptist church in NorthAlierica 
(Mayhew 195Ei: 1~!5) • 

For forty yes~ (1642-1682), the elder Thoaas Mayhew ruled Martha's Vineyard 
like a fetldal lord. Al though provisions were aade for a fOnlSl govenment 
under a GEneral Court of representatives in 1653, Mayhew re.ained finlly in 
control (Ievi.tas 1980: 118). The colonies of Maine, New York, and 
Massachusetts all clat.ed sovereign control over the island, but Mayhew's 
title was conlfiraed and he was appointed governor of the Vineyard for life by 
New York Go~erIllor Francis Lovelace in 1671 (Banks 1966: I: 147-149). 

The Indians of' Martha's Vineyard were inclined toward passivity in the face of 
colonization, perhaps because of their isolation fra. aainland allies, their 
fear of Inglish power, and the effects ot white .ans' disease on their 
culture. 
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In 1662 11 lflbode Island Jlerchant naaed Willi. Brenton purchased title to Gay 
Head frca Wi:.sutta, a lISinland sachell who was the son of Maasasoi t and the 
elder br01thelr of King Philip, the IIOSt f8llOus of the Wa.panoag leaders. 
Brenton's det!Kl was duly recorded in New York, but he never took up res 
on the inland, perhaps because the local sschell Nohtoaksaet refused 
recognize this- conveyance by a Jl8inland chief (Banks 1966: I: 7; Attaquin 
1970:35). 

Nohtoaksaet died soaeti.lle prior to 1675 and his younger son Mittark succeeded 
hill as Sadlell of Gay Head in the absence of OIIpohhannut, an elder brother. In 
1675 OIIpolih8lllDut returned to claa the sache.ship and a portion of the Gay 
Head land base as his birthright. Mittark, his counselors, and the cc:..on lien 
of Gay Head worked in consultation to appoint a twelve-.an jury to resolve 
these claiM. All of the Vineyard sache.s 88 well 88 people fro. the .. inland 
were called upon to give testillony before this "General Court." Following 
these deliberations, the jury upheld o.pobhannut's right of succession and his 
entitle.ent to one-quarter of the Gay Head lands (Banks 1966:11:7-8). A 
written stata.ent of this finding was deposited with the Dukes County deed 
records. This rare d~nt provides the only description of political 
processes o]?erlati ve at Gay Head during the 17th century. 

OIIpohb8lllDut n4!Ver returned to Gay Head and it has been speculated that he II8Y 
have bet!D J)ret~luded fro. doing so by King Philip's War. This conflict began in 
the su..er oir 1675 when an influential W8II(>8D08g sache. naaed Philip launched 
an attack ag~linst Puritan villages which soon escalated into a two-year war 
that spread throughout New Bngland. In the end, the series of battles between 
the confed~~rated W8II(>8Doag, Narragansett, Ni~c, and· Pocu.tuck and the 
colonists flDd their Indian allies left "King" Philip, 3000 other Indians, 
600 Bnglish cc.lonials dead. Half of the towns in New Bngland were dmlaged 
II08t of thE' region's Indian tribes were ca.pelled to forfeit 
independence: (Vaughan 1965: 313-314). 

The only 8 ipli ficant effect King Phi lip's War had on Gay Head was to further 
isolate the c:a..unity fra. the aainland Wtmpanoag (Levitas 1980: 146). Despite 
the pleaa of off-island relatives to join in the hostilities, the Indians on 
Martha's Vineyard pledged their loyalty to the Inglish. Governor Mayhew IISde 
arrange.ents to ~loy an all-Indian foot ca.pany under Japheth Hannet to 
defend the island, and this policy served to l18intain the peace. Baooet also 
served 88 a juryan in the OIIpohhaoutt elaa and later succeeded Mittark as 
the native ainister at Gay Head (Hare 1932:207-208; Attaquin 1970:35; Banks 
1966:11:7-8; V&Dderhoop 1904). 

LAND CONVBY~~CBS. 1684-1690 

Thoaas Mayb!W, Sr., died in 1682 and was succeeded 88 Governor by his grandson 
Mathew Mayh4!W. Mittark died the next year and was succeeded 88 the Gay Head 
sacm. by his son Joseph Mi t tark. On October 20, 1684, this sacbell conveyed 
by deed to Mathew Mayhew's brother John the neck of land known 88 

N88howaquidst~, which bordered Gay Head to the east (Mass. House 1856: 6-7) ~ 
ThOll88 Maytww, another of Mathew's brothers, later reportedly purchased 
Squibnocket, mlother adjoining neck of land fra. "six sach~ and six other 
Indians" (rbi.d.)I. 
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In 1685 Governor Tha.as Dongan of New York devised a plan to establish 
Martha's Vi.ne3rard as a Jl8I)or with Mathew Mayhew 88 its lord, and then to 
purchase the title of Lord of the Manor frOll Mayhew, since Dongan could not 
invest h~lelj~ with the title directly. This purchase also brought the 
territory of Gay Head within Dongan's possession (Banks 1966: I: 174-177; 
Province of Nett- York 1685). 

On May 6, lE;a'7, Mayhew, acting as Dongan's agent, purchased Indian title to 
Gay Head frOiI sachell Joseph Mittark for £30. The resident Indians protested 
that this C:OD\'eyance was in direct violation of a covenant drawn up by Mittark 
and sa.e of hi.s chief ~n in 1681, which declared that none of the lands under 
his sachESlliip could be alienated (Ibid. j Muttach 1681). 

In his re<:ent short history of Gay Head, Francis G. Hutchins has theorized 
that by tIl,is action Joseph Mittark quitc1aiJled his rights as overlord and 
abdicated Ids sachell8hip, thus "fonIBlly and actually ter.inating any tribal 
govertUlent at Gay Head" (Hutchins 1986: 11). While this conveyance .. y well 
have ended the aboriginal Wa.panoag for. of goverDlleDt there, since no 
reference can be found to the sachell8hip after this date, subsequent evidence 
does indicate that the Gay Head Indians adopted other for.. by which they 
continued to .. intain influence and authority over their ~ers independent 
of the control of any other Indian governing entity. 

A .anorial systea was thus i.JIposed on Gay Head and the Indiana lost their laqd 
rights. Grants or leases of lands, usually in forty acre parcels, were lISde 
to various individual Indiana in exchange for annual quitrents (token 
pa)'llents). In addition, the Indians as a group were cc:.pelled to pay a 
s~olic quitrent of ears of corn to the Lord of the Manor (Banks 
1966:11:8-10). However, before Lord Dongan could create .uch .ischief on the 
Vineyard, tne "Glorius Revolution" in Bngland overthrew King Ja.es and 
replaced hi. with a Protestant King and Queen, Willi811 and Mary. As an 
appointee of King Ja.es, Dongan soon lost his authority as Governor, although 
he continued to be the absentee landlord of Gay Head (Ibib. 1:177-178). 

UNDER THE pa:>VINCE AND "THE COMPANY," 1691-1781 

The conflictin,g colonial claias to Martha's Vineyard were resolved once and 
for all in 11691 when the Crown detached the island fra. the jurisdiction of 
the Provin.::e of New York and placed it under the royal Province of 
Massachusettl5 IBay, which included the for.er colonies of Massachusetts Bay, 
Pl~uth, 8l1d Il4aine. The Indiana at Gay Head constantly ca.plained to the new 
authorities ab~l)ut the illegality of Joseph Mittark's conveyance of Gay Head 
and Nashawaquidsee. As a result, the General Court (the legislative body) of 
the Provino! l!ippointed a c~ittee to investigate the I18.tter in 1703. This 
ca..ittee c~)ncluded that Mittark's alledged covenant was a fraud after an 
Indian na.ei .Josiah Hosewi t, who later bec&lle the Baptist .inister at Gay 
Head, confensed that he had drafted the docu.ent sa.etble after Mittarks's 
death. Th4! Indiana at Gay Head, who continued to believe that the docu.ent 
was genuine, ,otere not content with this decision. Two years later they 
convinced the General Court to order a rehearing. However, this second 
investigation lreached the SBIIe conclusion (Ibid.: II: 10-11). Yet, Levitas 
holds that th4! tilling of the 1681 covenant and the fact that it was probably 
.. de in renpol18e to the claills of the off-island W8IIpanoag rather than an 
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English atteupt to purchase land tends to support the authenticity of the 
docu.ent (l.evi. tas 1980: 147-148) . 

In his ~lPacity as steward for the absentee landlord Dongan, Mathew MAvh, ... 

continued to grant or lease the land at Gay Head to the Indians. The Engl 
residents of neighboring Chilaark purchased these lease assi~nts for petty 
8IIOunts or confiscated the. as PayJleDt for business debts. This led to a 
great deal of tension between the races, 88 the Indians deeply resented the 
loss of their land base (Banks 1966: II: 10). 

The landprobla. at Gay Head was gradually brought to the attention of the 
Corporation f.or the Propagation of the Gospel in New England, which was also 
known 88 ~Tbte Caapany." This organization was a aissionBry society for work 
8IIOng the Indians which was created by the Bnglish Parliaaent in 1649 and 
funded by the wealthy and influencial lIeD of Massachusetts (Levitas 
1980: 136). ~L'he Ca.pany .aneged in 1711 to secure title to Lord Dougan's 
holdings a1: (~ay Head for £550. Al though this purchase was .. de ostensibly 
"with the main design of benefiting the aboriginal natives," it aerely 
continued to perpetuate the Indians' status as tenants on their own land. In 
1714 the C(~y dug a ditch and erected a fence across Gay Head neck in order 
to exclude the public frOil the Indian c~ity (Banks 1966: II: 10-11). 

Despite its altruistic pronounc~nts, the Caapany was deterained nevertheless 
to gain So.e inco.e frOil Gay Head and so peraitted a Chilaark aao na.ed 
Ebenezer Allen to lease 600 acres of land there, including several Indian 
residences (Kellaway 1961: 222). When Allen requested an additional 400 acres 
in 1724 (Allen 1724), the Indians co.plained vigorously. In light of this 
opposition 9Dd the continued protests against the open-ended leases arranged 
originally i>y Mathew Mayhew, the Coapany reached an BgreetleDt in 1727 wnf'!l"IMn 

Abel Hosswi t ,9Dd nine other Gay Read Indian leaders agreed to release 
acres of la~d in exchange for the Ca.pany's deed granting the re.ainder of the 
Gay Head l8Jld to the Indians for their sole use and undivided occupancy. This 
agree.ent cl)ntained a clause which provided that the Indians at Gay Head 
"shall alwa:rs be under the direction, governaent, and stint of said Ca.pany" 
(CPG 1727; Banks 1966:11:11-12). This docu.ent was significant because it 
terainated the leaseholds which had resulted in a loss of Iud to the Gay Head 
Indians and Jrav~~ the Indians a legal basis for their own occupation. 

Mellbers of thE~ Indian ~i ty at Gay Read were inclined to aake their 
grievances }:nOllrD to the COIIpany by petitioning its ca..issioners in Boston. 
In 1738, fc'r exlDlPle, a nUilber of Gay Head inhabitants requested· the 
conviction (,f t1'several young lIeD addicted to stealing sheep" and voted to have 
these young Illldians punished by being deprived of their shares in the c~n 
land (CPG 17:39). 

In addition to being subject to the authority of the Ca.pany, the Indians at 
Gay Head were also considered to be wards of the Province of the Massachusetts 
Bay. In 1746, the colonial legislature, which was called the General Court, 
appointed three guardians to oversee the Indian lands on Martha J s Vineyard 
(Province of Ilfass. Bay 1746). 

The Gay Head Indians repeatedly pet it ioned the General Court, just as they had 
the Ca.pany ca_issioners, and it is these petitions which offer the only 
clues avail~)le regarding the nature of the Gay Head political syste. 
the 18th ~ltWr,y. The people at Gay Head brought ca.plaints before 
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General Court at least thirteen taes between 1745 and 1767 (Province of Mass. 
Bay 1745a; 1745b; 1747a; 1747b; 1753; 1755a; 17Mb; 1760; 1764; Proprietors of 
Gay Head 174'7, 1749; Indian Inhabitants of Gay Head 1759j Indians of Gay Heed 
1767) • Most of these grievances were generated by land prob1~ or the 
actions ot the guardians. 

Three of the signed general petitions, those sub.itted in 1747, 1749, and 
1767, re.ain extant (Proprietors of Gay Head 1747, 1749j Indians of Gay Bead 
1767). Bach of these contains the n811e8 of both lien and WOllen. A title is 
not listed for any of the signers except Zachary Hosswi t (a. k. a. Zachariah 
Howwaswee) , wllo is listed as being a clerk on the 1749 petition. Thus it is 
not possib;~e to identify a prUaary leader, and there is nothing to indicate 
that the ubol"iginal political syatES of sachellS, pinesses, and powwows had 
continued. 

The 1747 petition includes the n8lles of 38 "Indian Inhabitants, Proprietors, 
and OWners~ (Proprietors of Gay Head 1747), or approxiJlate1y 28 percent of the 
total Indien population of 112 as counted by the guardians in that sa.e year 
(Guardians for' the Indians in Dukes County 1747). Since this nu.ber .ight 
reasonably approach the total adult population, it suggests that the Indians 
.sy have acted aa a general council, at least for the purpose of petitioning 
the legislature. This is corroborated by the 1749 petition which contains 33 
n811e8 and begins by stating that "The Poor Indian Proprietors of Gay Bead llet 
together and by a vote .ade this Bu.ble petition" (Proprietors of Gay Head 
1749). 

The IIOSt prOilinent leader at Gay Bead, at least aa reflected in the lleager 
colonial dOCUllents, was Zachary Hosswit (Howwaswee), who signed the 1747 and 
1749 petitions and who was appointed by the General Court to be one of the 
three Vineyard guardians in 1774 (Province of Mass. Bay 1774). Hosswit was 
very JlUch ,5 ;part of the Protestant establishllent at Gay Head, having been 
ellP10yed by the COIIPany as a Jl8,(istrate aa early as 1733, and later as a 
schoo lIIas ter 8]tld preacher (CPG 1729-1787). This suggests that the spiritual 
leaders in the ca..unity, perhaps in the tradition of Mittark, continued to 
have considel:-able political influence if not authority. 

UNDER THE COImNWEALTH. 1781-1814 

The activit:Les of the Ca.pany at Gay Head began to lapse aa the Aaerican 
Revolution approached. Following the war, the Bri Ush-baaed benevolent 
society fowld it expedient to shift its operations to Canada. Although the 
CQllPany nevur fOlWllly conveyed its rights to Gay Bead, the liew state of 
Maasachusettu ~~su.ed t.mediate jurisdiction over both its property and the 
.Gay Bead Indiems after the independence of the Uni ted States was recognized 
(Banks 1966:11:13-14). In the early 19th century, a Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel AlDong the Indians. which proposed to take over sa.e 
of the functiclns of the old COIIPany, was founded in Aaerica. The "Society," 
as it was po(:,ularly known, continually provided funding for the Baptist 
.inistry at Gay Head. 
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In describing the state's relationship to the Gay Head Indians between the 
Revolutionary War and 1862, when Gay Head beca.e an Indian District, the 
Massachuset ts :Supre.e Judicial Court held that 

the Indi8lrlS and people of color constituting the 'Gay Head Tribe' •• 
were bl· a certain sense wards of the C~nweal th t over whose 

propert:r lmd persons supervision was excercised fra. tille to tille, 
and for whose protection against the dangers arising fra. 
iaproviclence and incapacity specific enact.ents were .ade (Mass. 
Supra.e Judicial Court 1866:135). 

During the pE~riod after the last guardians were appointed, the court observed 
that the (:ay Head Indian proprietors tt.anaged their own affairs, as well 88 

those of e, IlUDicipal as of a private nature" (Ibid.: 136). Yet Gay Head was 
never inch.de<Jl within the lillits of any township and full state citizenship 
was not extendled to its Indian residents until 1869. As "involuntary wards of 
the State" the:y could not sell their land except to other Indians Of Gay Head, 
.alee binding contracts, or sue or be sued in the courts (Pease 1871:21). 

Mellbership in the group was based solely on kinship. To be eligible one had 
only to descend fra. a Gay Head Indian. Thi~ ancestry could be either 
.atrilineal or patrilineal (Ibid.). During certain periods of the group's 
history, nOIl-I:ndian spouses and Indian spouses frOil other groups were accepted 
as Gay Head rndians (see Genealogical Report). 

The MassachllSetts legislature att~ted to continue the guardian systeJI, 
asking its first appoint.ents in 1781 (Mass. Resolves l78l), and Indiana Of 
Gay Head c.)ntinued to petition the General Court, as they did in 1785 after 
bec08ing concerned about the alienation of their land base (Ibid. 1785). 
that S8lle ~'ear a group '-:'er n8lled Zachariah Howwaswee, who was also 
Congregationnl ainister at Gay Head, was appointed as one of the guardians 
(Ibid.). 

In 1792 a gr()UP llellber n8lled Moses Howwaswee conducted a census of Gay Head, 
which also included an estillation of individual blood quantUIIS. This census 
shows a total resident population of 251, of which all but 15 were counted as 
"Natives." AIl analysis of the blood quantUll estillates indicates that 46 
percent of the= Natives were full-blood Indians and that 54 percent were 
aixed-blood. ~,pproxillately 42 percent of the total Native population had sa.e 
White ancestry and 28 percent had SOlIe Black ancestry. aong the 15 
individuals wh~1 were considered as "Strangers Married &.ong Us," 4 were 
full-blood Indiana of tribes or groups other than Gay Head, and 11 bad 
one-balf or • ore' Indian blood (Howwaswee 1792). 

These statistics indicate that a great deal of interaarriage had taken place 
in the century and a half since the Mayhews first settled the Vineyard. 
Interaarriage between Blacks and Indians was c~n in Massachusetts as early 
as the 17th century. According to the first authentic census of the Province, 
published in 1765, Dukes County, which was ca.prised of Martha's Vineyard, No 
Mans Land,and the Elizabeth Islands, contained 46 Blacks and 313 Indians 
(Woodson 1920: 46) • 

There has b'!en SOlIe speculation about the source of the Black population at 
Gay Read. On.e explanation is that fOl"1ler slaves who had shipped originall 
via the West Indies to work on the New England "plantations" bad IIOved to the 
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island and ioter.arried (Levit8S 1980: 178). Another is that Blacks C8IIe to 
Gay Head as a result of the whaling industry. However, our genealogical 
research shows the Black ancestry to be IIOre indirect. 

In the latter half of the 18th century, a large proportion of the aale Gay 
Headers shipped 88 I18tes aboard whaling ships, so l18Dy in fact that Indian 
whalers fr'. any tribe or group Calle to be called "Gay Head" by their fellow 
CreMleD. Th4ese.en were highly regarded for their skill and daring and were 
favored by .any captains 88 steersJlen. SOlIe Gay Headers eventually becalle 
first mate!! land a few even captained vessels between voyages (Poole 1968: 122; 
Hot.an 1928: 50) • 

The whalinlr captains actively recruited for hands in ports throughout the 
world. Fol1owing the ~rican Revolution, their crews began to contain a 
larger proportion of Blacks (Holman ibid.). A recent study found that Black 
laborers c1)llprised 8 percent of the whaling hands who shipped out of the 
neighboring i~lland of Nantucket, the .ajor New England fishery, between 1769 
and 1776 (V:lckt!!rs 1985:289). 

Thus by i 1:s very nature the whaling industry probably brought sea.en fn. all 
over the "odd to the ports of southeastern Massachusetts and increased the 
opportunitit!8 for interwarriage between "Natives" and "Strangers." The 
offspring of such unions at Gay Head were accepted 88 Indians and integrated 
into the COI.uIlity (Levitas 1980:178,204,251). 

In 1796 tile Ca.IOllWealth of Massachusetts recognized the autona.y' of the Gay 
Head IndiaJls by accepting the group's conveyance of a 811811 tract of land to 
be used for the construction of a lighthouse (Mass. Resolves 1796). The 
State, in tunl, conveyed this land to the United States, which erected the Gay 
Bead Light in 1799. Shortly after assUlling his duties as its first keeper, 
Ebenezer S}:if:t: wrote his superior that "I have no neighbors here but Indians 
and people of colour" (Rail ton 1982a: 104). He had previously been warned Dot 
to beca.e a "retailer of ardent spirits" because it was feared that liquor 
would destz'oy the Indians (Ibid.: 95). In 1803 it was reported that Skiff's 
residence fIt the lighthouse was "about four .iles fra. the nearest fBllily of 
white people, t1t and that he "had strictly confol"lled to the restriction 
respecting the retailing of ardent spirits" (Mayhew, et a1. 1803). 

The earliel8t e!xtant description of the "great body of the Indians" at Gay Head 
was writteII by 3811e8 Free.an in 1807. This writer noted that there were 142 
"souls" rei!! idE!nt there and about 100 absent; "SOlIe of wha. are children put 
out to selvic~ in English fa.ilies; and others whale.en." Of the Indians, 
Free.an noted nine .en as being full-bloods and "still .ore of the wo.en." 
The re!8t "erE! described as being" inter.ixed, chiefly with negroes." They 
li ved in "tWE~nty-six fraaed houses amd seven wigwaJlS." Free.an noted further 
that every "Illative," whether resident or not, "is considered as a proprietor" 
and entitlecl. tOI a land right in the ca.lOn pasture (Free.an 1971:51). 

In 1808 a church official named Elisha Clap wrote of the Reverend Zachariah 
Hosswit (Hcwwsl8wee): "I understand that his [Congregational] .inistry ... 
will soon bec:OJIe extinct. Only a few aged Indians, who do not understand 
Inglish, attend his Jleeting, 8S he preaches in the native language. . . Mr. 
Jeffers, a Baptist, the other preacher in the place, draws.oat of the 
Indians. " (Clap 1808). 
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Zachariah Howwaswee and nine other Indians Of Gay Head, referring to 
the.se1ves as "the few reaaining Indians of Gay Head," petitioned the General 
Court in 1811 for the appoint.ent of "sa.e good aDd down right honest" 
guardians to correct what they saw as a deteriorating social situation at 
Head. They b1a.ed the fact that the group no longer got along "peaceably 
well" on the "Negroes and Mulattoes (who] got in MIOng us" (The Few Remaining 
Indians of Gay Head 1811). 

In respons,e to this petition, the General Court passed the first of a series 
of Guardi~l ,~cts designed to better regulate the Gay Head proprietors. This 
1811 act liUtborized the guardians to allot land to each Indian f8llily and to 
leave the re181n1ng lands for the support of the indigent. According to 
Ebenezer Slriff, the lightkeeper at Gay Head, who often served as an info~l 
inter-.ediary for the Indians, the Howwaswee petition was "fallacious" and the 
General COlll"e s action was taken without consultation wi th the IMger body of 
Gay Head inhabitants (Ebenezer Skiff 1823). When the others learned of this 
action the), !uub.itted their own pet i tion refuting the claills of the Howwaswee 
group, whOiI tbey characterized as being "a party detached fra. us." As to the 
earlier petitioner's claUi to being "the few reaaining Indians at Gay Head," 
this petition pointed out that three of the signers were of .ixed-blood origin 
while, by the,ir count, there were IIOre than 48 adults who were full-blood 
Indians and over 100 who "descended frOll the aboriginals" at Gay Bead. It 
further described Howwaswee as an intelq)erate preacher and i..pIied that in 
order to obtain liquor he had sold considerable land and had subsequently 
caused the Indians to be sued by a White.aD. Finally, the petition requested. 
that the Governor affirm as guardians three ~ no.inated by the group, all of 
who. were :~bers of the non-Indian Mayhew faaily (Proprietors of Gay Head 
1811) . 

SELF-GOVE~~NT, 1814-1861 

The legislaturc! apPMent1y took no action on this petition, except to increase 
the powers of the guardians it had already appointed: authorizing the. in 
1813 to seize Indian Ii vestock as pay.ent for overdue rents (Mass. Acts 
1813) . ThE! (lay Head Indians ignored the acts of 1811 and 1813 and continued 
to hold thE!ir lands in ~n. They also refused to recognize the authority 
of the guarcli8l:lS and eventually f'orced the. to resign. Perhaps because of' the 
reaaoteness c,f the Gay Head ca..unity, the State I18de no atte.pt to coerce the 
Indians inte 8lccepting its control. After 1814 it gave up on the idea of 
appointing suar-dians for Gay Head. As a result, the c~ity was allowed to 
re.ain self-sove:rning (Levitas 1980: 173, 175; Barle 1861:38-39). 

Annual ~tings were held at Gay Head at which leaders were chosen and issues 
.reg~ing joint property were resolved. This local governaent also functioned 
to regulate the clay beds and the ca..on pasture lands and to provide relief 
for the poor (Mass. Supre.e Judicial Court 1866: 130-131). 

In 1823 the lightkeeper Ebenezer Skiff wrote that the ca..unity of Gay Head 
contained 241)0 acres and that "There is no other Tribe of Indians wi thin the 
Ca..onwealth trust has kept the whole of its land as this Tribe has" (Skiff 
1823). Bowl~velr, he also pointed out that ".any artful plans have been 
contri ved ancl Jl8.Dy trials have been llade to get SOlIe part of it out of their 
hands. .. Of the people themselves Skiff wrote that they were "a 
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.ultitude Ilf different colour" and that there were "but a few of the 
aborigiDals~ (Ibid.). 

A special lellfislati ve c~ittee studying the fo~ of Indian goverDlleDt in 
Massachusetts issued a report on Gay Head to the General Court in 1827. In 
describing th,!- group gove~t the c~ittee wrote: "In respect •.. to 
their mmiciPld affairs, the Indians have • assUlled the business of 
self-govermleDt, and they now hold in their respective .eeting or school 
houses, 'tuwn .eetings, , in which they choose a Clerk, Overseer of the Poor, 
e etc. J and audit with perfect regularity and sufficient intelligence all the 
accounts oJ the tribe • . . The wa.en being proprietors, vote in like .aDDer 
as the JIell." The report concluded that "The systell of self-govermlent which 
is thus ill ()peration has so l18Dy advantages .•• that the Ca..ittee are 
decidedly of the opinion that it ought as far as practical to be retained 

" (Mans. House 1827). 

Perhaps as a result of this report, a Guardian Act passed in 1828, which 
severely li .. ited the powers and activities of the Indian ca.mmities at 
Chappaquiddiclt and Christiantown, was never i.posed on Gay Head (Mass. Acts 
1828). Th4!! G2lY Head Indians thus retained their independent political systell, 
continued their isolationist policies, and only petitioned occasionally the 
General COl~t for support or relief. In 1838, for exa.ple, a petition signed 
by 53 Gay Head Indians requested that a law be enacted to prohibit the sale of 
liquor to Indians (Indians and People of Colour at Gay Head 1838). The next 
year a pet i tion with 31 signatures requested that the legislature appropriate 
funds for thE! construction of a grist aill at Gay Head (Ibid. 1839). The 
General CClurt acted favorably on these petitions and passed enabling 
legislation iIll both cases (Mass. Acts 1838; 1839). Beginning in 1835, it also 
authorized appropriations for support of the Indian school at Gay Head (Ibid. 
1835). This di.rect funding was continued by the legislature into the l890s. 

In 1839 thE hi.storian John Warner Barber wrote that Gay Head was "inhabited by 
descendants of the native Indians who own 2400 acres of land, .ost of which is 
under good ~~rove.ent." "Within a few years," he continued, "the conditions 
of these people is JlUch iaproved in point of telllH!rance and general .oral 
refol"ll8ti·on. In this good cause, SiIIOn Johnson and Zacheus Hauwassowee [sic] 
are actively involved" (Barber 1839). Zacheus Howwaswe was also t.he first 
signer of the: 1838 and 1839 petitions, which aay have been an indication of 
his political standing within the c~ity. 

Barber estiaated the group population to be 235, and a special legislative 
ca..ittee COWlited 240 Gay Head Indians in 1838, approxiaately one-fourth of 
whoa were reported to be ellPloyed as whaleaen (Ibid.; Browne 1838). Thus the 
53 individuals who signed the 1838 petition and the 31 whose naaeB appeared on 
the petition of 1839 aay well have represented the vast aajority of the adult 
Indians present at Gay Head. 

In 1840 Ellis Skiff, who had succeeded his father Ebenezer as the ligbtkeeper 
at Gay Head requested that the Federal Govermaent purchase a right of way fro. 
the lighthouse to its only source of water, a reservoir which had been 
constructed 30 years earlier by the elder Skiff. "The distance is about a 
half a aile across fields belonging to the Indians and people of Colour," 
wrote the younger Skiff, "one of which h2ls fenced in the spring and has 
c~nced ploughing the land all around the spring" (Skiff 1840). It is 
assuaed that such a right of way was obtained. 
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A special legislative ca..ittee conducted an investigation of Gay Head and 
reported its findings to the General Court in Febl'tlBl"y of 1849. The ca..ittee 
found that the population consisted of 162 "native" ~ers, 12 "foreigners," 
and 10 lIeD wbo were "at sea" (Mass. House 1849: 18). "For about thirty years, 
wrote the COl_it tee , "they have been without a guardian, and the division 
their land!J, and indeed the whole arrangellent of their affairs, except of the 
school IIOn,!y, has been left to themselves" (Ibid.: 20). Approxaate1y 1900 of 
the 2400 licrl!S of land at Gay Head was found to be held in ca..<)n without 
benefit of a statutory title. The Indians had continued the tradition of 
allowing any "'er to appropriate for their own use as mlch of the ~roved 
ca..on lanel ns needed (Ibid.: 18-20). "The IIOSt singular and creditable fact 
in connecti.on with this," the c~ittee observed, "is that, while one 
proprietor ~I but half an acre, and another has over a hundred acres, there 
is no heartburning, no feeling that the latter has IIOre than his share" 
(Ibid. :21). 

In regard to econa.ic activities, the ca..ittee found that the Indians sold 
between 15(J and 300 tons of clay each year fra. the Gay Head cliffs, and 
harvested 150 to 300 bushels of cranberries. "When the berries are in the 
proper state to be picked, notice is given to the whole tribe, and, on a 
certain day, all who wish, go and pick all they can, each being entitled to 
the gathering of the day" (Ibid.). The ca..ittee also found that 
approxiaately $235 was derived each year fra. pasture leases on the ca..on 
lands and '1oI8S "appropriated, under the direction of a ca..i ttee, to public 
purposes, 118 inly to the support of the poor" (Ibid.). . 

There is e'dd,ence that by the 1850's the Gay Head Indians were electing three 
representati'le ltESlbers to serve as "overseers" (guardians or spok~). In 
1855 the three lien who served in this capacity, Zacheus Howwaswee, 
Peters, and Aaron Cooper, peti tioned the Ca..onwealth to survey the 
boundary line between Gay Head and Chiblark (Howwaswee, et a1. 1855). 
legislative cm .. ittee appointed to investigate the aatter concluded that the 
boundary fir"st described in Mittark's deed of 1684 was valid (Mass. House 
1956) , the Uen~~ral Court officially delineated the Gay Head boundaries in 1856 
(Mass. Acts lE~6). In 1857 Isaac D. Rose, a non-Indian .arried to a Gay Head 
WOIIBD, served MI the overseer (Overseers of Gay Head 1857). 

An individwtl na.ed .John Milton Barle was directed by the General Court in 
1859 to invEiStigate the state's relationship with its Indians groups. In 1861 
Barle sub.ittedl to the legislature the results of an extensive study on the 
social, poljtical, and econOilic conditions of the Indians. Barle placed the 
Gay Head pc::pulation at 204, of whoa 10 were classified as "Foreigners," 12 
were Indius born elsewhere who had inter.u-ried, and the rest were 
"Natives." In addition, he found that there were 49 individuals who had IIOved 
fra. the Vineyard, prillarily to New Bedford on the aainland, and who were 
therefore not recognized by the Natives "as having retained any rights, as 
-.bers of the tribe" (Earle 1861:30-31). 

Regarding the racial .ixture of the c~ity, Barle Observed: 

The people of Gay Head, like those of the other plantations, are a 
.ixture Ilf the red, white, and black races. They have, also, aD 

infusion of the blood of the chivalry of the South, as well as of 
the PortugtJl!!Se and Dutch, as .ight be inferred fra. the nalleS of 
Randolph, MI!dison, Corsa, Sylvin, and Vanderhoop being found a.ong 
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the.. Nearly all of the young .en, heretofore, have gone to sea, 
and .any of' the. never return; sa.e dying at sea, and others finding 
new ha.E8 in distant lands. The places of these are supplied by 
others, chi.efly sailors, frOil abroad, who, getting acquainted with 
the Gay He!8d .eD at sea, ca.e here, and IISrry Gay Head ~n, and 
settle ~,ere! for life. By this continued efflux of native IIBles, and 
influx c,f foreign 1IB1es, the Indian na.es have aaost bec~ 
extinct, 8Illd but for two or three faailies, a list of their nalles 
would ne,ver suggest an idea of their aboriginal ong1O. The 
adilixture, is IlUch like that of the other plantations, with, perhaps, 
a less infusion of the African than in sa.e of thell. A few are so 
strongly ~~ked with Indian characteristics, as to induce the belief 
that they are very nearly of pure blood; but there are none so 
near ly whi te!, as in sa.e of the other tribes (Ib id. : 34) • 

Earle not c,nly found it rell8rkable that the land continued to be held in 
c~n withcut recorded ti tles or laws regulating transfer and descent. but 
also that the "whole civil polity of the tribe" was governed by its own 
independent latl' rather than those of the C~nweal th to which it was 
nOilinally s~bje~t. "This law is the unwritten tribal law," he observed, 
"which, frOilI its apparently favorable working, is probably as well adapted to 
their condition and circu.stances as any that can be devised. At any rate, 
they adhere to it with great tenacity, and are fearful of any innovations upon 
it" (Ibid.:3~). 

The local ~:ove!rDllent which Earle described was siailar in .any respects to 
that of saElll Massachusetts towns: "The llUDicipa1 organization consists, 
lIBinly, of three overseers, a clerk, treasurer, school ~ittee, and 
ca.aittee 011 public lands, and by these their affairs are regulated and 
l18D&ged. Tl:le !lchool ca.aittee perfol'llS the duties incident to such ca.aittees 
in the tOWIIS, and those of the prudential ca.aittee also" (Ibid. :40). 
Regarding Gt!lY Head's relationship to the state goverDllent, Earle wrote: "The 
people have ill fonter tilles, suffered so IlUch frOil outward interference in 
their affab's, that they have becoae very fearful of it, and for that reason 
are always indisposed to lIBke any want known to the legislature, lest it 
should be ~Ide the occasion of such interference" (Ibid.:37). Accordingly, he 
reported that the Indians bad rejected the suggestion that they be 
enfranchised 811 citizens and incorporated as a town. finally, Earle concluded 
that all JCllowledgable parties concurred in the belief "that the present 
relations of the tribe to the rest of the ca.lUDity, and to the State, should 
rell8in unc1l8Dlfed" (Ibid. : 43). Nevertheless, he reca.aended that· the 
traditional prnctices at Gay Head and the running of the school should be 
given legal s.mction and authority, that those who voluntarily withdraw frOil 
the ca..unity be prohibited frOil clailling residency rights or returning for 
support, and that all I18rri&ges, births, and deaths should be registered 
(Ibid. : 44-45) • 

DISTRICT STA'l'US " 1862-1870 

Sa.! of Earle:' s rec~dations were illplelleDted in an act passed by the 
General Cow·t in 1862. Section 4 of this statute clarified the legal status 
of the 10cnl govenment by establishing Gay Head as a district, identical in 
sttmding to the district which bad earlier been established for the Indians at 
Mashpee. Gay Head was thus incorporated as a llUDicipality and its residents 
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were afforded .unicipal rights and privileges. This law restricted .unicipal 
voting to resident asle Gay Head Indians and Indian .en fra. other groups 
wi thin the state who were I18rried to Gay Bead WOllen. Hon-Indian lien IISTried 
into the 1~a.EUDity were also per8itted to vote if approved by two-thirds 
the other legal voters. The acting clerk at Gay Head was authorized t 
designate n ccmvenient tiBIa and place for organizing a district governaent. A 
clerk for the district was also charged wit~ establishing and aaintaining a 
roll of aU Indians Of Gay Head, a register of all I18Triages, births, and 
deaths, and fl record of all land holdings and conveyances (Mass. Acts 1862). 
Subsequent do(~ents indicate that the voters of the district held annual 
lleetings aId elected a clerk, treasurer, and at least two select.en (Mass. 
Supreme Juciicial Court 1866: 131; Cooper, et a1. 1869). The aan who served as 
the district clerk in 1869 was Isaac D. Rose, a non-Indian who had previously 
served as the Gay Head overseer in the late l850s (Cooper, ibid.; Overseers 
of Gay Head 1857). 

The 1862 act also extended the rights of full state citizenship to all Indians 
within the Ca..anwealth except those at Gay Head or on the state's other six 
"Indian Plaltations. " These excepted Indians could also gain the rights of 
citizenship, hl:lWever, if they took up residence within a town, registered 
their inten'~ with the town clerk, and paid a poll tax, thereby giving up thei.r 
legal status as Indians (Ibid.). 

In the legal evolution of Massachusetts ca..unities, a district was considered 
a way station between plantation status and incorporation as a town. For 
Indians, it was also considered a transition point between wardship and 
citizenship (Hutchins 1986:64). As a "body corporate and politic," Gay Head 
now had thE power to own, purchase, and convey land, to sue and be sued 
court, to EntEir into contracts as a ca.IUDity, and to be indicted for 
as a corporation. However, it did not have the power to raise taxes (Levi 
1980:211,215). 

The Uaposition of district status on Gay Bead augured profound changes for the 
cam.unity. By increasing the power of elected officials and denying women the 
right to vote, it disrupted the egalatarian traditions of the Indians. It 
also estSbli::shed the groundwork for tel'Jlinating their cOJalUDal system of land 
tenure by h!Stlening the developaent of a system of codified laws and recorded 
deeds (Ibid. :214-215). This change was III&de evident in 1866 when the 
Massachusetts Supre.e Judicial Court ruled that the District of Gay Head was 
not the legal successor to the Gay Head Indians and was not liable for any 
debts or denands which existed against the Indians prior to incorporation. 
The court furtller ruled that prior to 1862 the Indians were incapable of 
contracting n debt for which they could be held liable without the consent of 
their guardi~lD, and the fact that they had no guardian did not Jll8ke the.tll 
ca.petent to enter into contracts (Mass. Supre.e Judicial Court 1866:129). 
Ironically, G:ay Head individuals had readily contracted for goods and services 
on credit prior to 1862, but district status virtually destroyed this 
freede.. SinCE! it .ade the ca..unity liable for the individual debts of its 
residents as we,ll as those contracted by the overseers, and since the 
ca..unity had no treasury, district status had the effect of drying up credit 
at Gay Head (Levitas 1980:213-214). 

State intrusi()n in Gay Head affairs followed rapidly. In 1863 the General 
Court, following Earle' s rec~ndation that state law be imposed 
existing land system at Gay Head, ordered that the boundary lines 
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individual land users be ascertained (Mass. Acts 1863). Charles Marston was 
appointed to c,~lete this work, and he began ~ting with the Indian 
descendants at Gay Head soon after his appointaent (Marston 1866) . In 
response to cOllIPlaints that dogs fro. Gay Head were ravaging sheep on the 
Vineyard, the IGeneral Court in 1864 extended the state laws concerni.ng the 
protection of da.estic aniaals to Gay Head, and for the purposes of enforcing 
this law· de~d the District of Gay Head to be "a part of the town of 
Chit.Brk" (Mass. Acts 1864). 

Charles Marston became seriously ill before ca.pleting his survey. However, 
he aanaged to establish the boundaries of aany of the existing farws and 
ho.esteads at Gay Head. In 1866 the General Court confirDed the land titles 
he had establi.shed up to that tu.e and ordered that these titles be deposited 
in the registry of deeds for Dukes County (Mass. Acts 1866). By this sa.e 
statute, Richard L. Pease was appointed to continue Marston's work. 

Subsequent to these enactaents, the state govern.ent .oved quickly to 
eliainate the peculiar legal status of its non-citizen Indians. Between 
January of 1867 and February of 1868, the House of Representatives ordered 
three special ca.aittees to study the feasibility "of re.oving the civil and 
political disabilities under which they are placed, and of Berging the. in the 
general cOBmunity as citizens" (Mass. House 1867a; l867b; 1868). Yet the 
legislature declined to take action until after Governor Willi_ Clafin, in 
his annual message to the General Court on January 9, 1869, strongly denounced 
this "political anotmly" and declared that "It should exist no longer." The 
governor further opined that: 

These persons are not Indians in any sense of the word. It is 
doubtful there is a full-blooded Indian in the State • . . A 
.aUority have more or less the .arked characteristics of the 
aboriginal race, but there are aany without a drop of Indian blood 
in their veins. The aarraige of a foreigner with a ~er of a 
tribe transforas the foreigner into an Indian. The result of this 
singular systea has been. a heterogeneous population, in which the 
characteristics of the white and negro races have already nearly 
obliterated all traces of the Indian (Clafin 1869). 

Ca..enting on the governor's ca..ents sa.e 35 years later, a Gay Head Indian 
spouse named. Mary A. Cleggett Vanderhoop wrote: "In the offspring of the 
interaarri&ges the strongest blood may show externally and the preda.inant 
features are those of either the white or the negro, but the Inner self, the 
ego, the soul, the .ind, the living principle, is wholly and always and 
forever -Indian"' (Vanderhoop 1904). 

Three weeks after the governor's address, on January 30, 1869, the selecUlen, 
treasurer, ElDd clerk at Gay Head petitioned the General Court on behalf of 
"the citizet~ of the district," expressing the view that they did "not at 
present feel ~'illing to asSUlle the burdens of citizenship." This petition 
requested ULSt they be penaitted to maintain their status as an Indian 
district be<:aWle: (1) without special state aid they would not be able to 
support thej.r schools; (2). the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
would no lC1nger provide for the support of their preacher because they would 
soon lose thei.r "ident i ty as Indians; " (3) they were too poor to survey, 
clear, and feIlce their lands on their own; and (4) they did not want to be 
incorporated iIltO the town of ChilJlark (Th088S Jeffers, et a1. 1869). A few 
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weeks late::-, on March 3, 
petitioned th«! legislature 
(Cooper, et alB 1869). 

the select.en and 26 other district residents 
to protect their land rights in the cliff area 

In May of J.86~~, seven Gay Head residents petitioned the General Court on the 
own behalf, E~ressing their desire to beca.e citizens and have all of the 
ca..on lanc~ peraanently divided into individual plots (Rodaan, et al. 1869). 
The seven petitioners included three Jlen (two Indian and one non-Indian) who 
had JDSrried into the group, their Gay Head spouses t and a II8n of Gay Read 
ancestry who had been born and reared elsewhere. Thereafter a special 
ca..ittee completed yet another study of the legal status of the Indians and 
concluded, even without visiting Gay Read, that the state's Indian descendants 
were abaost totally devoid of political or civil rights. As a solution to 
this prOble., the ca..ittee proposed legislation which would grant full 
citizenship to all "Indians and people of colour heretofore known as Indians," 
including the right to hold fee siaple title to allocated lands (Mass. House 
1869). It also recOJlllBlended that all of the Indian co..an lands be divided, 
except at Gay Head and Mashpee. Finally, it proposed special legislation to 
charter MashpeE~ as a town, but requested deferral of the land question at Gay 
Head until it hSld an opportunity to visit that district (Ibid.). 

On June 23, 1869, the General Court enacted the recoaaended legislation (Mass. 
Acts 1869a) , and in a separate act appointed a joint legislative ca..ittee to 
report on conditions at Gay Head (Mass. Acts l869b). Thus the Indians at Gay 
Head were made citizens of the Co..aowea1th despite the objections of their 
elected officials. 

The appoint~i legislative ca..ittee held ~tings at Gay Read to discuss the 
objections eJcpr«~sed in the January 30 petition. The issue of enfranchiseIteD 
having alrea(~ been decided, the ca.aittee pledged continued Com.onweal 
support for thE~ Gay Head school and expressed the hope that the Society for 
the Propagation of the Gospel would also continue to support the local 
lIIinistry des}:li te! the fact that the Gay Headers were "no longer technically 
Indians." After taking further test iIIony , the ca.sittee concluded that the 
people of Chi~k were strongly "opposed to the annexation of Gay Head to 
thea," and that the Gay Read citizens were "(with one exception) unant.ous for 
a separate township" (Mass. Senate 1870). The accuracy of this state.ent has 
been questioned by Levitas in light of evidence that indicates continuing 
dissension in the Gay Head COJ8UI1ity over this issue (Levitas 1980: 215-221). 
Nevertheless, th,e c~ittee, in its report to the Senate on January 30, 1870, 
reca..ended th!t Gay Head be incorporated as a town (Mass. Senate 1870). 

TOWN STATUS. lU70--l920 

Following thil!l reccm.endation, the General Court enacted legislation on April 
30, 1870, which established Gay Head as a town (Mass. Acts 1870). Thus, the 
final "political ano.aly" in the Ca..onwealth was eliainated and the Gay Head 
Indians were no longer officially recognized as a distinct tribal entity by 
the State. Gay· Read was now incorporated as a township in the sa.e 
representative district as Chilaark "with all the powers, privileges, rights 
and iDIIunities, and subject to all the duties and requests" of all the other 
towns in the stat,e. A aechanisJI was established for calling the first .eeting 
to elect town officials, and for dividing the ca.ton lands and establish 
individual bouldaries. The law further authorized the construction of a 
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fro. the Chi lIIark line to the lighthouse as well as provided continued support 
for the Gay Head school for a period of five years (Ibid.). 

In accordance with this statute, the citizens of Gay Head .et in August of 
1870 to organize a town govertlllent and elect its initial officers. Over the 
course of tbe next century, this local govern.ent operated prt.arily through 
an extended kinship network of Gay Head Indian descendants. All of the 
se1ect~n and the .ajority of the other elected town officials were Gay Head 
Indians. Certain lineages were represented consistently and fa.ily ties were 
usually indicative of political alliances (Grabowski 1982:74). 

Despite the enfranchiseaent of Gay Head Indians, the Ca..onwealth continued to 
recognize a special status for its Indian citizens. The state laws as 
codified in 1882, for exa.ple, continued to authorize pa~nts to indigent 
Indians, to exclude Indians fro. the general restrictions placed on harvesting 
shellfish, and. to provide for the prosecution of trespassers on Indian lands 
(Mass. Public Statutes 1882a; 1882b; l882c). Although the General Court 
generally treated Gay Head like any other town without reference to its being 
a ca..unity of Indian descendants, it did acknowledge on occasion that there 
were Indians living there. On January 29, 1884, for ex8llPle, Representative 
Chappelle of Boston .oved to have a House co..ittee consider a proposal for 
providing ~netary awards to ffthose .ambers of the tribe of Gay Head Indians" 
who had helped rescue the 30 survivors of the ste8ller City of ColUllbus, which 
had run agroUllld near Gay Head during a stOl"ll on January 18 (Mass. Bouse 
Journal 1884; Attaquin 1970:37-38; Mayhew 1956: 127). The General Court 
authorized s. pa~nt of $200 each to eleven Gay Head .en (Mass. Acts 1884), 
and their herois. was also recalled to the credit of the town in 1891 when the 
legislature appropriated funds to repair the Gay Head school house (Mass. Acts 
1891; VineYErd Gazette 1891). When town resident Bdwin D. Vanderhoop was 
chosen in ] 8m:1 to represent Dukes County in the General Court, he was 
acknowledged tc. be the first Indian descendant ever elected to a seat in the 
state legisll!lture (Hough 1975: 123; Attaquin 1970: 39; Vanderhoop 1973: 14). 

In 1871 Ric:hard L. Pease ca.pleted his eX8llination of land titles at Gay Head 
and issued a final report to the Coa.onwealth which included a census of the 
Gay Head JllflJllbership. Pease counted 227 Gay Head Indians, of which 188 were 
native-born and 39 were born elsewhere. Although he had tried to be as 
meticulous us I>ossible, he warned that his census of 1871 was only approxillate 
since: "It is not an easy .atter to enuaerate all who ought to be nlmlbered as 
Gay Head Iudiuns, and none but those; for the rule has been, ·once a 
proprietor, ahmy& a proprietor.' Those who have left, either perll8Dently or 
te.porarily, elaa still to belong to the tribe, together with the fsailies of 
such as ha~'e these Not a few lead a roving, unsettled life, seafaring .en, 
often absen1: for years at a tille, frequently without their friends knowing 
.where they Ilre'~ (Pease 1871:27). As if to prove his l>Oint, the Federal census 
of 1870 fOlmd only 160 residents at Gay Head, of who. 151 were listed as 
Blacks rath4!r than Indians (Bureau of the Census 1870). Our genealogical 
research indiclates that at least 15 Gay Head residents were .issed by this 
Federal censllS. 

After Gay g'!8d was incorporated as a town, Richard Pease and his cousin Joseph 
Pease allotted portions of the c~n lands to ca.unity ~ers. Plots were 
divided a.Qllg individuals with each receiving scattered tracts with access to 
agricultural land, woodlots, or the beach (the rationale for individual 
allot.ents is now difficult to discern). However, the granting of fee staple 
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titles to individuals did not halt the communal exploitation of land and 
resources. Community members, including those without land of their own, were 
still givE~n open access throughout the town to plant, hunt, fish, pas 
livestock, an.d collect fruit. This communal ethic, which was viewed as bei 
characteris tically Indian by the Gay Headers, was even extended to t 
homesteads themselves, which were considered to be the joint property of all 
family members (Grabowski 1982:49,66). Some common land, including the 
cranberry bog, cliff, and Herring Creek areas, was left unallotted. Because 
Gay Head Indians made exclusive communal use of these areas, they came to 
assume that these lands belonged to them as Indians, when in fact they were the 
property of thl~ township. 

For the f:lrst time since 1711 the individual proprietors at Gay Head could now 
sell or mortgage their property at ,will. Some did choose to sell their 
homesteads to non-resident Whites and others lost their mortgaged land through 
foreclosure when debts to grocers and other merchants could not be paid 
(Levitas H180: 335,354) . In 1879 a group of Chilmark fishermen began moving 
their summEr marine operations to an area on the north shore area of Gay Head 
which came to be called Lobsterville (Ibid.: 262,266). As a result of these 
developments, there were 18 non-resident property owners at Gay Head by 1895, 
of whom 10 were from off island (Ibid.: 352). However, this gradual shift in 
land ownership, which continued into the 20th century, did not bring about a 
commensurate increase in the non-Indian population. In 1900, 32 of the 34 
registered !loters and 162 of the 173 residents at Gay Head were listed as being 
Indian (Town of Gay Head 1900; Bureau of the Census 1900). 

Gay Head aUottees tended not to will their property, so when they died their 
land intereuts were merely divided on paper among numerous heirs. The compl 
system of scuttered land ownership thus took on some of the hei 
characterishcs common to Federal Indian trust allotments. However, in 
case the pl'oblems were compounded by the fact that there were no restrictions 
against tax~:tion or alienation and good written records of conveyances were not 
kept. Thus town officials always had difficulty collecting taxes and some 
heirs managed to use and even sell inherited land without the consent of other 
legal heirs (Levitas 1980:355-356; Grabowski 1982:66). 

Farming declined at Gay Head after the land was allotted. As an alternative 
livelihood to 'whaling, which ceased to be important after the Civil War, Gay 
Head men gr:idually turned to commercial fishing (Levitas 1980: 260). Others 
found emplo~Dent at a local clay pit (Ibid.:274). In 1895 the U.S. Life-Saving 
Service (now known as the U.S. Coast Guard) established a station adjacent to 
the Gay Head lighthouse, and several local men enlisted as surfmen CU. S. 
Life-Saving SI~rv:ice 1899). 

By the 1870 l s excursion steamboats were bringing mainland tourists in large 
numbers to Gay Head to see the spectacular multi-,colored cliffs and the 
lighthouse. Some Indian descendants were able to profit from this boom, which 
lasted until 1890, by providing food, lodging, and transportation to the 
tourists (Mayh~' 1956:127-128; Levitas 1980:327-328). However, the tour and 
steamboat operators chose to ignore the fact that Gay Head was an Indian town 
in their advertising (Levitas 1980:321). Likewise, out of a sampling of five 
travel guides to Martha's Vineyard published between 1874 and 1882, only one 
acknowledged that there were "remnants of the tribes living on the soil tt 
(Shaler 1874:738-739). However, the author of this guide also observed 
"the Indian:>lood has been almost washed away by the mixture of the negro 
white races" ([bid.). 
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Some of the demographic trends apparent at Gay Head in the late 1800's 
continued into the present century. There was a gradual decrease in the native 
population as the number of Indians who left the community increased. This 
resident poplJlation declined by 22 percent (from 162 to 126) between 1900 and 
1920 (GHWT 1985:3), and by another 22 percent (from 126 to 98) between 1920 and 
1940 (Ibid.). At the same time, non-Indians continued to acquire more land, 
gaining title to one-third of the Gay Head land base by 1915 (Town of Gay Head 
1915). In addition, more and more non-Indian property owners began to take up 
residence within the community. In 1914 they formed the Gay Head Improvement 
Association to protect their interests (Levitas 1980:497). By 1920 they 
comprised 13 percent of the total population (GHWT 1985:3), and this proportion 
increased to 20 percent by 1930 (Ibid. 1930) and to 23 percent by 1940 (Ibid.). 

Anthropologist Gloria Levitas, who conducted the most extensive ethnographic 
investigation of Gay Head, has concluded that with the imposition of town 
status upon their community, the Gay Head Indians lost their political autonomy 
as a tribal group (Levitas 1980:595-596). However, the acknowledgment petition 
maintains that after incorporation the imposed town government structure was 
adapted by the Indians as their governing body, so that in effect the town and 
the Indian government became one and the same. To demonstrate the political 
monopoly held by the group, the petition points out that every selectman 
between 1870 and 1982, with one exception, was a group member, and that "until 
recently, .. [Indians] held every other elected office" (GHWT 1983: I: (c)8). 
While it is true that there was only one non-Indian selectman, non-Indians have 
consistently held positions in the local government since incorporation. A 
cross-referencing of lists of town officials with the group's ancestry charts 
indicates that between 1870 and 1972, the year in which the Wampanoag Tribal 
Council of Gay Head was formed, at least 34 of the individuals elected or 
appointed to town offices were not of Gay Head Indian descent. Lists of town 
officers for the period 1870 to 1899 are no longer extant, but state records 
indicate that the first man to hold the important position of town clerk was 
William D. 'Janderhoop, a non-Indian, and that for the period 1873 to 1888, this 
post was held by Isaac D. Rose, a non-member mulatto who had previously served 
as an elected overseer and as the district clerk (Mass. state Vital Records 
1841-1890). Between 1899 and 1920, five (5) other non-Indians were town 
officials, including Charles H. Ryan (cranberry agent, 1899-1901), Charles S. 
Hatch (auditor, 1910), William M. Marden (town clerk, 1921-1922), Merriam C. 
Hays on (library trustee, 1921-1922), and Harry W. Webster (constable, 1926) 
(Town of Ge.y Head 1899-1980). With the exception of Hatch, however, all of 
these individuals were married to Gay Head women. 

The precise nature of the town government between 1870 and 1955 is not known 
because the rE!cords of town proceedings no longer exist. While there is 
convincing evidence that group kinship ties played a crucial role in this local 

-government, thE! town structure would have made for a peculiar kind of tribal 
governing body. Unlike any other tribal government, the town government was 
mandated by state law to accept legal responsibility for all residents of the 
township. Thi.s came to include an increasing number of non-Indians. The 
proportion ()f non-Indian residents grew from 13 percent in 1920 to 47 percent 
by 1970 (GI~T 1985: 3). At the same time, as a municipal polity the local 
government had no legal authority outside of the town boundaries. Therefore, 
it could n()t legally maintain jurisdiction over the significant number of Gay 
Head Indiwl descendants who left the town to reside elsewhere, either 
permanantly or temporarily (the resident Indian population decreased by 
approximatel:r En percent between 1900 and 1970) (Ibid. ). However, those 
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non-resident Indians who still held property or paid taxes in the town may have 
been affected by local government actions. No evidence was found to indicate 
that the tOMn officials exerted any informal political influence or cont 
over the :lon·-resident Gay Head Indian descendants or that the non-residen 
participated in the political process within the town. 

State law al~io restricted the political participation of non-residents. Those 
Indian descendants who did not maintain residence at Gay Head at least part of 
the year Here not entitled to vote there, either in the town meetings or the 
general elE~cti.ons. The town's voter registration records for the period 1884 
to 1916 irldic:ate that in order to register in October of any given year, an 
individual had then to be resident in Gay Head and also to have resided there 
on May 1 of tha.t same year (Ibid.: Exhibits). 

During the first fifty years of the town's existence (1870-1920) the selectmen 
only petitioned the General Court on two occasions: in 1891 to request funds 
for school repairs (Mass. House 1891) and in 1896 to reestablish the Gay 
Head-Chilmarlc bOWldary (Thomas Jeffers et a1. 1896). Thus there is virtually 
no evidence to indicate how the local government functioned for either the town 
or the grollp during this period. Knowledge regarding the status of the town 
government after 1920 can only be gleaned from indirect sources, since the 
official t01ffl records burned in a fire in the 1950s. Beginning in 1921, state 
records ind:.cate that legislation was occasionally introduced in the General 
Court on behalf of the town, and from 1955 onward town meetings were routinely 
reported ill the Edgartown newspaper, the Vineyard Gazette. From the 
perspective of these sources, the substance and form of the local government 
appears indistinguishable from any other small New England town, and it is 
difficult tc characterize any of the actions of this governing body as be 
distinctively Indian or tribal. It did not, for example, take action to asse 
an Indian identity, define group membership, or perform traditional ceremon 
functions. Its focus was entirely on mundane civil matters. 

In 1916 the community opposed a bill generated in the General Court by 
non-Indian prop,erty owners to create a 100 acre state park at the Gay Head 
cliffs. Gay Head Indians called in the noted Sioux spokesman Dr. Charles 
Eastman to argue in their support at a local hearing and, as a result, were 
successful Ln getting the legislature to reject the proposal (Levitas 
1980:415). Although this development was indicative of the cODDDunity's Indian 
identity and its possible links to off-island Indians, there is no evidence 
that the town government was in any way involved. 

Levitas and Grabowski have demonstrated how proud the Gay Head community was of 
its self-sufficiency and how it therefore worked to keep itself isolated from 
outside atter.lticm. This insularity was upset in 1918 when Lorenzo D. Jeffers, 
the most cor:trClversial political figure at Gay Head during this century, and 
the son of a former town selectman, pointed out certain irregularities in the 
town government to state authorities and asked that they take steps to provide 
better training for local officials. Although it was apparently Jeffers intent 
to establish himself as a mediator between Gay Head and the outside world and 
thus perhaps gain more state aid for Indians, Levitas reports that this move 
scandalized the town, not only because of the negative attention it drew, but 
also because the investigation ultimately implicated Jeffers I own father 
(Levi tas 1980: 40!5-406) • Nevertheless, Jeffers was elected as a town se 
in 1920 and se::-ved in this capacity until 1926 (Town of Gay Head 1899-1980). 
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INDIAN IDBNTI1~1900-1930 

A sampling of local histories and travel guides published between 1908 and 1932 
indicates that Gay Head was consistently identified as an Indian community 
(Hine 1908;202; Vineyard Gazette 1915; Eaton 1923; Vineyard Associates 
Publicity BureaU: n.d.; Norton 1923; Goell 1925: 10; Martha's Vineyard Chamber of 
Commerce 193C; Anonymous 1932). In a travel brochure published by the New 
England Steamship Company in 1923, William Pritchard Eaton wrote: 

the Gay Hesld peninsula, by the way. is a separate township, almost 
entirely populated and admininstered by the last of the Indians who 
originalll' dwelt on the Island. They seem to have kept their native 
stock mOI'e pure than the Narragansetts of South County, Rhode 
Island, fmd it is a strange sensation to come out on the brow of the 
cliffs Mld see sitting there a group of children, silently waiting 
for you to buy one of the small jars they have fashioned out of the 
red and yellow c1ays--vessels that preserve intact the shapes 
designed by their remote ancestors (Eaton 1923). 

Between 1905 MId 1918, the United States Government also recognized at least 
six Gay Heael boys as being eligible to attend the Carlisle Indian Industrial 
School at Carlisle, Pennsylvania (Carlisle Indian Industrial School 
1905-1918). Of these known students, two eventually became town selectmen 
(Lorenzo D. Jeffers, 1920-1926, and Charles W. Ryan, 1935-1949), one the town 
clerk (Lyman B.. Madison, 1923-1942). and another the Medicine Man for the 
Howwaswee COlmcil (Napoleon Madision) (Town of Gay Head 1899-1980). The other 
student was Chester Cook. 

The ethnolog:ist Gladys Tantaquidgeon conducted field studies at Gay Head 
during the :mmrners of 1928 and 1929. Although she found little evidence of 
the survival of aboriginal culture and was only able to collect a meager 
vocabularly I)f fewer than 100 Algonquian words, she maintained that the 
people she observed "may still be regarded as Indians" (Tantaquidgeon 
1930:1-26). Anthropologist Gloria Levitas has concluded that Gay Head's 
Indian identity was sustained, despite the disappearance of native language 
and culture, by geographic isolation, by racial prejudice which prevented 
social and e~onomic integration with the rest of the Vineyard, and by the fact 
that such at) identity was good for the town's burgeoning tourist trade 
(Levitas 1980:448,470). She maintained further that although Tantaquidgeon 
had observed that some Gay Head Indians retained knowledge of Indian crafts, 
healing techniques, and superstitions as late as 1929, communal land use 
became the only trait which distinguished Gay Headers as being Indian (Ibid.: 
381,470). 

Most Gay Head Indians preferred to identify themselves as Wampanoag 
descendants and were publically referred to as Indians by most other island 
residents, although many tended to perceive them as being Black rather than 
Indian (Ibid. 32,331). Because the Gay Head Indians were regarded as 
subordinate to Whites in the social hierarchy of Martha's Vineyard, they 
became the subject of racial prejudice and segregation (Ibid. 61). For 
example, there was little social interaction and no intermarriage between Gay 
Head families and those in the neighboring town of Chilmark, and there was 
only one recorded marriage between a Gay Header and a White island native 
(Ibid.: 278,331,333). Thus, in the early 20th century, most social contacts 
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were restricted to other Indian descendants, and later with Blacks from the 
down-island towns of Oak Bluffs and Vineyard Haven, including with those 
Portugese known as "Bravas." Still later, the Gay Headers intermarried with 
Whites who ~d moved to the island. The Indian descendants tried very hard t 
distinguish themselves from Blacks in the eyes of island Whites, but did not 
always sucl::eed in doing so (Ibid.: 62) . Those Indian descendants who 
intermarried with Blacks or had Black ancestry were still generally regarded 
as being Indiuns if they remained on the Vineyard. However, many Gay Headers 
who moved off--island found that their Indian identity was questioned by 
Whites, Blacks, and even other Indians (Ibid.:32). 

Levi tas was struck by the lack of community celebrations at Gay Head and 
speculated that the group's extensive off-island social ties may have eroded 
the internal cohesion of the community (Ibid.: 384). The only enduring 
community celebration was the annual day-long cranberry harvest in October. 
The acknowledgment petition maintains that Cr,anberry Day "was, and continues 
to be an eKclusively Gay Head Indian event" (GHWT 1983: I: 67). Yet, it is 
curious that between 1899 and 1901 a non-Indian was chosen to be the Cranberry 
Agent, the t~l official whose duty it was to supervise the harvest (Town of 
Gay Head l8~39-1980). As described below, one observer noted that by 1947 the 
festivities surrounding this event had much declined (Loveridge 1947). 

The communit~7 Baptist church provided for a great deal of social cohesion at 
Gay Head (TfLDtaquidgeon 1934), but was not exclusively Indian. Non-Indians 
from Lobster .... ille attended services and contributed to the upkeep of the 
building, ard exchange services were sometimes held with the White 
congregants cf ·the Baptist church in Vineyard Haven (Vanderhoop 1973:31-32). 
During the 1920's and 1930's, summer residents from down-island also brought 
their "colored maids" to the Gay Head church (Grabowski 1982:2-3). 

Twenty-three ~en from Gay Head served in the armed forces during World War I 
and. one lost his life. In proportion to its size, Gay Head sent a larger 
percentage of slervicemen to the war than any other town in New England. To 
commemorate its patriotism, Governor Samuel McCall dedicated a plaque in front 
of the town hall on April 6, 1918 (Attaquin 1970:40). However, neither the 
plaque nor the ceremony reflected the fact that all but one of the Gay Head 
men were of Indian descent. 

During the IB20' s Gay Head town officials petitioned the General Court on 
three occasiOIIS, and in each case favorable legislation was enacted. Laws 
passed in reSI,ons:e to petitions in 1921 and 1923 authorized the town selectmen 
to regulate certain kinds of trawl fishing in town waters (Mass. House 1921; 
1923; Mass. Acts 1921; 1923). In 1928 the legislature permitted the town to 
borrow money for the construction of a town hall (Mass. House 1928; Mass. Acts 
.1928) . 

During the first three decades of this century, several modern pan-Indian 
movements were organized by a number of acculturated Indian descendants who 
felt the need to establish a new Indian identity beyond their local tribe or 
group yet fulLy within the social order of the dominant culture (Hertzberg 
1971:viii,299-30l)" In New England, as elsewhere, this phenomenon led those 
with Indian anCefJtry to renew their interest and activity in tribal culture, 
to create new pfm-Indian organizations, and to seek ties to similarly 
motivated IndiaIl groups through mutual activities such as powwows. 
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In the late 19:20'5, Lorenzo Jeffers, Harrison Vanderhoop, Napolean Madison and 
some others of the so-called "cosmopolitan" Gay Headers (those who had spent 
considerable time off-island) became active in the Wampanoag Nation, a new 
pan-Indian)rg:anization fonned by the Indians at Mashpee. This group sought 
to revive W.:unp:anoag culture and to replace the territorial basis of the Indian 
communities at Mashpee and Gay Head with a tribal organization founded on 
common ancestry. It recognized Jeffers and Vanderhoop to be the chiefs of its 
local branc.l :at Gay Head, which was called the Aquineah Council (Levi tas 
1980:411-412; ]'Jew Bedford Standard Times 1934; 1935). According to one 
source, Jeffers successfully led a movement against the town government's 
reigning political faction in 1931 which led to its ouster (Vineyard Gazette 
1931). 

THE 1930's 

In the early 1930's the emergence of a new ethnic consciousness became 
apparent at Gay Head when some community members began sponsoring an annual 
powwow at the cliffs (Ibid. 1932). In 1933 a number of off-island Indian 
descendants were invited to a special powwow ceremony honoring Gay Head's 
superlative participation in World War I (Ibid. 1933). According to Lev it as , 
this event Inar)<ed the first time that the Gay Head Indians formally recognized 
their relat:lonship to other Indian communities (Levi tas 1980: 380). In 1933 
the commim:lty was also invited to send representatives to a ceremony 
dedicating ':he Bourne Bridge on Cape Cod. Although there is conflicting 
evidence on this subject, this event may have stimulated the formation of a 
local ceremonial organization at Gay Head, which may have either been the 
Howwaswee Ol~ Aquiniah Council (See GHWT 1983: I: 12). Yet the community as a 
whole and .its town government ultimately rejected any formal pan-Indian 
alliances wld spurned attempts to redefine the Gay Head Indian community in 
broader termn. 

In 1932 th4~ communi ty denied the efforts of certain non-resident Indian 
descendants who attempted, with Lorenzo Jeffers' support, to gain voting 
rights at Gay Head (Levitas 1980: 411-412) . In 1934 it voted overwhelmingly 
against Hardson Vanderhoop in his bid to become a town selectman and refused 
even to reelect this pan-Indian supporter, who had worn Indian regalia to the 
town meetinl', to the minor post of fish warden (Vineyard Gazette 1934). This 
rejection oT Vanderhoop may have been related to his alliance with Jeffers in 
endorsing the idea of island merchants to create a national park at the Gay 
Head cliffs. Because of his stand on this issue, Vanderhoop was deposed as 
Chief of the Aquineah Counci 1. His pos it ion was then assumed by Leroy W. 
Perry, the Gay Head preacher who was also the Tribal Chief of the Mashpee 
Indians and th.~ Supreme Sachem of the Wampanoag Nation (Levitas 1980:413; New 
Bedford Standalrd Times 1935). Perry and the rest of the Gay Head community 
also declin4~d to support Jeffers' idea to establish an Indian Day in 
Massachusett:s (I.evitas ibid.) 

In a report submitted to Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier in 
December of 19:34, the ethnologist Gladys Tantaquidgeon identified the Aquineah 
Council and not the town officers as representing the "tribal government" at 
Gay Head. III this same report, Tantaquidgeon estimated that there were 150 
Gay Head Indi;ans present in the community and 52 others who were considered 
"absentee" (Tantaquidgeon 1934). 
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A faction 'fight for leadership of the Wampanoag Nation in 1935 led Jeffers and 
Vanderhoop to organize a competing organization at Gay Head known as the 
Howwaswee Cowlcil. The formation of this council, which took its name 
the old Gny Head family, permitted Gay Headers to assert their identity wi 
cultural aflpects they considered Indian and at the same time maintain the 
traditional independence. Harrison L. Vanderhoop, the deposed Chief of the 
Aquineah Council, was elected to lead this organization and became known as 
"Chief Nohclno." Napoleon Madison, a supporter of Perry who had also served as 
the Medicirle Man for the Wampanoag Nation, became the Medicine Man for this 
new council sLfter Harold Manning resigned during his first year. Lorenzo 
Jeffers served as the Sagamore (Grabowski 1982:17; New Bedford Standard Times 
1935) . 

The role of the Howwaswee Council, which continued to exist for 20 years, was 
almost purely ceremonial. It worked to assert a Wampanoag identity and 
establish ethnic pride in the community through activities such as local and 
off-island powwows, pageants, and other public events. While this council 
performed some of the ritualistic functions associated with traditional tribal 
governments, it operated outside of the political sphere of the town 
government. Of its initial 21 officers, however, 5 also served in minor town 
offices bet1~ee:n 1935 and 1940 (Town of Gay Head 1899-1980). It is not known 
how much s'lpport this organization received from the Gay Head communi ty as a 
whole: its early membership was comprised largely of two family lines, the 
Vanderhoops and the Jeffers. Two of its first officers were non-Gay Headers 
who may ha',e also been non-Indians: Rachel Jeffers and a Mrs. Wessler (New 
Bedford Standard Times 1935). -

Rachel Jeffers also served as town treasurer between 1938 and 1939, and 
Jeffers, anuther non-group member, served on the school committee (1931-1933 
and as a :.ibrary trustee (1930-1933) (Town of Gay Head 1899-1980). The town 
selectmen di.d not petition the General Court during the 1930's, but there were 
two events which focused outside attention on the town government during this 
decade. In 1936 Lorenzo Jeffers attempted to introduce partisan politics into 
the nonpartiS8I1 but traditionally Republican town council by offering a slate 
of Democratjc candidates. After he was denied, he filed a complaint against 
Gay Head eJection officials in District Court, charging them with a violation 
of election lSLws. This move was apparently effective, for in 1937 a 
Democratic tOWTJI committee was invited to present candidates at the annual town 
meeting (Vineyard Gazette 1936; 1937). 

As has been previously noted, town officials refused to take action against 
Gay Head Indians whose property taxes were in arrears. In an effort to remedy 
this situation, the State attempted in 1938 to seize 45 parcels of Gay Head 
land as payment for delinquent taxes. By 1940, however, most of these 
seizures were disclaimed and only two parcels passed into town ownership 
through foreclosure (Levitas 1980:419). 

The decade of the 1930's saw more Gay Head land pass into non-Indian ownership 
as the town became increasingly attractive as an isolated vacation community. 
Socialist writer Max Eastman, actress Margaret Webster, and playwright Lillian 
Hellman were ~~ong those who purchased land there. Communal activities among 
the Indian descendants declined and farming and stock raising disappeared 
almost compll~te1y by the end of the decade, while fishing and tourism 
continued tl) be important economic activities (Levitas 1980: 358-359, 
365-366). Between 1935 and 1940 the total resident population dropped by 
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20 percent, from 158 to 127 (Vineyard Gazette 1941a). 
these developments, the Federal Writers Project guidebook to 

published in 1937, stated that Gay Head was one of two places 
where "the Indians have been able to preserve a semblance of 

identity." It also observed that the Gay Head Indians "have kept 
more nearly pure here than elsewhere" (Federal Writers Project 

approximateh 
Notwiths tanding 
Massachusetts, 
in the state 
their ethnic 
their stock 
1937: 26-27) • 

THE 1940's 

The coming of World War II hastened further the outmigration of Gay Headers, 
as many of the Indian descendants left for the armed services, college, or 
employment in defense plants or government relief projects. Outmarriage also 
continued tc be the norm. By 1943 the Indian population had declined to just 
77, down 21 percent from 1940 and 40 percent from 1930 (Levitas 1980:450, 
493). This re:sident popUlation would remain fairly stable over the next four 
decades, experiencing a net gain of only one individual between 1943 and 
1985. Most of those who found success elsewhere never returned, although a 
number of college-educated women, most notably the daughters of Cummings A. 
Vanderhoop, wer'e drawn back by strong family ties (Ibid.: 456-457). Three of 
these Vander hoop daughters worked for the U.S. Indian Service in the 1940s; 
two with the IHowa Tribe in Oklahoma and one at the Tacoma Indian Hospital in 
the state of Was:hington (Vineyard Gazette 1948). 

Those Indi8Jj descendants who remained at Gay Head became active in new 
communi ty projects. In 1941 a pageant based on the legends collected about 
the Wampanoa,g culture hero Moshup was staged at the cliffs, with proceeds 
going to a scholarship fund for Gay Head children (Ibid. 1941b). Although 
this pageant, which continued to be produced sporatically for 30 years, had a 
historic WBDlparloag theme, it did not involve any traditional ceremonies, and 
non-Indians were among its regular participants (Levitas 1980:367-368). It 
has also bE!en observed by one scholar that the modern legend of Moshup is 
qui te differ'ent from that which was originally published in 1792 (Scaglion 
1974). A group of women also organized the Aquinnah Club in the 1940's to 
promote cODDlluni ty interests and provide new social opportunities. This 
organization, ~Ihich spearheaded the effort to bring electrification to Gay 
Head, was led by Ruth Jeffers, who was not a Gay Head Indian descendant (GHWT 
1983:I:(b)14;. 

No documentation could be found regarding the activities of the town 
government during the 1940's and the selectmen did not petition the General 
Court durinlt this decade. The only record available are lists of town 
officers, fl'om which it can be deduced that at least two were not Gay Head 
Indian descendunts: A.J. Saunders (town treasurer 1944-1945, 1947-1949, and 
assessor IB46--1951) and Richard Kestenbaum (fire warden 1946-1947, and 
constable 1~~7) (Town of Gay Head 1899-1980). Kestenbaum was married to a Gay 
Head Indian uomflIl. 

In 1947 Dr. lienry Collins of the Smithsonian Institution claimed that the 
Indians at Gay Head represented the purest Indian strain in the East. "Among 
these Gay Head people," he stated, "are individuals with features more 
characterist:,c of the general American Indian type than the traditional 
picture of Algonquins" (Loveridge 1947). A Providence, Rhode Island reporter, 
commenting on Collins observations, also wrote that the IndiflIls at Gay Head 
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It conduct their own affairs" and make Ita not insignificant profit" from 
non-Indians by selling fish, pottery, and moccasins and providing other goods 
and servicles. However, he concluded that "the tribal organization is tendi 
to disinte:frate" and cited as evidence the decline of the Cranberry 0 
festivities ffild the fact that a powwow had not been held in a dozen 
(Ibid.) . 

THE 1950's 

During the dE~cade of the 1950' s, both the Indian and non-Indian population at 
Gay Head increased: the fonaer by 8 percent and the latter by 35 percent. By 
1960, non-Indians constituted 25 percent of the total population (GHWT 1985: 
3). 

The Howwaswee Council was reorganized at sa.e point in the early 1950's and 
rena.ed the Pawkunnawakutt Council, after an early appellation for the Gay 
Head Indians. Donald Malonson was elected Chief of this new organization and 
Napolean Madis.:>n continued as Medicine Man. In the aeantille, Lorenzo Jeffers, 
who reelerg'ed in the 1950's as a controversial figure in Gay Head political 
life, claiB~ leadership of the Mashpee-based WBllPanoag Nation following the 
death of LI~ro!, Perry (GBWT 1983: I: (c)l3, (b)l5). In 1951 he was also elected 
to a town office for the first time since 1926, and he served as one of the 
town assessors" the highest paid position in town govermaent, until 1964. 
Thereafter he also served as a town constable (1965-1967) (Town of Gay Head 
1~1980). 

Due largely to the efforts of the Aquinnah Club, Gay Head received electricity, 
for the first time in 1951 when power was extended to its public buildings 
a few private homes (Vineyard Gazette 1951a). A Gay Head Civic Association, 
founded in 1950, also worked to bring running water to the town hall and 
school, and the proceeds of the 1951 and 1952 Moshup pageants went to this 
project (Ibid. 1951b; 1952). 

In 1952 the Federal Government decided to relocate the Coast Guard station and 
lighthouse at Gay Head because of a serious erosion problem at the cliffs. 
The arrival of electricity rendered the famous Fresna1 lens obsolete and it 
was thus offered to a lmSetm. Because the light had been a JDajor tourist 
attraction, :~orl!nzo Jeffers organized an alliance of down-island businessmen 
and "cosmopolitan" Indians like himself to fight to keep it at Gay Head. 
After this Hff()rt failed, he attempted to establish a JlUSeUil at the cliffs to 
replace the FrE~nal lens as a tourist attraction (Levitas 1980:481-484). 
Drawing sup~'rt fra. the same cosmopolitan Indian descendants who had worked 
to bring elE~tricity to the town, Jeffers foraed a llUSeum corporation _in 1958 
which opened a small exhibit area in the schoolhouse. This auseUil was called 
the Gay Heact Mru~eu. of Whaling and Natural History, since its initial objects 
pertained to the town's maritime and geological history. Only later, after it 
was moved to the town hall and then to a building on the cliffs, were Indian 
artifiacts and pottery added to its collections (Attaquin 1970:41-42; Mayhew 
1956:126). 

In 1955 Jeffers revived the old Gay Head Improvement Association to pro.ote
civic activities and to foster an Indian identity in the caa.unity. This 
organization .spoinsored the Moshup pageant in 1955 and donated the pr'OC1~e(lSI 
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toward the ilrprove.ent of the town harbor. However, this association proved 
to be short lived (Vineyard Gazette 1955b). 

Four bills WE!re introduced in the General Court on behalf of the town of Gay 
Head durin~r the 1950's. Three of these bills were generated by petitions frOil 
the town sele~tmen in 1953 and 1955 and dealt with fishing restrictions in 
town waters, and with the assessments made for the county sanatoriu. (Mass. 
House 1953a.; 1953b; 1955). The fourth was introduced in 1959 at the behest of 
Lorenzo Jeffers and his supporters. It called for the creation of a special 
commission to investigate the feasibility of t.proving general conditions at 
Gay Head (Ibid. 1959) . Al though Jeffers stated that he llerely wanted a 
general survey of the town's resources so that new opportunities .ight be 
considered (Vineyard Gazette 1959c) , a Boston newspaper interpreted this 
action as seeking rights for the Gay Head Indians and the return of Gay Head 
to reservation status (Ibid. 1959b). Leery as ever of outside intervention, 
the town selectmen were disgruntled over the Jeffers bill and succeeded in 
getting the General Court to ignore it. As select.an Leonard Vanderhoop put 
it: "I don't think we want the state to step in here and tell us how to run 
our business" (Ibid.). 

The lists of town officials indicate that at least five non-Indians served in 
office duri.rlg the 1950's. These include the previously noted A.J. Saunders 
(assessor l~O·-l95l) and Richard Kestenbau. (auditor 1950-1958), as well as 
Jacquelyne I~Ding (tax collector 1952-1955), Phyllis Perry (school ca..ittee 
chainaan 1953-1959) and Theodore Howell (assessor 1956-1959) (Town of Gay Head 
1899-1980) . All but Saunders and Howell were Jlarried to Gay Head Indian 
descendants. 

From 1955 to the present, the proceedings of JIOst of the annual and special 
Gay Head town .eetings are known to us frOll articles that appeared in the 
Vineyard G~~ette. The meetings held between 1955 and 1959 generally lasted 
for six hours and were aarked by a great deal of decorull and a .in~ of 
debate. III these meetings the town citizens addressed such issues as tax 
assessments, b11ilding codes and zoning, road construction and rights of way, 
tourism, improve.ent of the town harbor, and pest control (Vineyard Gazette 
1955a; 1956u: 195Gb; 1957; 1958b; 1959d; 195ge; 1959f). No one who did not 
already knOH that Indian descendants cOlIIPrised three-fourths of the population 
of the town fmd also dOilinated its government would be able to glean even a 
hint of these fflcts frOli these proceedings. 

However, tht! n~!WSpaper accounts do shed further light on the nature of Lorenzo 
Jeffers' poJ.iHcal involvement in the cOlllllUDity. While it is clear that the 
majori ty of the local Indian descendants disapproved of his efforts to link 
Gay Head tu the extended world, the descriptions of the town meetings in the 
1950' s indic:atE~ that he did have ca.mni ty support for a number of his 
proposals whicll dealt with internal matters. His ideas to ~rove the town 
harbor and establish a .useUII, for ex8llPle, received broad-based c~ity 
endorsement (nlid. 1955b; 1956a; 195ge). Like .any other Gay Headers, Jeffers 
spent at lE!ast part of each year off-island. During the su.er of 1959, for 
ex8llPle, he WElS employed at Woods Hole, Massachusetts (Vandal 1959). While 
becOlling JIOl'e vocal in town affairs during the 1950' s, he also JI8Ilaged to 
sustain his lE!adership in off-island Indian activities. In 1958 he served as 
Chief Medicine Man at the annual powwow of southern New Bngland Indians at 
Mashpee (ViI:mtrd Gazette 1958a) , and in 1959 he was elected President of the 
Organization of W8IIPanoag Descendants, a new group that was also fo~ at 
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Mashpee. MnL Gladys Widdiss, the current President of the Wampanoag Tribal 
Council at Gay Head, was elected Secretary of this organization (Ibid. 1959a). 

THE 1960' s 

Between 19fiO and 1970, the resident non-Indian population at Gay Head more 
than doub1E!d (from 26 to 55) as more and more off-island people decided to 
build retirement homes there (GHWT 1985: 3; 1970; Levitas 1980:507-508). In 
contrast, the Indian population declined by 18 percent (from 77 to 63). During 
the early 19EiO's the non-Indian summer resident population began to surpass 
that of the r'esident Indian descendants. By 1970, non-Indians constituted 46 
percent of th.e total year-round population. These newcomers tended to be 
affluent and politically active urban professionals. By the end of the decade 
of the 1960s, they posed a serious threat to the Indian descendants for 
control of the town government (Ibid.). 

Despite these demographic changes at .Gay Head, there were only three 
non-Indians who served in town offices during the 1960's: Phyllis Perry 
(school comnittee 1960-1961, 1964-1967), Theodore Howell (assessor 1960-1962), 
and John G)nsalves, Jr. (constable 1962-1965) (Town Of Gay Head 1899-1980). 
Yet evidenc~ indicates that as the decade progressed Indian office holders 
were compelled to address an increasing number of issues which had been raised 
by their DI)n-Indian constituents. In 1961, for example, the old problem of 
tax delinqUl~ncies emerged once again. Because the non-Indian residents 
generally sougbt to improve and expand town services, they were baffled by the 
traditonal l~elllctance of town officials to collect property taxes from certain 
Indian descendants. Accordingly, Theodore Howell, one of the town assessors 
and a non-:[nd:ian, took the unusual step of publishing the list of delinquent 
taxpayers ill the Vineyard Gazette (Grabowski 1982:70). Lorenzo Jeffers then 
petitioned the General Court, under the auspices of the Federated Eastern 
Indian Lea~le, of which he was President, to investigate tax procedures at Gay 
Head (Mass. House 1963a). The House of Representatives authorized the State 
Tax Commissi.on to look into the matter, and it discovered that the uncollected 
taxes amount.ed to more than $60,000, or $10,000 more than the town's annual 
budget (Masl::. House 1965). These problems were discussed at town meetings, 
but no corn::cti.ve action was taken. Selectman C. Earl Vanderhoop told a state 
legislative cOD~ittee that the town could run its own affairs without outside 
interference, emd pointed out that although Jeffers was a town official, he 
was not a Gay Head taxpayer at that time, since his residence was in Quisset 
(Vineyard Gazette 1963b). Thirty of the town's Indian descendants then signed 
a petition in opposition to Jeffers' bill to investigate the tax situation. 
However, the state proceeded to look into these matters, and this ultimately 
resulted in twe:nty-five parcels of Gay Head land being sold to non-Indians for 
non-payment of taxes (New Bedford Standard Times 1967). The controversial 
Jeffers continued to serve as a town assessor until 1964 and was its constable 
between 1965 and 1967 (Town of Gay Head 1899-1980). In 1967 he was also the 
Supreme Sachem of the Wampanoag Nation and was living in Waquoit on Cape Cod 
(Jeffers 1967). 

By the mid-1960's the beaches 
hordes of c)11ege students and 
selectmen estimated that an average 
peak summer days (Vineyard Gazette 
to establish r<estrictions because 

and cliffs at Gay Head were being overrun by 
other summer visitors. In 1966 the town 
of 3650 people were visiting the cliffs on 
1966c). The town government was reluctant 
of the community's long tradition of open 
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access and it!i dependency on the tourist trade. A protracted struggle thus 
ensued betw~~en the resident Indian descendants and the non-Indian summer 
residents over the need to establish a public beach, improve tourist 
facilties, lmd allow access for tour buses. The year-round non-Indian 
residents als() continued to voice complaints about the town's fiscal 
management. In 1966 the so-called "summer people," in all iance wi th some of 
the cosmopoH t~m Indian descendants such as Lorenzo Jeffers organized the Gay 
Head Communi 1:y Council to address some of these issues (Ibid. 1966b). 

The need to meet the increased demands of tourists and summer residents 
dominated the proceedings of the annual and special town meetings during the 
1960's. Unlike the previous news coverage of these meetings, the Vineyard 
Gazette art:_clE~s sometimes made specific reference to the fact that Gay Head 
had historically been an Indian community. Noting the reticence of the 
townsfolk ahout the upcoming annual electi~n, a 1960 article observed that 
"the Indian to"m has preserved its traditional silence in this respect" (Ibid. 
1960). In H~68 a reporter also likened the annual meeting to a traditional 
Indian "lonlr talk" (Allen 1968). At the 1966 annual meeting, the townspeople 
discussed surveying the old Indian cemetery, and it was noted that the Indian 
stone artifact that had long been used by the moderator to call the meeting to 
order was repJLaced by a wooden gavel which had been used in the General Court 
and given to Lorenzo Jeffers by the Speaker of the House (Vineyard Gazette 
1966a) • III 1962 a number of Indian descendants at Gay Head petitioned the 
state Department of Public Works' to hold a public hearing on the issue of 
gaining access to Squibnocket Pond, which lies between Gay Head and Chilmark. 
The petitioners; wanted an exclusive right of way over privately held lands 
"inasmuch HS many of· them are of Indian extraction and remember the 
undeveloped arE!as as a portion of their former domain." A public hearing was 
held, after which the landowners provided an informal right of way to the 
petitioners ~md the State took no further action (Mass. House 1962c). 

Thirty-two 
during the 
selectmen. 
roads within 

tlills pertaining to Gay Head were introduced in the General Court 
1960's, of which only. one was petitioned for by the town 

This bill requested authorization for the construction of access 
thE! town and was not enacted (Ibid.: 1966b) . 

Four of thE! bills requested by Jeffers dealt specifically with the Indian 
descendants at Gay Head. These included bills to authorize the town to convey 
the cliffs, cranberry bogs, and Herring Creek to these Indian people (Ibid. 
1962a); to allow the Indian residents of the town to fish without a license 
(Ibid. 1964b); to authorize a special commission to study the advisability of 
returning formE!r Indian lands to the town (Ibid. 1968b); and to authorize a 
similar cODIIIlission to distribute all existing common lands to Indian heirs 
(Ibid. 1968c). In addition to the 32 bills for Gay Head, Jeffers also 
-requested 4 bills on behalf of all of the Indians in the Commonwealth. These 
included le~:islation to permit the unrestricted use of dragnets and dredges by 
Indian fisherDlen (Ibid. 1964c); to authorize a special commission to 
investigate thE! problems and social conditions of all of the state's Indians 
(Ibid. 1964d); to restrict dragnetting and other trawling by power boats in 
the waters of Gay Head and Chilmark to Indian descendants (Ibid. 1964a); and 
to authori.:i:e a special investigation relative to the prevention of 
discriminaticln against the Indian people of Massachusetts (Ibid. 1968a). 

The town 
proposal 

gC1vernment gave official support to only one of Jeffers' bills; a 
to authorize the Massachusetts Department of Public Works to deepen 
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Herring Crl~ek (Ibid. 1966a; Vineyard Gazette 1966a). As noted previously the 
town selec":men were openly critical of his request to have a special 
commission study the tax delinquency issue. In 1967 the town government 
withdrew itB support for Jeffers' museum plan (Ibid. 1967). " 

In 1960 the Gay Head museum had been moved to the cliff area, where it was 
housed in an old tourist inn. During that same year, Jeffers requested the 
state legi~:lature to appropriate funds in support of his "Indian and Whaling 
Museum" (M~lss. House 1960). In 1962, 1963, and 1967 he also succeeded in 
getting le~jslation introduced to transfer an acre of land at the cliffs for 
the use of the museum (Ibid.: 1962b; 1963b; 1967). The General Court took no 
action on these requests and in the meantime the museum was forced to close 
its doors (Attaquin 1970:41-42). Then in the summer of 1967 Jeffers called a 
special meeting to announce plans for a bigger and better facility. He also 
proclaimed that participation in this new project would be limited to those of 
Indian descent and that contributions would not be accepted from non-Indians, 
including Whites and "persons of color" (Levitas 1980:487). Jeffers also 
stunned the community by talking openly for the first time at Gay Head of "Red 
Power" (Ibid.). 

In response to Jeffers' statements, a special town meeting was called. On the 
motion of I~ax Eastman, the town's best known non-Indian resident, the 
townspeople voted to request the state legislature not to support the Jeffers 
bill to gi"/e land to the museum. They also rebuked Jeffers and the other 
museum offidals for not previously informing the town of their aims (Vineyard 
Gazette 196'7). Jeffers vowed to "fight to the death," and wrote an editorial 
in the Vin.~yard Gazette explaining that the Indians had a right to the museum 
and that "the town has nothing to do with it" (Jeffers 1967). Left wit 
support fron either the town or the State, however, the museum was 
reopened (Le~'itas 1980: 487) . 

In 1966 thE! town of Gay Head was also compelled to close the one-room 
schoolhouse which had served as the community's elementary school since 
1878. This came as a serious blow to the Indian descendants because the 
one-room schoolhouse had long been the most crucial institution in fostering 
an Indian jdentity in the town (Ibid. :488). It was here that Gay Head 
children learned from Indian teachers the rudiments of local history, 
Wampanoag legends, and arts and crafts which were considered to be 
traditionally Indian. The facility was closed because there were only three 
students and it would have cost the town $18,000 a year to continue to teach 
them there (Attaquin 1970:43). Perhaps more than any other development, the 
closing of the school served to illustrate the effect of the continuing 
outmigration of Gay Head's native population. 

The identity of the Indian descendants at Gay Head was positively reinforced 
in the 1960's when a local girl was runner-up in the annual Miss Indian 
America pageant (Levitas 1980:550). In 1961 several Gay Head Indians also 
took part i~ the American Indian Chicago Conference which had been organized 
by anthropolJgists in order to publicize Indian issues (Ibid.: 387). However, 
the community glained some negative attention in 1966 after a Boston television 
station aired a news feature which focused on the fact that Gay Head was the 
poorest town in Massachusetts, according to a state study. The documentary 
footage and the full-page newspaper advertisements which publicized the 
both identif:Led Gay Head as an Indian toWn, but gave a somewhat distorted vi 
of the natu]-e of its poverty. The newspaper ads, for example, described the 
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Indian descendants as being "a proud people having to sell trinkets to feed 
their children" (Vineyard Gazette 1968; West 1966). 

This publici:y aroused the wrath of the Gay Headers and they called a special 
town meeting. 'rhey then demanded a retraction from the television station and 
an answer to l:wme of the distorted statements. In defense of the communi ty, 
the Vineyard Gazette reported that there were only four people in Gay Head on 
old age assistance and only one who received Aid for Dependent Children (ADC) 
payments, and that the town had never expended more than $500 a year for 
public welfar'~ C.Vineyard Gazette 1968). 

THE 1970's 

Between 1970 wld 1980 the Indian population at Gay Head increased by 19 
percent (frolB 153 to 78). However, the non-Indian population was expanded by 
177 percent :from 55 to 142). By 1980 non-Indians became the majority for the 
first time, constituting 65 percent of the community's residents (GHWT 1985: 
3) • 

Between 1970 wld 1972, when the Wampanoag Tribal Council was established at 
Gay Head, IB non-Indians were elected or appointed to town offices. However, 
Indian descendwlts held the three selectmen posts throughout the decade (Town 
of Gay Head 1899-1980). In 1970 group member Thelma Weissberg became the 
first woman sl~lectman (Meras 1970a). 

Only two biBs directly related to Gay Head were introduced in the state 
legislature during the 1970's. The General Court in 1970 approved a bill to 
transfer a parcel of land near the cliffs from Dukes County to the town for 
the purpose of constructing tourist facilities (Mass. House 1970). In 1971 
Lorenzo Jeff'~rs petitioned the legislature to authorize him to fish without 
restrictions in Gay Head waters (Ibid. 1971). This petition, which was never 
acted upon, proved to be Jeffers' last. He died on Cape Cod in July of 1974, 
having sold all of his property at Gay Head and having lost a suit to retain 
voting rights in the town (Levitas 1980:411-412). 

The 1970 and 1971 town meetings dealt primarily with the continuing issues of 
tax collectil)D and tourist facilities at the cliffs (Meras 1970a; 1970b; 
Vineyard Gazette 1971a; 1971b). 

In 1972 a~roup of affluent non-resident property owners persuaded Senator 
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts to introduce legislation in the U.S. Congress 
that wou1d2stablish the beaches of Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, and the 
Elizabeth Is lands as a National Seashore under Federal control (Levi tas 
1980:438). This proposal caused alarm among the Indian descendants at Gay 
Head, who view,ed it as a threat to the traditional CODDDon lands (Grapevine 
1973a) . 

FOBMATION or I'BB TRIBAL COUNCIL 

In reaction to this so-called Island Trust Bill and the inroads already made 
by non-Indiaos in the community, a group of Indian descendants decided to 
establish the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head in 1972 in order "to assure 
that the identity of the Vineyard Indians, their history, culture and tribal 
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lands will bl~ preserved" (Vineyard Gazette 1972b; Dumanoski 1975). This 
organization, which was incorporated under a state charter, adopted a formal 
governing ~Itructure consisting of four officers and a seven-member board. 
also absort1ed the ceremonial positions of Chief and Medicine Man from the 01 
Pawkannawaktltt Council. Beatrice Vanderhoop Gentry was elected its first 
President (GHW'I' 1983: I(c)14-15). 

The acknowledgment petition holds that the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay 
Head replaced the town government as the group's governing body. Yet, the 
town government did not change perceptibly in either form or actions from what 
it had been prior to the formation of the Tribal Council. Although 
non-Indians cwne to hold more town offices, the local government continued to 
be led by Indian descendants (all but one of town selectmen since 1972 have 
been Indian). Many of the town leaders have also been closely related to the 
Tribal Council leaders. Levitas maintains- that the new organization was 
created and led by the more cosmopoli tan Indian descendants and that it took 
at least four years for most of the so-called "local" Indian descendants, who 
continued to control the town government, to support the Tribal Council 
(Levitas 19fIO:e;50-55l,557). It is also curious to note that while the town 
government was, with one exception, always led by men, the initial officers of 
the Tribal Cou~cil and all of its subsequent presidents have been women (GHWT 
1983: I: (c)14-l5). 

The new group organization focused on four objectives: to identify its 
members; to seek Federal acknowledgment; to obtain funding to support group 
activities; and to gain title to the common lands (Ibid.). Despite the fact 
that Lorenzo Jeffers had petitioned the General Court in 1962 to have the 
title to a portion of the common lands conveyed to the Indian descendants a 
Gay Head (Mass. House 1962a) , it apparently came as a shock to many in the 
community to learn in the early 1970s that the common lands had legally 
belonged to thl~ town since incorporation instead of the Indian descendants as 
they had al\{ay~; assumed (GHWT 1983: I: (c) 14). Part of the motivation for 
creating the Tribal Council was thus to provide an incorporated body which 
could legally accept title to these lands (Ibid.:I(b). 

In the sprir.g of 1973 an alliance of non-Indian property owners, summer 
res idents. ar.d the more cosmopolitan Indian descendants organized the Gay Head 
Taxpayers Association (Vineyard Gazette 1973b). This organization was an 
outgrowth of the financial committee of the Gay Head Community Council which 
had been established in 1966. It proved to be more antagonistic toward the 
local Indian descendants over issues related to the town's financial 
management CLevitas 1980:518}. By August of 1973 the organization claimed a 
membership of 70 fwmilies, including Tribal Council President Beatrice Gentry, 
who served OJl the Board of Trustees, and Lorenzo Jeffers, who drew up a 
statement of the organization's purposes. However, only 23 of its initial 
members were Gay Head voters (Vineyard Gazette 1973c; Pollan 1973). When 
representativel; of the Taxpayers Association asked to meet with town 
authorities, tlle selectmen denied their request (Grap~vine 1973c). 

In the summer of 1973 the Tribal Council took its concerns about the Island 
Trust Bill directly to Senator Kennedy. It asked for his support in its 
efforts to gl:lin Federal acknowledgment and to protect the Indian and common 
lands at Gay HE~ad (Ibid. 1973b). The Council reasoned that its chances 0 

gaining title to the common lands would be enhanced if it could gain Federal 
recognition as a~ Indian tribe (Ibid.; 1973a). Senator Kennedy's staff 
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responded fuvorably to these requests and the Island Trust Bill was allowed to 
die. Legiulation for Federal recognition, however, was never introduced 
(Levitas 1980:438,554). 

The Tribal Cotmcil then sought to have a warrant article introduced at the 
annual town mE~eting which would transfer the common lands to its control. In 
the face 0" ~;trong advance opposition from the local Indian descendants, 
however, th:.s proposal was withdrawn (Ibid.:557; GHWT 1983:I:(c)16). Thus 
hBving exhausted legislative means for gaining title, the Tribal Council 
decided to t~~e legal action. 

THE LAND SUI~~ 

On November 2B, 1974, Thomas Tureen, an attorney with the Native American 
Rights Fund (lfARF), filed suit in U.S. District Court on behalf of the Tribal 
Council aga:.nst the town of Gay Head for possession of approximately 238 acres 
of land (V:.neyard Gazette 1981b). The town government introduced a motion to 
the court to have this suit dismissed, but the presiding judge refused to do 
so. The ::ndian descendants who were the town selectmen were thus placed in 
the awkward p()sition of having to defend the town's interests against the 
Tribal Council (Dumanoski 1975). By the spring of 1975, fear had become 
widespread that the council's land claims would be extended to private lands 
throughout the Vineyard. This had the effect of placing a cloud on all land 
titles and thus freezing the up-island real estate market (Reston 1978b). 

The tension caused by this situation persuaded even the most reluctant local 
Indian descendants that they should support the land transfer. Thus, on 
December 14, 1976, the town voted to turn its common lands over to the Tribal 
Council (Le'/itas 1980:557). However, the legality of this referendum was 
challenged by the town's own attorney and by the Gay Head Taxpayers 
Association, which argued before a Federal judge that the town's selectmen 
were not adequately representing non-Indian interests (Vineyard Gazette 
1981b) • 

In the meant ilDe , the Governor of Massachusetts signed an executive order in . 
July of 19'76 which stated that the "Tribal Council of Gay Head Wampanoag 
Indians are the recognized governing body . . . .. of the Gay Head· Indians 
(Grapevine L9715a). This same order gave all of the state's recognized Indians 
the right to use a reservation of land in the Freetown State Forest; a 
proposal which had been introduced initially by Lorenzo Jeffers in the 1930's 
(Ibid. ) 

The Tribal Council also succeeded in getting a number of its projects funded 
through Federal programs designed for Indians. For four years (1976-1979) the 
Economic Development Administration (EDA) provided an annual grant of 
approximatelY' :$70,000 to expand and improve shellfish production at Gay Head 
(New Bedford Standard Times 1976; Vineyard Gazette 1977a; Breslauer 1979). 
Federal fun ds were also received for the weatherizat ion of homes, for the 
establishment of a solar greenhouse, and for the development of a tribal 
management sy:stem and cultural enrichment program (GHWT 1983: I: (c) 19; 
Dumanoski 1975; Levitas 1980:552). Federal funds made available under the 
Comprehensive 8mployment and Training Act (CETA) were used to hire temporary 
staff for the Tribal Council office and the shellfish project (Grapevine 
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1976a). At least two group members also received Federal Indian services as 
individuals during the 1970's: one was admitted to the Institute of Indian 
Arts in ~~ ~~exico and another received medical services at the Fort Duches 
Indian Health Clinic in Utah (WTCGH 1973). 

In November of 1976 there was an abrupt shift of power in the Tribal Council 
from those Indian descendants who had a more cosmopolitan perspective to those 
who had a more local perspective. Beatrice Gentry and the other initial 
officers WE~re ousted in favor of Winonah Silva and her supporters. In 
relation tc the common lands dispute, this election also represented a shift 
in directicn which reflected a deep schism within the Tribal Council. One 
observer saw this split as being between the local Indian descendants who 
favored negotiation and compromise with the Taxpayers Association, and the 
more cosmopolitan Indian descendants who wanted to press the Non-Intercourse 
Act claims for as much land as possible (Levitas 1980:560) 

The Gentry faction did not accept defeat easily and continued to challenge the 
new group leadership. This produced a great deal of turbulence at Tribal 
Council mee t in,gs. Insults and racial slurs were tossed back and forth and at 
least two lOeetings ended in physical encounters (Ibid.: 561). One of the 
leading COSIIlOPO li tans found the head of a deer with a knife driven into it in 
her mailbox wld implied to the press that it had been placed there by her 
political opponents within the Tribal Council (Vineyard Gazette 1981b). This 
split in the organization was also made apparent in August of 1977 after a 
draft of proposed legislation to give the Gay Head Indians exclusive fishing 
rights in Henemsha Pond was leaked to the press. This caused a furor among 
the non-Indian residents of Chilmark, who subsequently hired an attorney to 
represent their interests in the land claims. Tribal Council President 
Wenonah Silva charged disgruntled members of the group with orchestrating this 
embarrassing lef~ (Breslauer 1977; Vineyard Gazette 1977b). 

In May of 1977 the Tribal Council announced that it would seek to acquire an 
unspecified amount of land in addition to the common lands through Federal 
legislation (Cabral 1977). Fearing the worst, the Taxpayers Association 
agreed to support a transfer of the common lands to the Indian descendants if 
the Tribal Council would accept zoning restrictions on these lands. The 
taxpayers did not want to see the common lands commercially developed or 
excluded totally from public use since they provided access to beach areas. 
Negotiations ensued along these lines but ultimately proved futile (Levitas 
1980:557-558; Dumanoski 1975). 

Both sides the:n appealed to Governor Michael S. Dukakis to intecede in the 
dispute. 111 .June of 1977 he appointed the Dean of the Harvard Law School, 
Albert M. Sachs, to serve as the state's mediator (Reston 1977a; 1977b). 
Negotiations continued and on November 17, 1978, the details of a proposed 
settlement package were revealed. This tentative agreement called for the 
Tribal Counc:~l to receive title to the cliffs, the cranberry bogs, and 
adjacent beaehes, three parcels of land formerly held by the bankrupt Strock 
Corporation, and the Cook property at the mouth of Herring Creek in exhange 
for its proDlisE~ not to press further claims (Ibid. 1978b; Vineyard Gazette 
1981b) . 

The dissident faction of the Tribal Council was highly critical of this 
proposed agreement. Its most militant spokesman was Frank B. James, a Gay 
Head Indian des,cendant who lived on Cape Cod. In a letter to the editor of 
the Vineyard Gazette he concluded "that if we accept this proposal as it now 
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stands, we are not following the original intent of the land suit: ownership 
and control of what was meant to be when the town of Gay Head was incorporated 
in 1870. We will be Gay Head Indians in name only" (James 1979). 

This criticism and the reluctance of the Taxpayers Association to press for a 
resolution almost caused the negotiations to collapse in the spring of 1979. 
The split among the Indian descendants became so severe that the Tribal 
Council could not even agree to vote on the proposed settlement (Reston 1979). 

On May 19, Gladys A. Widdiss was 
keeping its control in the hands 
Widdiss cont inu,es to hold this office. 

elected President of the council, thus 
of the Silva faction (WTCGH 1979). Mrs. 

In an effort toO force the Tribal Council and the Taxpayers Association back to 
the negotiatin:~ table, the town selectmen petitioned the U.S. District Court 
in December of 1980 to set a trial date for the six-year-old land suit 
(Vineyard Gazette 1981b). Thomas Tureen, the Tribal Council's attorney then 
sent to th,~ Taxpayers Association a new proposal claiming additional property 
(White 1980). 

By the sprLng of 1981 it became clear that a settlement was stymied on the 
question of bl~ach ownership. The Taxpayers Association wanted the town to 
retain a fLfty-foot strip for public access (Ibid. 1981a). On July 17, 1981, 
the Massachusetts Attorney General moved to intervene in the land suit on 
behalf of the town and the Taxpayers Association, which had been admitted as a 
third party in the litigation, and this motion was allowed. This action was 
seen as shifting the balance of legal power to the town by giving it the 
benefit of thl~ State's substantial resources, while the Tribal Council 
continued to be represented by NARF on a pro bono basis (Ibid. 1981b). 

On June 25 1981, the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head petitioned the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs for Federal acknowledgment of its existence as an 
Indian tribl~ (Widdiss 1981). Federal recognition was viewed by all parties in 
the land suit as strengthening·the Tribal Council's legal position (Bamberger 
1983d). 

In August OJ: IB81 the town voted against an out-of-court settlement and at the 
same time declined to authorize the funds necessary for the town attorney to 
prepare for trial. As one Indian descendant put it: " I'd be paying to have 
someone defeat myself" (White 1981c). Later that month, Robert C. Hahn, a 
Boston attol'ney claiming to represent 43 members of the dissident Gentry 
faction, petitioned to intervene in the land suit, demanding that the entire 
town of Gay Head be conveyed to the Tribal Council (Vineyard Gazette 1981a). 
The Tribal COlmcil then filed a motion opposing this intervention (White 
1981d). 

On Septembel' ~?8, 1981, the Tribal Council approved the negotiated settlement 
by a vote of lll5 to 60 (Ibid. 1981f). Al though the dissident faction claimed 
that the e:.ection had been illegal, it nevertheless dropped its motion to 
intervene in the land suit (Ibid. 1981e). 

In December 
Boston on 
organization 
John Peters 

of 1981, Robert C. Hahn filed suits in the U.S. District Court in 
bE~half of the Massachusetts Indian Heritage Committee, an 
formed by Frank B. James of the Gay Head dissident faction and 
of Mashpee. These suits claimed title to 27,000 acres of land in 
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Gay Head, Ma.c;hpee, and five other Massachusetts towns (U.S. Distri.ct Court 
1981). The Wampanoag Tribal Council at Gay Head was listed as a defendant in 
this litiguti()n and charged with conducting an illegal election (Whit 
1981g) . ~'his suit was dismissed a year later on the grounds that 
plaintiffs had no legal standing as an Indian tribe (Vineyard Gazette 1982). 
Hahn then appealed this decision to the U.S. Court of Appeals and to the U.S. 
Supreme Court (U.S. District Court 1981). 

A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT 

Meanwhile, the out-of-court settlement negotiations continued in an atmosphere 
of "acrimony and confusion" (Bamberger 1983b). Political tensions reached a 
peak in August of 1983 after the Taxpayers Association placed a full-page 
advertisement outlining its views' in the Vineyard Gazette. Among other 
things, this ad criticized the Tribal Council for failing to either prosecute 
the land SQit or negotiate a settlement and for opening up a new arena by 
petitioning for Federal acknowledgJDent (Vineyard Gazette 1983a). The Tribal 
Council res:>onded angrily in a position paper which appeared as a letter to 
the editor of the same newspaper (Malonson, et al. 1983), and the town 
selectmen called for a special meeting in order to allow both sides to explain 
its position. This emotion-packed meeting proved to bea major breakthrough 
in the negotiations, despite the fact that representatives of the dissident 
Gentry fact:lon walked out in protest (Bamberger 1983c; 1983f). Within a month 
the Tribal COlmcil drafted a new settlement document, the substance of which 
proved to he acceptable to the Taxpayers Association, the town, and the 
State. Ironically, this agreement was very similar to the one which Albert 
Sachs, the S1:atE~'s mediator, had first proposed in 1978 (Ibid.) 

As a conces.sicm to the Taxpayers Association. the Tribal Council agreed to 
wi thdraw its: petition for Federal acknowledgment until such time as a 
settlement was ratified. At the request of NARF (Locklear 1983), the Bureau 
of Indian Affatirs suspended active consideration of the Gay Head petition 
(Elbert 1983), which had commenced on July 28, 1983 (Shapard 1983). 

The dissident faction protested the new settlement proposal. One of its 
spokesmen, Helen Manning, stated at a Tribal Council meeting that "this 
document does not go far enough to accomplish what was originally intended in 
order to preserve and maintain Wampanoag culture and heritage for our future 
generations ... We oppose and condemn majority rule which can relinquish and 
wipe away these essential facets of our history and culture against the will 
and consent of the minority" (Bamberger 1983c). The dissidents then proceeded 
to obtain a temporary restraining order in state court preventing the Tribal 
Council from signing a settlement. They also filed papers requesting that 
their names be dropped from the Tribal Council's membership rolls (Vineyard 
Gazette 1983·~). However, there is no evidence that the Tribal Council ever 
took action 0:1 this request. 

On November :3, 1983. the members of the Tribal Council approved the settlement 
proposal by Ii vote of 164 to 29, and it was also approved by the twenty-member 
board of th,~ ~raxpayers Association (Cooper 1983) . After a Federal judge 
dismissed the temporary restraining order preventing the Tribal Council from 
signing an Ilgreement (U.S. District Court 1983), representatives from 
Council, the Tf~payers Association, the town, and the State signed formal 
settlement pnpers on November 25, the town having voted for ratification by a 
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margin of ~12-113 (Bamberger 1983g). Robert C. Hahn, now claiming to represent 
110 Gay Bend descendents, appealed the Federal court order to the u.s. Court 
of Appeals (U.S. District Court 1983). A month later, he testified before the 
state legisj.ature that the Tribal Council did not represent the interests of 
the dissidents (Vineyard Gazette 1983c). 

In order to be implemented, the negotiated settlement required the statutory 
approval of both the Massachusetts General Court and the u.s. Congress, in 
part becausE~ it requested a Federal appropriation for the purchase of part of 
the lands. Accordingly, legislation was introduced in the Massachusetts 
Senate and in the u.S. House of Representatives in the spring of 1984 
(Bamberger 1984al). 

In May of 1984, representatives of the dissident faction met with Governor 
Dukakis to explain their opposition and sent a position paper to the General 
Court (Ibid. i984b). The Massachusetts Attorney General had earlier written 
to legislative leaders that he considered the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay 
Head to be the viable and legitimate representative of the Gay Head Indians. 
He had also pointed out that of the 104 individuals who were listed as being 
members of the dissident faction, only 8 were Gay Head residents, while 18 
claimed membership in a Christian town Indian group, and 10 others in a 
Chappaquiddick group (Kiley 1984). On May 21, 1984, the u.S. Supreme Court 
dismissed without comment the dissident's suit to obtain all of the land at 
Gay Head (Boston Globe 1984). 

Because settlement legislation was not enacted in 1984, bills had to be 
reintroduced in the 1985 sessions of the General Court and the u.S. Congress. 
On May 15, 1985, the Tribal Council requested the Bureau of Indian Affairs to 
place its petition for Federal acknowledgment on active consideration once 
again (Malonson, et al. 1985), and this was officially done on June 6 (Elbert 
1985a). On June 27 and again on October 1, Robert C. Hahn requested the 
Secretary of the Interior to order the suspension of active consideration of 
the petition until a compromise could be worked out between the dissidents and 
the Tribal I:;ouncil (Hahn 1985a; 1985b). He was denied both times (Elbert 
1985b; Vollmmn 1985). On September 18, the state settlement bill was signed 
into law by <iovernor Dukakis (Mass. Acts 1985). Action on Federal legislation 
is still pending. 

FUNCTIONS OF 'l'HE TRIBAL COUNCIL 

The Wampanoa:~ Tribal Council at Gay Head holds monthly meetings for its 
officers and pleriodic meet ings for its general membership. Since its 
inception in H}72 , it has elected officers, established by-laws and a 
membership roll, recorded its proceedings, and audited its finances. It has 
also directed l~ number of economic development projects and spearheaded group 
activities r,~lated to the land suit, the negotiated settlement, and its 
petition for Federal acknowledgment. It has planned and coordinated community 
and group pJ"ojlects, such as cleaning up Lobsterville Beach, maintaining the 
Indian cemetery at Gay Head, and directing the Cranberry Day events (WTCGH 
1983b j 1983c; l!~84f). The Council has served as a liaison between its members 
and the Mas!lachusetts Commission on Indian Affairs, the Mashpee Tribal 
Council, the Indian Task Force of Burl ington, Vermont, and other agencies and 
organizations (Ibid. 1983cj 1983d; 1984b; 1985a). 
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The Tribal Council has been successful in obtaining governmental assistance 
from both Fede~ral and state sources. In anticipation of the group's receiving 
Federal acknmvledgment, the Indian Health Service granted it $99,000 in 1984 
to develop a needs assessment for a health services delivery system (F 
1984a; WTCGH 1984c). The Council created four administrative positions under 
this grant and conducted an extensive survey of the health needs of its 
membership (Ibid.; Fleury 1984b; Vineyard Gazette 1985). 

In 1983 th,~ Tribal Council also received a grant from the Administration for 
Native Amer:lcans (ANA) of the Department of Health and Human Services. This 
money was to be used to increase the effectiveness of the Council in 
addressing the social and economic needs of its members and to prepare its 
petition for Federal acknowledgment. The dissident faction sought to block 
this grant. In February of 1985, Robert C. Hahn filed suit against the 
Department clf Health and Human Services chargiQg, among other things, that the 
Tribal Council did not represent all of the Gay Head Indians and that the 
Federal Government had therefore violated its trust responsibility by funding 
one faction in an ongoing intertribal dispute. The U.S. District Court for 
the District of Columbia dismissed this complaint for lack of standing in 
August of 1985 (U.S. District Court 1985). 

As of June, 1985, the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head claimed 521 
members. 

As noted prl~viously in this report, the Federal census counted only 78 Indian 
descendants at Gay Head in 1980. Despite the fact that they are now the 
minority population, these people continue to view their town as an Indian 
community. This perception is also shared by outside observers. As Henry 
Hough, the Jate! editor and publisher of the Vineyard Gazette and the island's 
most noted journalist, observed in 1970: ItGay Head today, is still at heart 
and in spirit an Indian town ... " (Hough & Eisenstaedt 1970). 
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL REPORT ON THE GAY HEAD WAMPANOAG 

INTRODUCTIOl~ 

The Town of Gay Head on the western end of the island of Martha's Vineyard, Dukes 
County, :\1assa::!husetts is inhabited by two groups of people. One group is descended 
from the Gay Hend Wampanoag Indians and the other is composed of non-Indians who 
began to move into the town of Gay Head in the early 1900's and who have become 
permanent residents in Gay Head. An increase in the number of non-Indians has shifted 
the long-held ;>olitical base of the Gay Head Wampanoag and now the Indians are a 
minority in thE~ir own homeland. In response to these population and political pressures, 
some of the GElY Head Indian descendants have organized the Wampanoag Tribal Council 
of Gay Head (WTCGH) and have submitted a documented petition to the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs seeking recognition as a tribal entity. 

This report is an .anthropological eValuation of the group seeking acknowledgment. The 
first section Yi ill briefly examine the physical environment and the settlement pattern 
exhibited by tt.e inhabitants of the town. Following that the population and membership 
of the group will be examined. Social relations will be discussed next before the past 
and present politil::!al organization of the group is described. Land tenure concepts will 
be examined. The summary will point out that the tribe existed until the 1870's. Since 
that time, due to n variety of factors, there has been a slow disintegration of community 
cohesiveness ald tribal organization. By the late 1930's, the breakdown was virtually 
complete. While some vestiges of native culture are still present, the lack of any 
social cohesior or political authority of the WTCGH over their claimed members-not 
only those 78 in Gay Head but also those across the sound in southwestern \ltassachusetts 
-does not support a decision for Federal· acknowledgment. 

Since earliest historcial times, the Gay Head Wampanoag (also called Pokanoket) have 
lived in Gay Head. The Gay Head Wampanoag, an Algonquin-speaking group, were 
related to othl~r Wampanoag groups on Martha's Vineyard as well as to those occupying 
southern :'v1assachusetts (Salwen 1978: 161). 

The town of Gay Head had lands and resources which were less desirable to the early 
white settlers and, as a consequence, it was an area where the Indians could continue 
their lifestyle without the pressures faced by those Indians occupying more productive 
lands on the island or mainland. Gay Head harbors were not as suitable to the early 
white seafarers as were those in Edgartown or Vineyard Haven. The first name for 
Edgartown wa:; "Great Harbor" (Banks 1966: I: 28). The stunted trees at Gay Head, 
largely scrub oaks, were of little commercial value and the soils in general were not 
as desirable as those elsewhere on the island. Places on the island where these resources 
were more attractive were occupied early by the whites, forcing the Indians living in 
those areas into greater social contact with the whites. The Indians at Chappaquidick, 
an island at the eastern end of Martha's Vineyard, were also physically isolated from 
the rest of tt.e Vineyard, but the Chappaquidick Indians were in closer proximity to 
the early center of white population, Edgartown, .lind access to Chappaquidick was not 
difficult. Chappaquidick Wampanoag lands were divided in 1870 and the Chappaquidick 
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lost their distinctiveness as Indians; their area did not continue to be known as Indian 
lands as was the case with Gay Head. The Gay Head Wampanoag were more remote 
and less acceBsible. Even after their lands were divided in 1870, they continued to be 
known as Indians and their lands as Indian Lands. 

Documents demonstrate that a group of Gay Head Wampanoag inhabited the present 
town of Gay Head from early historical times to the present (see Ethnohistorical Report 
on the Gay Hea.d Wampanoag). Documents also provide information about the community's 
geography anc' these indicate that the settlement pattern is not much different today 
than it was in the past, i.e., dispersed, isolated and somewhat private. 
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SETTLEMENT PATTERN 

Beyond the hi~ torical record, the archeological evidence, although scant, su~gests that 
the Indians on Mal·tha's Vineyard lived as nuclear families in small oval to round houses 
on a seasonal basis. The floral and faunal remains from these small sites indicate that 
the people werl~ hunters and gatherers of land and sea resources. The sites are scattered 
indicating that the houses were not in close proximity. This kind of settlement pattern, 
like Indians elsewhere in southern New England, is best described as dispersed (Sal wen 
1978: 160). 

Maps also show Gay Head settlement patterns. One map published in April of 1776 
(Atlantic Neptune 1776) depicts scattered dwelling sites mostly on the south coast side 
of Gay Head, although there are a few dwellings on the northeast side of town. A 
church is shown more centrally located. An 1858 map of Gay Head also shows scattered 
dwellings, but mor'e houses are now located in central portions of the town and there 
are fewer shown on the south side. An intricate or warren-like road system is shown 
as well as approximate locations of dwellings with the names of the residents. Such a 
road pattern would have provided for easy access to neighbors and relatives. The 
school, the Ba~ltis1: church, and a windmill, built in the 1840's were shown in a central 
location (Walling 1858). 

A map publishe d by the Old Colony Line Steamship Company is undated but probably 
dates to the 11170's. The intricate, warren-like road system still exists and the houses 
are scattered but adjacent to the roads. This road pattern makes Gay Head unlike 
other towns on Mlirtha's Vineyard at this time. 

When it was del!ide~d in the 1860's that the common lands of the tribe were to be divided 
in severalty, a survey and a map of the common lands and existing homesteads was 
ordered. This map shows scattered homesteads, with most of them being located on 
the south side of the town (Pease and Pease 1870). 

Today, there are four principal paved roads in Gay Head: Moshup's Trail, which is the 
major access r Jad on the southern side of Gay Head; Sta te Road, which is an east
west road that trBlverses the central part of Gay Head; Lighthouse Road which is the 
northern equivHlent of Moshup'~ Trail; and Lobsterville Road which branches to the 
north off State Road and joins Lighthouse Road at a point close to the coast (see 1\;]AP 

# 2). From thi:; jUlncture, Lobsterville Road turns eastward among the sand dunes and 
cranberry bogs. Access to these main roads is by innumerable private driveways and 
an occasional cldelr road such as Church Street. 

While today GllY Head has no commercial establishments for its inhabitants, this has 
not always beell the case. In 1907, some business were in existence. A city directory 
for this year displayed the ads for two grocery stores-P.A. Vanderhoop and Linus S. 
Jeffers and Conpany. The ads indicated that the stores had public telephones (Union 
Publishing Co. 1907). Also listed in the directory was a hotel and restaurant. 

Shortly before the turn of the 20th century, Gay Head participated in the tourist boom 
which the entire island experienced. In response to the tourist trade, the Indians built 
a hotel to hom,e Blnd feed those who came to view the cliffs and the lighthouse with 
a famous lens. This was the Fresnel lens and it was so designed that its 1003 prisms 
could intensify the~ light of a candle creating a beam equivalent to 100,000 watts of 
electric power (Levitas 1980:319,330). During the tourist boom, another hotel and a 
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dance pavilion were built for the town's visitors. The steamship operations which 
brought the ':our'ists to Gay Head from the mainland promoted tourism. Steamship 
operations to Gay Head ceased in 1907 (Ibid.: 325). The dance pavillion closed in 1912 
(Ibid.: 325, 451), the last grocery store closed in the 1930's, and the last hotel closed in 
the 1940's. 

Except for thl~ small, Indian-operated souvenir shops, refreshment stands, and restaurant 
at the cliffs, all designed to serve the tourists, there are no other commercial 
establishments in Gay Head. Shopping for groceries requires trips to Chilmark or to 
further down-island towns such as Vineyard Haven, Oak Bluffs or Edgartown. Some 
shopping could ble done on the mainland where the prices are cheaper. Before the 
paving of Stale road in 1938 and improved transportation, it was likely that shopping 
would take pillce in New Bedford across Vineyard Sound in southeastern Massachusetts. 
Fish and any surplus crops, such as cranberries, would be taken there to market. Trips 
to the mainland Ht the time were made by catboats (Ibid.: 267). 

The small cluster of public buildings consisting of the town hall, fire station and old 
school buildin~:-now a library-form the center of Gay Head. To a stranger who 
might have expected a bustling business center as found in the down-island towns, there 
is little to call attention to the fact that this is the center of the town. 

The dispersed set1tlement pattern in Gay Head has provided for privacy and isolation. 
In the past, the scattered houses were intricately connected with a warren-like road 
system which would have facilitated communication and social interaction between 
friends and neighbors. The change from this profusion of small interconnecting foads 
to basically fOllr main roads which are accessed by private drives has greatly reduced 
the ease of physi(!al access to neighbors and friends. Likewise, the disappearance of 
all commercial estnblishments (except those small souvenir shops which serve the tourists> 
serving the 101!al inhabitants has contributed to the isolation of the inhabitants and 
reduced social int.eraction and communication. 
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INDIAN POPULATION AND ME:vtBERSHIP 

This section \'.Iill briefly examine the Gay Head Wampanoag criteria for membership and 
popula tion through time. It will be noted that there are two periods of relative 
population sta)ili1ty on Gay Head, one spanning from 1807 to 1930 and another starting 
in the 1950's and extending to the present. Membership criteria changed in the past 
making it difficult to know precisely who was being included in the earlier population 
counts. The Federal census only includes the Indians resident in Gay Head. Today, 
the WTCGH claims 521 members, of whom 78 live in Gay Head. 

While early colonial estimates of Indians on Martha's Vineyard ranged fro'll 1500 to 
3000, Levitas (1980: 90) demonstrates that it is reasonable to assume that in 1642 there 
were at least 3000 on the island. It was not until 1807 that population figures are 
given specificlllly for Gay Head (Freeman 1971). At that time 142 Indians were resident 
in Gay Head with about 100 absent. In 1849, the resident population was reported to 
be 162 with 1 Z "foreigners" and 10 men "at sea" (Mass. Ho"se 1849: 18). In 1870 there 
were 160; 188D listed 161; 1890 listed 139; 1900 listed 173; 1905 listed 178; and 1915 
listed 175 C~1HSS. House 1917). In 1910, 157 Indian residents are listed on the Indian 
census schedul.es taken by the Federal Government. 

In the 1920 CI~nsus, 126 Indians were listed as residing in Gay Head. The 1930 census 
listed 129; t94D listed 98; 1950 listed 71; 1960 listed 77; 1970 listed 63, and 1980 li.sted 78. 

The earlier papulation figures reflect some problems of who should be regarded as being 
a Gay Head Wampanoag. There are two issues-residency and spouses. While spouses 
generally haVE! not been included as members, on certain occasions they have been. 

In 1807, every native whether he lived off- or on-island was entitled to tribal privileges 
(Freeman 1971). By 1849, spouses of six Gay Head women who were either non-Indian 
or non-Gay Head Indians were involved in tribal affairs and signed a petition along with 
11 Gay Head Wampanoag (Mass. House 1849: 87-88). It was also in 1849 that Gav Head 
Indians were ~omplaining about children of Gay Head people who had left the - island 
coming back Hnd claiming tribal rights. 

In the 1860's. membership in the tribe was generally limited to those Indians of known 
ancestry who liVE!d in Gay Head. If Gay Head Wampanoags moved from Gay Head, they 
and their descendants were not recognized by the tribe and these persons lost all rights 
as members of the tribe (Earle 1861: 31, 38). In addition, those non-Indians who married 
into the group might be accepted as members of the tribe if the tribe thought it. was 
to their adval\ta~:e to concede this right (Ibid.: 31). 

The 1870's dhlisiOin of common lands in severalty forced a decision on membership. Only 
members werE~ entitled to lands, and residence was a major component. With rare 
exceptions, those who had left Gay Head were not given land (Pease n.d.). 

Membership ill the WTCGH as defined by their current by-laws is based on descent 
from the 187 l list of people who were considered to be Indians. It includes those 
descendants whose families have subsequently moved from Gay Head but it does not· 
include SpOUSf~S. When the WTCGH was formed in 1972, the issue of membership of 
spouses immecliat4ely arose. One member who later became president of the organization 
requested that spouses be included (Vineyard Gazette 1972b), but the officers made the 
decision not to include them. 
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In their petition for acknowledgment the WTCGH provided a list of 521 members, 
including years of birth and current state and city of residence when known. Of those 
on the list, 'j'4 did not have year of birth and 27 did not have state and city of 
residence. There are 78 WTCGH members who live in Gay Head while 137 live elsewhere 
on the island, principally in the towns of Vineyard Haven or Oak Bluffs. Some 170 live 
in Massachusetts, with the majority of those in Massachusetts living across the sound 
in the southeastem part of the State. Another 110 live elsewhere in the United States. 
An overwhelming majority of the membership resides outside of Gay Head. 

Until 1849, Gay Head Wampanoag membership was based on recognition by the group 
as being memhers; until that time residence was not the only criterion. In 1849, the 
Gay Head Wampflnoags complained that non"7residents' children were claiming tribal 
privileges. By the 1860's residence in Gay Head was virtually mandatory to share in 
tribal benefits, especially the division of communal assets. Today membership is based 
entirely on descent. 

Since the WTCGH membership is scattered, social relations and communications are 
important for the maintenance of tribal affairs. Social relations and communication 
will be discussed in the next section of the report. 
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SOCIAL RELATIONS 

In this section of the report, patterns of social relations will be examined. These 
observations are based not only on field data but also on the work of Gloria Levitas. 
Gloria Levitas, an anthropologist, who is a summer resident at Gay Hp.ad, spent many 
years in research on the town. She presented her research as a doctoral dissertation 
at Rutgers University. She extensively examined the social relations of the Gay Head 
people and focused her work on the Indians. Levitas provides evidence for a social 
change from communal cooperation prevalent " ••• during the last third of the nineteenth 
century and Hie first decades of the twentieth. • ." (Levitas 1980: 282) to more 
individualistic behnvior after that. During this time, agricultural activities as well as 
fishing appeared to demand communal participation. She quotes one informant who 
describes '"a turning' out time in the spring, when you'd put all the cattle in the 
south ••• way over there on the South Road-and let them go together ••• the whole 
town decided on where they's [sic] put the animals to pasture" (Ibid.: 282). 

Formerly, plowi ng of the fields was also a communal affair and tribal lands could be 
claimed by enclosing. This communal way of life began to disappear with the allotment 
of land in sever!ilty in 1870. In those activities, e.g. pasturage, plowing and trap fishing 
which requirecjcommunity participation, Levitas notes that vestiges of the 
social/communal system persisted until the 1920's or 1930's (Ibid.: 221). Cranberry Day 
in the fall was also cooperative and the Indians would turn out to harvest the cranberries. 
Any excess ber"ies were taken to the mainland and sold with the proceeds being used 
to care for the indigent and poor. 

The shift in irn portance of communal relations appears to have had an economic and 
technological b!ise.. During the first quarter of this century, communal farming and 
grazing declined. The change from cooperative trap fishing-requiring 30 to 40 men to 
build the traps, mnintain the nets and harvest the fish-to competitive boat fishing, a 
more mechanized activity requiring small crews, was also a factor in this change (Ibid.: 
393). These ehanges led to a greater social and economic differentiation in the 
community sincl~ those who owned the boats and fishing-related machinery received a 
larger percenta ~e .of the proceeds. 

At the turn of thE~ century, there were still mechanisms encouraging social cohesion. 
The post officE, established in 1873 by the Federal Government, provided a focus for 
activity. It WHS ~l meeting place for friends and neighbors and a source for casual 
gossip, b"t Federal consolidation in 1941 closed the facility and the inhabitants at Gay 
Head had to go to Chilmark for their mail. Later, in 1952, rural delivery was instituted 
in Gay Head (Ibid.: 451). In the first decade of this century, there were two grocery 
stores operatin~: in Gay Head which provided a place for people from various sections 
of town to meet, nnd one of them also served as the post office. 

The Gay Head Baptist church, the oldest Indian Baptist church in the country, provided 
a meeting place fOil' that portion of the community which participated in church affairs. 
It served as a means of social control with its censure power and as a focus of 
cooperative activity when painting or repairs were needed. The church has declined 
in social importanee to most Gay Head families. In a recent visit to the Gay Head 
Baptist Church, the Bureau's research staff noted that the service was attended by a 
small congrega t lon of 19 people composed largely of older Indians and older non-Indian 
residents. There were also six non-Indian visitors to Gay Head. A Gay Head Wampanoag 
spouse and three of her daughters were the only younger people. The minister, who is 
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non-Indian, had c'ome to Gay Head to present the service. Refreshments were served 
after the ser"ice, but most people left quickly after a short period of greetings and 
polite conversati()n. The small number of largely older people attending church is a 
phenomenon whitolh Levitas also noted in the 1970's. She reports that " ••• an ordinary 
Sunday sermon rarely attracted more than ten or fifteen people--generally the oldest 
members of the (~ommunity" (Ibid.: 495-496). In 1985, the church was being prepared 
for painting. Upon inquiry it was learned that the work was contracted out, with most 
of the money for the work coming from the non-Indians of the congregation. Although 
the church served a socially integrating function in the past, it no longer has that role. 

The school in Gay Head was once part of community activities, but it too has lost that 
function. In the 1920's, Gay Head Wampanoag high school students were bused to other 
schools on the island. In 1966, the grade school was closed and now all the children 
are bused to ,)ther schools. No longer do school activities provide a focus in the 
community. 

Today, the Gay HE~ad Wampanoag have no events that are attended exclusively by their 
members. This lac~k of any mechanism to renew social relations periodically has been 
observed by Levitas. She states "the lack of community celebrations is striking, 
and ••• [her] notes support a hypothesis, suggesting that internal cohesion, measured in 
terms of commllnity sociability had declined ••. " (Ibid.: 384). During her research on 
Gay Head, Levitas collected a complete file of Gay Head-related social events which 
were recorded in the Vineyard Gazette for 1950. An analysis of these newspaper 
clippings reveals that for that year only five of 428 social events were community
wide. She also noted that trips to the mainland were mainly for shopping and the 
visiting of relatives. She concludes that community sociability was not as important to the 
Gay Head Wam~lanoag as the maintaining of kin and friendship ties outside of Gay Head 
(Ibid.: 384). 

Prior to 1939, Cranberry Day was a communal Gay Head Wampanoag affair. On the 
appointed day, ~:enE!rally in October, the Gay Head Wampanoag Indians would gather to 
harvest the cranber'ries. The women would cook the food and all would participate in 
the harvest. It generally was an all-day affair. According to the acknowledgment 
petition, it still is a kind of homecoming and social renewal. The 1939 hurricane did 
irreparable daml:cge to the bogs and they no longer produce as they once did. 

The Acknowledgllent staff notified the WTCGH president that one of the investigator's 
visits would coincide with Cranberry Day. It was anticipated that off-island WTCGH 
members would attend and they might be interviewed. The events started when about 
20 Gay Head Wampanoag school children arrived by bus at the Town Hall. The children 
listened to a talk about Gay Hp.ad Wampanoag history and· then had a walking tour of 
the old cemetery, They were then taken to the cranberry bogs. The WTCGH president 
explained the procedure for picking. Prizes-various Indian-style trinkets-were offered 
for the most berries picked. At a signal, the children began picking. Lunch was served 
afterwards. For some of the children, this was their first visit to Gay Head, and others 
said they had not been there since they were very small. This indicates that down
island families do not visit in Gay Head often. At the bogs there were approximately 
10 Indian adults hut no members from off-island. One of the officers of the group who 
attended is from Oak Bluffs. The group's attorney was also present • 

. That evening thel'e was a gathering at the Town Hall to which the public was invited. 
Tables displayed items of interest to Gay HAad Wampanoag residents, e.g., family 
photograph albums, indian artifacts collected in the vicinity. and fired and unfired 
pottery made of clay from the cliffs. The evening started with a showing of home 
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movies which reeorded various family activities. There were scenes of graduations and 
weddings. It w,as apparent that these functions were attended by a relatively small 
gathering of immediate families. Following the video tape showing, one of the council 
members told a few Wampanoag myths. Refreshments followed. Those attending the 
evening function were largely those who serve on the council board of directors, their 
spouses and c~hildren. At least one non-Gay Head white couple who were vacationing 
at Gay Head attended. 

The poor attends,nce at Cranberry Day indicates that this celebration no longer has the 
socially integl·ating functions it once had. Although it follows an earlier format, e.g., 
picking cranberries and eating dinner at the bogs, the event now serves as an Indian 
heritage day to :reinforce Gay Head Wampanoag Indian identity. 

Funerals can be -events promoting community solidarity. In Gay Head, however, funerals 
generally were not community affairs and they are attended primarily by the family 
and friends of the deceased. Some Gay Head Indians, residents of Vineyard Haven, 
reported they would attend funerals held in Gay Head if the deceased was a relative 
or close friend. During this interview, the pronoun "they" was used consistently in 
referring to the Indians in Gay Head, indicating that there was no feeling of association 
or identification with the Indians there. 

Along with thl~ lack of strong community celebration to promote cohesiveness, a pattern 
of outmarriagE~ hIlS contributed to the individualistic character of the community. Since 
the 1930's, nearly all Gay Head Wampanoag marriages have been to non-Gay Head Indian 
partners. While the Gay Head Wampanoags have been traditionally Baptists, some of 
these marriagc!s have been to non-Baptists. 

Levitas points out that other changes have occurred that have promoted family isolation 
and decreased social cohesion. Before television there was more family social interaction, 
especially between children and adults. Children, before television, would be entertained 
by the adults I'elating local legends and ghost stories. Some of these had Indian themes. 
Today the childrE~n watch television or go to the down-island skating rink or movie 
houses. Some children have joined island-wide scouting activities and thus have widened 
their peer groups (Ibid.: 495). Since none of these activities is available in Gay Head, 
the children are transported to the other towns by their parents. 

Another factol' that could affect social cohesiveness is the off-island migration in the 
summer, which was mentioned by the researcher for the petition. No evidence was 
found of an e:ctensive pattern of this type. 

There were imtances in which individuals who had second homes in Gay Head moved 
into their smaller summer homes and rented their larger winter homes. Some Gay Head 
Wampanoag ms.intliin homes both on the maiilland as well as in Gay Head and commute 
back and forth. In winter, some Gay Head Indians who run shops at the cliffs close 
them and move off island. These are not regarded as widespread patterns but reflect 
more particulHistic behavior. Levi tas' discussion of the employment of Gay Head 
Wampanoag men does not report any seasonal migration of workers. 

The whites who have recently established residence in the area tend to be affluent 
professionals ",ho first began to vacation in the town and later decided to build homes 
there and move to the town. Many have substantial homes. Since they moved to the 
town for privacy and relaxation, they-like. the Indians-have the same isolated 
settlement pat tern. These newcomers are concerned that should the Indians win their 
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land suit, their isolation will be destroyed and/or that an "undesirable" business such as 
a fish procesHing plant will be established. 

The social relations of the Gay Head Wampanoag and their non-Indian neighbors is not 
extensive. E oth groups, while they interact in political matters, limit other social 
contacts. White neighbors of the Gay Head Wampanoag think of them as racially mixed. 
The Indians 1aVle intermarried with whites, blacks, and other Indians. They are 
phenotypically diverse. The blood degrees of Gay Head Wampanoag on a list prepared 
in 1792 by a Gay Head Indian shows over half of the members with various degrees of 
mixed blood. Tht! racial background of the Indians and the socio-economic differences 
between many of the local Indians and their new, white neighbors contribute to the 
maintenance 0:' social boundaries. While some visiting between the Gay Head Wampanoags 
and their while neighbors occurs, it is not especially common. 

In any society, informal and less obvious communication networks can exist enabling an 
individual to be aware of important social or group issues without their attending 
meetings or participating in group activities. An attempt was made to determine if 
such informal networks existed among the Gay Head Wampanoag. Considering that some 
down-island GllY Head Wampanoag know so little about WTCGH affairs, it is suspected 
that if a telephone network exists, it does not appear to be inclusive. Those on the 
Board of Directors and some dissident members maintain telephone communication with 
their respective groups. Brothers and sisters seem to maintain close telephone contact 
and they can fenE~rally tell what their siblings might be doing on a particular day, but 
they seem to I:no\l'l little about activities in other families. If informal communication 
networks exist, they are so subtle that such network have not become evident even after 
a great deal ot research. Neither Levitas, Grabowski, nor Campisi, all anthropologists 
who have studied the Gay Head Wampanoag, has specifically described or implied any 
such informal ~;ystem operating. 

Evidently, COlT munications of council matters with members has been largely by 
newsletters. '.~he idea of a newsletter was not discussed until 1975 (WTCGH 1975). 
This suggests 11at prior to the newsletter, information about the group's activities had 
a limited distribution and was not being disseminated widely to its members. Even the 
newsletter has not been wholly effective in generating substantial interest in council 
matters, since some Gay Head Wampanoags interviewed said that they received the 
newsletter but they did not pay much attention to it. 

The Gay Head Nampanoag were not isolated from the early pan-Indian movements. One 
of its first ex~'res:sions in Gay Head came after the Governor of Massachusetts, Sam 
McCall, honore,j Gay Head with a plaque of recognition honoring the fact that more 
men from Gay Head, in proportion to its population, served in World War I than men 
from any other town in Massachusetts. There was no mention of the fact that most 
of these men were Gay Head Indians. The town corrected this oversight fifteen years 
later (1933) by awarding itself with a plaque honoring these men and their Indian 
heritage (LevitBs 1980: 372). At this event, many Indians from off-island attended and 
many, including some Gay Head residents, wore plains Indian-type costumes. Some 
wigwams or Indian houses were constructed at the Head. For it few days these ceremonies 
"recreated a sense of community" (Ibid.: 380). This was not entirely a Gay Head Indian 
affair since some of the off-island Indians were involved in the planning. This plaque 
ceremony honor:ng the Indian ancestry of the Gay Head men may have been influenced 
by the creation of l!l branch of the Wampanoag council in Gay Head in 1928 (Ibid.: 392). 

In Levitas' disclssion of pan-Indianism she refers to the types of Indian personalities 
found in situations of acculturation presented by George and Louise Spindler (1957:147-
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157). These are (1) native types, (2) marginal or transitional men, and (3) reaffirmative 
native types. :,he states: 

One gIoup are 'native types' who present to the outside world an air 
of equanimity in the face of change and its insults that make social 
intercclurse pleasant. Such people accept their fate and tend generally 
to avoid Hctions that might arouse anger and hostility. Native types 
seem to b,e those whose local anchorage is secure; they generally have 
lived in the community much of their lives, and maintain local rather 
than eKtrnlocal networks (Levitas 1980: 397). 

She quotes the Spindlers in describing marginal or transitional men as: 

..• murkE!d by at least one feature held in common: they are still 
fundarr entally Indians in basic psychological structure, if this structure 
is badly corroded by regressive breakdown .•. represented particularly 
in the loss of emotional controls that are so important in the traditional 
setting. These transitional people are unpredictable •.. They are the 
unknown quantity in tribal decision-making and shift abruptly fromone 
stance to another in general councils where problems of tribal policy 
are thl'ashed out •.• (Ibid.: 155-156). 

The thlrd group is called 'reaffirmative native types.' These men and 
women hope to recreate community sentiment. They are frequently •.• 
people who have had contact with whites through college or the army 
and who have been unable to adapt and return to their natal homes 
or traditional primary groups to seek affirmation in ceremonial forms 
(Ibid.: 398). 

In applying this model to the Gay Head Wampanoags, the "native types" appear to have 
predominated in Gay Head during the time of the town's incorporation and up to the 
time between the wars. They were content in their self-identification as Indians and 
they saw little ne1ed for programs promoting Indian arts and crafts or Indian heritage 
(Ibid.: 399). Tt e "reaffirmative native types" are preponderant in Gay Head today and 
were emerging as a force in the 1920's and 1930's (Ibid.: 399). 

Levitas categorized Lorenzo Jeffers, a controversial man, as fitting the marginal man 
concept (Ibid.: 40:n. This gentleman, a former student at Carlisle Indian School in 
Pennsylvania, ,yas a community activist and invoked considerable change and/or 
controversy in Gay Head. He was active in off-island pan-Indian organizations; encouraged 
State involvemlmt in training of town officials; brought the "irregularity" in town 
management to the attention of State authorities; was President of the Federated 
Eastern Indian Leflgue in 1961; introduced the two-party system into the community; 
was elected helld of the Pokonoket or Wampanoag Council in Mashpee on the mainland; 
attempted to get voting rights for those non-residents who paid taxes to the town and 
some who clai ned voting rights on the basis of kinship; attempted to establish a 
reservation on the town's cliff lands which were viewed as an economic resource by 
the town; and Nas involved in numerous other controversial endeavors. 
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The town cleuly denied him and his expression of "Indianism." In 1974, his 

•• funeral was an interesting event-particularly because it differed 
consider,ably from the funeral of another man who died the following 
year, and the disparities indicated the nature of the social and symbolic 
ties of ••• [reaffirmative native types] and locals to the community ••• 
[his] funeral was attended only by his close relatives and numerous 
off-i~lanlders. The church was filled beyond capacity, although no 
other members of the local community were present. Among the off
islanc1ers who came to pay their respects were several Indians of other 
north~astern tribes, and a great many representatives of state and 
county government. An elaborate floral arrangement in the form of 
an In ::lian. . .[headdress] was laid on the grave. The Lord's Prayer 
was read in Algonkian, and there were telegrams from Ted Kennedy 
and o':her officials of the Democratic party, and from prominent leaders 
of thE! nHtional Indian movement. 

The second funeral was held for a fisherman-the son of a native 
prominent in town affairs. The local community turned out in force 
-alon:~ with many of this man's friends from other island communities, 
and a few off-island friends and relatives. The service was Christian 
and no Indian symbolism was in evidence. (Ibid.: 614) 

Funerals for les; prominent people are attended largely by immediate families and friends. 

Among other thin~ts that Jeffers introduced to Gay Head was a museum. In 1952, 
Jeffers proposelj a "Museum of Gay Head History" (Ibid.: 484). It had exhibits in various 
buildings in Ga~ Head. In 1963, Jeffers changed the name to "Gay Head Museum of 
Indian and Whaling History" (Ibid.: 485-486). He shocked the community in 1961 by first 
closing the mu~:eum and then having a community meeting in August and announcing 
there would be tl newer and better museum. One condition he required for participation 
in the new mus ~um organization was that one had to have Indian "blood" and that any 
financial cot:ltributions from "white persons or persons of color" would be rejected (Ibid.: 
486). It was at this meeting that the first mention of Red Power was made. The new 
corporation nevl~r I'eopened the museum. By openly rejecting non-Indian support for 
this museum, Jdfers did bring to the attention of Indian residents in Gay Head the 
fact that they were losing control over the community (Ibid.: 487). 

One of the orga.nizations that assisted Jeffers in his original museum endeavors was 
the Aquinnah Club. This organiza tion, composed of both Indians and non-Indians, was 
active for a short period of Gay Head's history (Ibid.: 499). In coalition with some of 
the summer resilients, this organization was instrumental in bringing electricity to the 
town. One hot day in July of 1951, when the town hall was totally filled with 100 or 
more town peopl(~ who had come to listen to representatives from the electric company 
explain why the town did not have electricity, the generator supplying power for the 
electric fans "failed." Everyone stayed until the power company officials agreed to 
provide power to th,e town. On issues critical to the town, the community development 
organizations con posed of both Indians and non-Indians have always worked as teams, 
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Summary 

Though communal l:lctivities were common at the turn of the twentieth century, a change 
to privacy and individualism has taken place. The change from communal land holdings 
and communal Nork patterns to lands held in severalty and individual and competitive 
work styles has eliminated the Indian'S social cohesiveness. The decline of the importance 
of the church, thE! 1938 hurricane which destroyed the productivity of the cranberry 
bogs, and the lack of any Indian or non-Indian social institutions which would promote 
cohesiveness has cl"eated a highly individualistic community where the principal ties are 
to the nuclear family. 

Various Indian ,)rgnniza tions have been in existence in Gay Head at various times since 
the 1920's. [t was the activities of Lorenzo Jeffers which eventually led the 
"reaffirmative native types" in the community to create a new organization-the WTCGH 
-whose petitiol1 for Federal acknowledgment is under review and evaluation. 

As will be seer. the lack social cohesion within the Indians' community is reflected in 
the Gay Head WarnpanoaO' Tribal Council's inability (1) to create sustained interest in 
issues defined by the officers of the group, and (2) to promote attendance and 
participation in the group's activities. 
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POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 

In this section of the report, the political organization of the Gay Head Wampanoag will 
be reviewed briefly. An historical approach will be taken starting with the earliest 
records and continuing to the present. A tribal political system existed up to the 
1930's, but the breakdown of the system began after the 1870's division of the common 
lands. During the 1900's, the slowly changing socio-economic system of the Gay Head 
inhabitants contributed to the decline. Today, the town is the only governmental 
organization in Gay Head and the WTCGH is an organization without broad support in 
its claimed mer~bership. 

In aboriginal times, the Gay Head Wampanoags were organized socio-politically by 
extended family units. The families were led by a council of elders and a chief or 
sachem. While some disagreement exists among observers (see Winslow 1910: 345; or 
Maeswoms 190~': 109) over inheritance versus election to the position of sachem, both 
could have been involved. While the chief or sachem position normally was based on 
heredity, his autholrity could only come from consensus of the people. It is likely that if 
a leader was u!1popular he could be replaced. Similar situations existed elsewhere, e.g., 
Northwest Coa5t, Southeastern Indians, where "hereditary chiefs" could be deposed 
<Duffield 1983: 9-10). At any rate, the leader's power was "circumscribed and dependent 
upon the cons4mt of the members of the village as well as the leaders ability to 
persuade" (GHWT 1983: I: 9). 

Martha's VineY!ird in late aboriginal and early historic times was divided into various 
geopolitical divisions (Banks 1966: I, \-tap, p. 40). Banks describes four sachemships or 
independent governmental units in existence on Martha's Vineyard and he notes (1966: 
I: 40) that the sachems and leaders were not always from the Vineyard. 

In 1675 a dispute arose over the sachemship between Mittark and his elder brother 
Ompohhannut. The chief men of the island formed a council including some from the 
mainland (Banks IH66:I: 40) and decided that Ompohhannut was entitled to lands in Gay 
Head. The interaetion of these various chiefs demonstrates that a political system was 
in operation that loosely tied together various political subdivisions. Although they 
were interdept~ndEmt, there was no centralized authority over these alliances (GHWT 
1983: I: 10). 1his type of group interaction may have been reinforced by intermarriages 
between Gay Head Wampanoag and other Martha's Vineyard groups and those from the 
mainland Wampanoags as well. 

After the 1680's when Joseph Mittark, the last sachem of record of Gay Head, "sold" 
the lands of Gay Head to Thomas Dongan (see Ethnohistorical report on the Gay Head 
Wampanoag), the governance of the group evidently was in the hands of a council with 
a spokesman. In 1727 Eliah Coshoman and 10 others were involved in a property 
transaction in Gay Head with the Corporation for the Propagation of the Gospel also 
known as "Thl~ Company" (Dukes County 1859-1895). That same year another land 
transaction WitS ['ecorded granting land to that same organization by Peter Ohquonut 
and others. 1': was in 1727 that the problems associated with the Company's leasing 
of lands in Gay Head to Ebenezer Allen culminated. By these agreements, the Gay 
Head Wampanc1ags allowed the Company to lease 800 acres to Allen. The rest of the 
lands in Gay 11 eac! were considered as property of the native inhabitants. Since there is 
no clear desi~rnation of leaders involved in these property agreements and the two 
agreements in the same year were initially signed by different individuals, it suggests 
that the group was operating by consensus with no specified leader. 
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In January 0:' 1'746 the Massachusetts House of Representatives, perhaps in partial 
response to two petitions from the Gay Head Indians, appointed three guardians for the 
tribe. At the 58.me time the House appointed guardians for all the Indian plantations 
in Massachusetts (GHWT 1983: I: 27). 

Several complaints against these overseers were received by the colony and one petition 
received in 1749 was signed by 34 members of the tribe (Ibid.: 28). The tribe continued 
to submit complaiints even after the Revolutionary War. During this time, two Indian 
names are prominent, suggesting they were formal or informal leaders. These two 
individuals were Zachariah Howwaswee and Josef Pomel. In 1785, Howwaswee was 
appoin ted by 1 he colony as one of the overseers at Gay Head. 

During the 17( O's" the tribe acted autonomously, retaining the prerogative of political 
decision making. The fact that in 1796 they transferred title to the land to the State 
which in turn transferred the land to the Federal Government for a lighthouse shows 
that the Indians controlled the lands in Gay Head. The decision-making process at this 
time was sharE d by both males and females. 

In the 1810's, ;ome dissension among the Gay Head Indians appears. Led by Zachariah 
Howwaswee, ten men and women who claimed to be "the few remaining Indians of Gay 
Head" petitioned to have overseers appointed. This claim may have been in response to 
the large number of intermarriages that had taken place (Howwassee 1792; GHWT 
1983:1:34). 

The main body of Gay Head Wampanoag Indians challenged Howwaswee and his group's 
petition (Ibid.: 35). The main body in their petition listed their choices for guardian, 
treasurer, and derk. By 1810, the Gay Head Indians had a lawyer to help them defend 
challenges that had been made to ownership of some of their lands. In 1827, their 
system of governmEmt is described and it appears to be an informal town structure. In 
that year they wer'e holding town meetings in which one member presided. They had 
selected a clerk, overseer of the poor, and other officers. In addition they had audits 
of the tribal aecounts. Women voted in these elections as well as the men (Mass. 
House 1827: 9-10). 

In 1849, a committee investigating conditions at Gay Hpad reported: 
For abc1ut thirty years, they have been without any guardian, and the 
division of their lands, and indeed the whole arrangements of their 
affairs, except of the school money, has been left to themselves. 
None of the lands are held, as far as we could learn, by any title, 
dependhg for its validity, upon statute law. The primitive title, 
possession to which has been added enclosure, is the only title 
recogni~;ed or required. The rule has been that any native could, at 
any tim.~, appropriate to his own use such portion of the unimproved 
common land as he wished, and, as soon as he enclosed it with a 
fence, however a frail structure, it belonged to him· and his heirs 
forever. That rule still exists (Mass. House 1849: 20-21). 

Another study of Gay Head was reported by John Milton Earle in 1861. He reports: 

The municipal organization 'consists, mainly of three overseers, a clerk, 
treasurel·, school committee, and committee on public lands, and by 
these th4!ir municipal affairs are regulated and managed. (Earle 1861). 
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In 1862, the tV: assachusetts legislature allowed its Indian citizens to be enfranchised as 
long as they Nould follow certain procedures for registration. This same legislation 
created Gay fread as an Indian district (Massachusetts Act 1862: 149). The Indians 
were not willing to follow the procedures outlined for enfranchisement and the problem 
of equality, aH SE!en by the State, was still not resolved. Another study was made 
which recomm'~nd,ed full citizenship for all Indians and the division of common lands 
(GHWT 51). 

These actions prompted controversy within the group at Gay Head. In response to the 
division of Gay Head lands in severalty and enfranchisement, petitions came from opposing 
groups. One ;roup was requesting the action and the other side was opposing it. In 
1869, the selectmEm Aaron Cooper, Thomas Jeffers and Isaac Rose (a non-Indian married 
to a Gay Head Indian woman), petitioned the' House of Representatives to allow Gay 
Head to remairl a district for a few more years and not be enfranchised. They claimed 
that they couJd not support the schools and could not fund the minister. They also 
pointed out thHt the survey of land boundaries was not complete and they did not waht 
to be included with the town of Chilmark. The petition stated that this position was 
unanimously a~proved at a town meeting held January I, 1869,. 

While this declsion may have been unanimous in .January of 1869, by Maya petition to 
the House of Representatives signed by eight Gay Head inhabitants requested 
enfranchisemert and division of the common lands. This petition was signed by Abram 
Rodman, Rosar.na G. Rodman, James Diamond, Abiah Diamond, Josiah Jered, Samuel P. 
Haskins, John :landolph and Serena Randolph. Lpvitas (1980:216) points out that Abram 
Rodman was a Narragansett born in Rhode Island, James Diamond was born in Waterford, 
New York, and John Randolph was born in Santo Domingo. Each of their respective 
wives was born in Gay Head. 

This did not ~ettle the problem. By the following year several more petitions were 
filed. On September I, Isaac Rose had evidently had a change of mind and with others 
submitted a petition to the Judge of Probate requesting the "set off"; i.e., division of 
the common la:lds. Seventeen people signed this petition including nine women. Isaac 
Rose and James Diamond were the only non-Gay Head Indians to sign the petition. 

To counter the September 1 petition, another was filed September 7, 1870, directed to 
the Judge of Probate Court; it was signed by 16 inhabitants of Gay Head. This petition 
requested the jud:;e not to take action on the petition of Rose et al. Four of the 
signers were lot born in Gay Head-Johnson Peters, George J. Belain, William A. 
Yanderhoop and William Jeffers. 

The controversy continued. On October 17, 1870, a third petition was sent to the Judge 
of Probate supporting the division of the lands. This petition contained six signatures, 
including thOSE of two who were non-Gay Hp.ad Indians but who were spouses of Gay 
Fread Indians. One was Abram Rodman, a signer of the May petition, and the other 
was William Jeffelrs who originally opposed the division of lands but now was supporting 
it. 

This controver~;y of the land division and the incorporation of the town is poorly known 
and no recordB of the specific issues exist for the opposing positions. It does not 
appear that either group desired more land. Common lands could be claimed by enclosure 
by those who wanted it. Also, the controversy did not involve solely the issue of 
economics beCHUSE~ many of those who signed the petitions, either pro or con, were 
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successful fa~·mers. The fact that two individuals who originally opposed the division 
shifted their positions to favor the division suggests that the issues were more subjective. 
Bad feelings must have been generated within the community. Serena Randolph, who 
supported thE division and enfranchisement, was very unhappy. Later she is quoted as 
saying "I wished I had never set foot on Gay Head" (Levitas 1980: 216). 

This controversy does illustrate that the loose consensual form of Gay Head government 
was not strong enough to handle an issue of such magnitude, especially when feelings 
were so divicied. The division of land and the creation of the town did initiate the 
gradual disappeal'ance of their tribal way of life. 

In 1870, once thle town system was in place, Gay Head became involved more directly 
with the government of the State. However, from the date of the town's incorporation 
until 1955, the history of the town government is not well known, since the town records 
were destroYE'd by a fire in that year. What is known has to be reconstructed from 
external sourees. It is known that the first town clerk was William A. Vanderhoop, 
who was agai ilSt the division of the lands. He was succeeded in this post in 1873 by 
Isaac Rose, who was for the division of the lands. Rose held this post for 15 years. 
In 1910, Char:.es S. Hatch, a carpenter who was living in Gay Head but who was white 
and unmarriec was elected auditor. At the time, there were 13 people living in Gay 
Head who were non-Indians and not married to Indian spouses (Bureau of Census 1910). 
Considering the fact that the population during the town's early history was largely 
Indian, the low number of non-Indians in office is not surprising. 

WTCGH Political Organization 

The WTCGH organized in November 1972, operates under by-laws adopted by the group 
in February 1977. There are regular monthly meetings as well as an annual meeting 
which is genel'ally held in November. Their by-laws allow for special meetings when 
necessary. The meetings are open to their membership and occasional guests. They 
meet at various places in Gay Head, but for the most part they utilize the centralized 
location such <is the Town Hall. This is within a 1.5-mile radius of all Gay Head. They 
have never mE~t outside of Gay Hp.ad in towns such as Oak Bluffs or Vineyard Haven, 
nor have they met on the mainland where a large percentage of their membership resides. 

A ttendance at thE!se meetings is very low and represents a very small number of their 
521 members. At their best-attended annual meeting in the last five years, there were 
22 people pre:;ent. During these years, seven people have attended all five annual 
meetings; two have attended four of the meetings; and three have attended two of the 
meetings. Twelve people have attended only one of the last five meetings. Of those 
attending, 17 are from Gav Head, three are from Oak Bluffs, and one is from Vineyard 
Haven. The l.ittE!r two towns are about 20 to 17 miles respectively from Gay Head 
and there are 137 members living in the down-island towns. Four people who live off
island attendeti during this period. Of these four. two are children of a former 
president and <me is presently a board member. Only one of the off-island people has 
attended two meetings-this person's mother lives in Gay Head and is a former president. 

Council meetings are generally held monthly. During the period between September 
1979 and March 1985, minutes and attendance sheets for 31 meetings were examined. 
During this six-and-a-half-year period, the meetings with the highest attendance were 
in January 19S 1 I:tnd October 1983; at both there were 19 members present. During 
this period 25 diff,erent people who attended were from Gav Head, nine were from other 
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towns on Martha's Vineyard, eight were from Massachusetts and three were from Rhode 
Island. During these years there were 18 others who were either visitors, spouses, or 
members whO!;e addresses were not known. Of those from Rhode Island, two are children 
of the previous president and another attendee is a sister to one of the original founders 
of the organi2;ation who presently lives in Gay Head. The average number in attendance 
was 14. 

Using these same records, quorums at the meeting can be examined. At the regular or 
council meetings" a quorum of 15 members is required to conduct business. At two
thirds of the met~tings, a quorum was not present. Of the last five annual meetings, 
three had a c uorum. The majority of those in regular attendance are members of the 
same family. Those most consistently present include the current president; her 
three sons, olle of whom is the tribal coordinator; the president's brother who is the 
honorary chie!, and his wife who is a board member. 

Considering He low attendance at the regular or annual meetings, it would be expected 
that for group cohesiveness that council issues would be disseminated and discussed in 
some manner. As previously mentioned, the WTCGH sent out newsletters but no informal 
network for disseminating information exists. During telephone and personal interviews 
conducted by the Acknowledgment staff with WTCGH members living in Oak Bluffs or 
Vineyard Haven, some said they knew little, if anything, of what was going on. One 
person did not know if he was even on the membership list. Another said that he did 
not know he was a member until he started getting mail and yet another said he was 
not interested in the group and never attended the meetings. 

Town of Gay 11ead Government 

The government of the town of Gay Head is structured by the laws and regulations of 
the CommonwEalth of Massachusetts. The town documents were destroyed so that 
much of its early history has to be reconstructed using sources such as newspapers, 
county or State documents and oral history. There is nothing in these documents 
indicating that th(~ town functioned in any manner different from other New Enaland 
towns. Throughout its early history, the town officials were largely Indians, but some 
non-Indians were elected to town office. Today, while many of the elected officials of 
the town, including the selectmen. are members of the Gay Head Wampanoags, the 
current modera':or who chairs the meetings and makes appointments to various committees 
is non-Indian. 

Non-Indians who have been residents of Gay Head since 1972 and who have lived 
elsewhere in NE!W England where there are town governments report that they see no 
difference between the town of Gay Hp.ad and other New Enaland towns. They point 
out that Indians and non-Indians work on various committees together and that one of 
the Indian selectmen has a strong following of younger non-Indian residents in the 
community. Thl!se informants did not feel that the Indians "controlled" the town. When 
questioned abott their use of the term "Indian community," they explained that the 
term meant tho:;e year-round residents who had been there a long time and who were 
racially di fferertt. 

The poorly attended WTCGH meetings contrast with the well-attended town meetings 
and town elections,. The turnout of Indian voters and the number of Indians who hold 
town office indi :!atl~ that the Indians are not politically apathetic in town issues. While 
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there is no readily available list indicating the number of Indians versus non-Indians in 
attendance at town meetings, judging from newspaper reports both groups are represented. 
In 1974, 50 v01:ers were at the town's annual meeting (Vineyard Gazette 1974). In 1975 
there were lUI r€~gistered voters, and at least 55 attended the town meetings. In 1976, 
34 voters wer~! present at the town meeting (Grapevine 1976b). 

In the town's Hnnual election, which is held at a different time than the town meetings, 
good turnouts are recorded. In 1973, there were 133 registered voters, both Indians 
and non-Indians. . That year, 103 ballots were cast in the annual elections (Vineyard 
Gazette 1973a). 1n 1976, there were 109 voters casting ballots in Gay Head (Vineyard 
Gazette 1976). Turnouts of this magnitude would suggest considerable participation of 
the Indian inhabitants in town affairs. Newspaper accounts, in quoting various people 
attending the meE!tings, indicate that the Indians are actively involved in the town's 
operation. 

There is no str<)ng evidence that action taken on issues faced by the town splits along 
racial lines or that non-Indians believe that the Indians, working as a cohesive group, 
are attempting to control the town. In February 1975, the town's Indian selectmen 
were faced with a proposed agenda article, "To see if the town will vote to refuse to 
authorize the :;electmen to extend any funds in the defense of the action of the 
Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc., versus the town of Gay Head" (Vineyard 
Gazette 1975). Two of the three Indian selectmen refused to allow it to be added to 
the agenda on :.egBu grounds, while the third Indian selectman felt it should be added. 
A WTCGH spokl~sperson said that the article was drafted to permit an opportunity for 
debate (Ibid.). Before the meeting, the town's Indian moderator resigned. In response 
to these actions, a WTCGH Spokesperson commented, "It seems to me they don't want 
to have the action discussed at all ••• " (Grapevine 1975a). 

The issue was ~:o heated that by the time of the annual meeting, several procedural 
mistakes were rnad,e. The new moderator was improperly selected, five of the seven 
finance committee members (only two of the committee members were Indians) had 
resigned, and a~parently the town agenda had not been properly reviewed. After the 
meeting began all of these problems surfacec1 and the town's people voted 28 to 21 to 
adjourn without considering the agenda. Tempers ran high and there were sharp words 
between various town officials regardless of whether they were Indian or non-Indian 
(Vinevard Gazet:e 1975). 

This event did IT ake clear that the Indians of the GHWTC felt that the town was not 
under Indian C01trol. In a letter to The Grapevine they listed 25 people in town 
government who wer'e not Gay Head Indians. Some of those listed were spouses of Gay 
Head Indians (Gra~evine 1975b). This case shows that the town's Indian officials were 
acting on behalf 0 the town and that their decisions were not made along racial lines. 

In 1973, a politieal group called the Gay Head Taxpayers Association was formed. This 
group was composed principally of non-Indian residents and it included several Gay Head 
Wampanoags, including some on the board of directors of the WTCGH. This newly 
formed group felt that the town's financial procedures were inadequate and unfair. 
They focused the ,r attention on the high real estate assessments, the town's expenditures, 
and procurement procedures. It should be pointed out that the town officials who were 
responsible for these' activities had no specific training. They kept records in a manner 
that made analysts of expenditures difficult. In analyzing the town's finances Levitas 
had to use a variety of sources to compile figures for 1968, 1971, and 1976. Her study 
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shows that the higih real estate tax assessments were necessary and were due to: (1) 
the relatively ~mall number of landowners in Gay Head compared with other Vineyard 
towns; (2) the (~osts of programs mandated by the State; and, (3) the costs of services 
to the town dl!manded by the taxpayers (Levitas 1980: 517-534). In response, many 
paid their back taxes. The audit report recommended that the town treasurer, who at 
the time was a non-Indian, take action for foreclosure. 

The town at va.'ious times in the past has not collected taxes in arrears. A state audit 
in 1969 reportE~d that some real estate taxes were outstanding and dated as far back 
as 1945. Some motor excise taxes were as much as 16 years delinquent. It is apparent 
that the town had not been rigorous in attempting to collect these back taxes. During 
the town audit, letters were sent to some taxpayers requesting confirmation of the 
past-due amounts. 

In response to previous pressures from the State in -1938, some Gay Head Wampanoag 
lands had been sold for failure to pay taxes (Ibid.: 419). This action created hard 
feelings in the (~ommunity. For many of the delinquents, however, the problems concerning 
their lands were resolved and the owners were able to retain their property. 

Summary 

In the Gay Head Wampanoags' early history, there was a political system headed by a 
chief or sachem. In the late 1600's the position of chief disappeared, and by the early 
1700's a consellsuftl form of government was in place. This type of government was 
easily integratE!d into the New England form of town government. By 1827, the group 
was holding tOVin meetings. In 1870, this form of government was severely tested when 
the common hnds were divided in severalty and the Indians fully enfranchised. 
Apparently, thl! group was divided on these issues. When the tribal government was 
formalized as 9. New England town government in 1870, the group began to lose its 
political autonomy (Ibid.: 595-596). 

As a town Gay Head had authority over its non-Indian residents and, moreover, was 
precluded from ex.~rting authority over Indians who were non-residents and who did not 
own or share in the ownership of property in the town. By the 1930's a considerable 
number of Gay Head Indians were living elsewhere. Non-residents were precluded from 
voting in the town elections or town meetings, There is no evidence to indicate that 
an informal political system operated to give non-resident Indians a voice in the town's 
opera tions. 

There is no evid4~nce that the WTCGH formed in 1972 had its orgins in the town 
government, 8l:, the petition claims, nor any other organization of which there is a 
record. It die install in the ceremonial positions of chief and medicine man, the two 
men who had been active in these positions in earlier Indian organizations which became 
defunct (VineY!lro Gazette 1972). The evidence suggests that the WTCGH exerts little 
influence over its 521 claimed members. In fact, there appears to be little participation 
of members who live in Gay Head. The present group's leaders are predominantly from 
one family. T'\e founding group which is no longer active in council affairs, was also 
predominantly from one family. The level of participation in WTCGH affairs contrasts 
sharply with t l1e interest the Indians display in the town government. The WTCGH is 
an organizatio1 without a substantial base of support in its claimed membership, either 
on- or off-Island. 
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LAND TENURE CONCEPTS 

The history of land and land ownership concepts among the Gay Head Wampanoag is 
poorly recorded. Some of these concepts can be partially reconstructed by examining 
the reactions of the Gay Hpad WQmpanoag to land transactions. It will be seen that 
some Indian I~oncepts which existed earlier are still part of the Gay Head Indians' 
cultural invertory. 

Martha's VinE!yard was claimed in 1642 when young Thomas Mayhew took "possession 
of the island" (Banks 1966: I: 87). With possession of the land by the Mayhews, the 
English conce)ts of land and land ownership confronted those held by the Indians. The 
Indians did learn that non-Indians coveted the land and that they were not aware of 
the Indians' rE!quired consensual agreement before land rights could be transferred. Early 
title to the i~:land was clouded, and the colonies of \1aine, New York and Massachusetts 
claimed sovereign control (Banks 1966: I: 147-149). New York's Governor appointed 
Thomas Mayhew to Governor of the island for life in 1671 (Banks 1966: I: 147-149). 
In 1662, Wamsutta, a mainland Wampanoag sachem sold Gay Head to William Brenton, 
a Rhode Island merchant. What rights Wamsutta was transferring is unclear. What is 
clear, however, is that the Gay Head Wampanoag did not believe the right to possession 
was included. The sachem at Gay Head, Nohtoaksaet, refused to recognize this sale 
(Banks 1966: I: '7). In 1648, the Gay Head sachem, Joseph Mittark, a grandson of 
Nohtoaksaet, Bold Nashowaquidsee to John Mayhew, a grandson of Thomas Mayhew (Mass. 
House 1856: E-7)., Nashawaquidsee or "Nashowa-aquiden-es-et" is a neck of land east 
of Gay Head, and situated between Menemsha Pond and Squibnocket Pond. A later sale 
of M'sque-putl-auk-et, the neck of land forming the south side of Squibnocket Pond, 
left the Gay He,ad Indians with the remaining lands which comprise the town today. 
There were n:> objections recorded to these two sales. 

In May, Jose~,h Mittark sold Gay Head to Mathew Mayhew. The Indians protested this 
sale saying tl1at Joseph's father, Mittark, wrote a covenant which said that the lands 
could not be sold. The covenant was subsequently declared a forgery by a commission 
of non-Indians, so the lands were regarded as having been legally transferred from Gay 
Head Wampan:>ag ownership. Mathew Mayhew leased the lands to the Indians. It is 
not clear whether he was leasing to individual Indians or to the tribe, since various 
problems devdoped which included the seizing of some of the Indian leases by non
Indians for nc n-payment of debts. Having become aware of the land problems of Gay 
Head, a missionary society known as the Corporation for the Propagation of the Gospel 
(i.e., the Com )any) purchased Gay Head in 1711. The Company feared the ruination of 
the Indians if they were turned off their lands. 

The Company, however, was also facing economic difficulties and was in need of some 
additional funds. For this reason, it leased 600 acres of Gay Head land to Ebenezer 
Allen. Since this lease included some Indian houses (Banks 1966: II: 10-11), the Indians 
objected. When Mr. Allen renewed his lease with the Company 10 years later, he was 
given 400 ad,jitional acres. This irritated the Indians and they caused Mr. Allen 
considerable ~'rief: they tore down his fences and impounded his cattle (GHWT 1983: I: 
24). Finally i.' 1~r27 the Company, faced with these problems, deeded all but 800 acres 
back to the Indians. It is unknown how the Indians related to the 800 acres of non
Indian land in th,eir midst. 

As part of the t.ransfer of lands to Indian ownership, the Indians agreed to be under 
the direction of the Company (Banks 1966: II: 11-12), but they were also wards of 
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Massachusett:;. In 1746 Massachusetts appointed guardians for the Indians. The guardians 
were to "allot to the several Indians ... such parts of said lands and meadows as shall 
be sufficient fOl~ their particular improvement. • .and the remainder. • .shall be let 
out. . .and income thereof. . .shall be applied for the support of such of the 
proprietors •.. as may be sick or unable to support themselves ••. " (Prov. of Mass. Bay 
1746). 

This non-Indian approach did not solve the land or economic problems at Gay Head. 
Between 1745 and 1767, the Indians sent 13 complaints to the colonial government to 
request help in alleviating the hardships created by the guar<;iians. The division of 
Indian lands is shown on an April 25, 1776 map of Gay Head (Atlantic Neptune 1776). 
The lands, lal'ge]y on the south side of Gay Head, are shown with defined boundaries 
and indicate:he presence of at least 16 dwellings. The centrally located areas and 
the cranberry bogs on the northeast coast were not divided. The cliff area, on the 
other hand, hl'ls defined boundaries but no houses. These land divisions are largely long, 
narrow rectangulHr areas which are perpendicular to the coast. After the Revolutionary 
War, the tribe controlled the lands in Gay Head. How long the rectangular-shaped land 
allocations remained is not known. By 1858, many of the homes were centrally located 
in Gay Head. A map published that year shows the houses along with the names of 
the owners. 

When Gay He.!::d was made into a town and the common lands were divided in severalty 
in 1870, the rew lots were rectangular much like those shown on the 1776 map. The 
boundaries of the Indian homesteads, on the other hand, which were required by law to 
be left intact, Wlere more irregularly shaped. 

According to Pease (1871: 21-22), Gay Head Wampanoag could sell their land only to 
other members of the tribe. Nonetheless, some Gay Head Wampanoag lands were sold 
as early as December 1793 by Zachariah Howwaswee to John Allen (Howwaswee 1793). 
This property was described as being in Gav Head and south of the dwelling of Jonathan 
Cuff. While Indian to non-Indian land transfers may not have been accepted culturally, 
they did take place. However, the records do not indicate. that it was especially 
common. The~ do not show that some Gay Head Indians owned land in Chilmark outside 
Gay Head boundaries. Land held in severalty was passed, following unwritten rules, 
from generaticn to generation, but by 1849 a state investigative committee noted in 
their report 1:1a t "At Gay Head, particularly, serious difficulties are already arising, 
which threaten the introduction of litigation ..• ," and one of their recommendations 
was the ". . . importance of confirming the title of the proprietors of lands held in 
severalty, and of fixing the law of division and descent" (Mass. House 1849). 

After the survey and division of most of the common lands by Pease and his surveyor, 
John H. Mullin, in 1870, the deed books reflect not only the Indians selling land to 
Indians, but also their selling land in Gay Head to non-Indians. For the latter this 'was at 
a rapid rate. The Dukes County Grantor Index (Dukes County 1859-1895) indicates that 
one Hariph M. Smith acquired at least 97 lots in Gay Head in 1879. Ephriam Mayhew 
acquired seven lots in 1885 and 1889, an<! Horatio N. Pease acquired nine lots, most 
recorded in 1H82. In addition to these, transfers to other non-Indians would have 
resulted in 15 pereent of all the lots in Gay Head being owned by. non-Indians by 1895. 
The transfer of this much land to non-Indians was not of appreciable concern to the 
Indians at this time. There is no indication that there was any attempt on the part of 
the Indians to stop or slow this rapid process of their land passing into ownership of 
non-Indians. 
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Levitas' anal:{sis of land transactions in Gay Head 

• • . indica tes that by 1895 at least eighteen non-resident taxpayers 
owned land in Gay Head. Of these, ten were off-islanders and eight 
camE~ from other island towns. From 1870 to 1895 one hundred and 
fort~r-seven land transactions are listed in the Dukes County Deed 
Books. Approximately forty-two percent represent local transactions 
-sales or gifts of land by one Gay Header to another ••• The remainder 
of tile transactions represent sales to non-Indians. Over one hundred 
such sales are recorded-although the number of purchasers (eighteen) 
remained small (Levitas 1980: 352-3). 

Since the division of the lands in the 1870's, the Indians have more fully accepted the 
white concept of land ownership, but even today they are much more tolerant of trespass 
and believe ill the right of access for everyone. Levitas comments: 

In d.viding the community up into lots the commissioners did not 
concl~rn themselves with such matters as roads or access to roads. As 
a consequence, many lots actually had no acccess to the road-a 
problem that created no difficulties as long as owners did not bar 
acceliS to abutting owners. Because of its corporate nature, the 
community lacked traditions prohibiting trespassing, and as a 
consE~quence Indian owners rarely attempted to get legal documents 
guar~:nteeing them rights of access when they sold land to non-residents 
••• White residents, following their custom, sometimes denied Indians 
acce~:s to their own land-making their property worthless (Ibid.: 351). 

While Levitas reports some conflict and resentment developing in the community over 
land sales and trades, only individual and personal issues were involved. The resentment 
was not community wide. It was not until recently that the groups which wanted to 
provide a land bHse for claims to Indian ethnic status became angry with those who, 
for economic ,)r personal reasons, were selling land in the community to outsiders (Ibid.: 
356). The Gay Head Indians today still believe in the freedom of access to property, 
which include:; a,ccess to the land of others. The remainder of their land concepts 
reflect non-Inclian values. As a basis to implement recent legislation for a land settlement 
in Gay Head, the WTCGH agreed that all zoning of the town of Gay Head would apply 
to some of the lands which would be transferred to them. They also agreed that "all 
laws, statutes and bylaws of the Commonwealth, the town of Gay Head, and any other 
properly constituted legal body, shall apply to all settlement lands and any other lands 
now or at an~ time in the future by the tribal council or any successor organization" 
(Mass. Acts 1985). The Indians would retain title to the land but would not pay taxes on 
it. In lieu of taxes, the WTCGH agreed to make payments to the town for any 
improvements on the property. 

Summary 

While the land in Gay Head was originally held in com mon, these com mon lands could 
be claimed by enclosure. These claimed lands, later called homesteads, could be passed 
to one's heirs or sold. While common land could be claimed, some was still shared in 
common. The right of access to all lands was an unwritten right. 
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When the common lands in 1870 were divided in severalty, the rights of access were 
still assumed. In the division, many of the parcels were land-locked. Without right of 
access, the division would have been unworkable. While memory deeds were prevalent 
prior to the land division, now land transfers are more likely to be legally recorded in 
the Duke's G)un ty Courthouse. 

Today, excep t for the belief in freedom of access to land, the Gay Head Wampanoag 
share the sam e l:9.nd concepts com monly held by the grea ter society. This is reflected 
in the WTCGH's acceptance of the terms of the agreement which led to the introduction 
of recent land sl:!ttlement legislation in Congress. 
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SUMMARY 

Historical documents indicate that since the 1600's, Gay Head Wampanoag Indians have 
occupied the western end of Martha's Vineyard, an island south of Cape Cod, in Dukes 
County, Mass8.,~husetts. Today this area is the town of Gay Head. There are only 
four major roads in town, and the dispersed, relatively isolated houses of the Gay Head 
Indians are cOllneeted to the major roads by drives and/or some lesser, older roads. 
Owing to this old road system, the houses of the Gay Head Indians have always been 
somewhat removed from those of their neighbors. When non-Indians moved to Gay Head 
and built their homes, they followed the same dispersed pattern. There is no business 
center for the inhabitants of Gay Head. The only commercial establishments in town 
are for tourist!.. There is a cluster of small souvenir shops and refreshment stands at 
the cliffs wher,! the tourists view the multi-colored geological strata that give the town 
its name. The settlement pattern at Gay Head sharply contrasts with the dense and 
more compact 5:ettlements found in other Martha's Vineyard towns. These down-island 
towns have commercial centers serving both residents and tourists. 

While Gay Heacl mHy have been more heavily populated in colonial times, by 1807, only 
142 Indians were living there with 100 more reported as being absent. Presumably 
these absentees WE!re the fisherman and/or domestics who lived and worked off-island. 
Since 1807 there has not been any large fluctuation in the resident Indian population. 
In 1910, 157 Indians were listed on the Indian census schedule taken by the Federal 
Government. T:1is is only 15 more than in 1807. During the 1930's, the Indian population 
in Gay Head besan a decline, first dropping from 129 in 1930 to 98 in 1940. By 1950 
only 71 were Ii ving there. Today there are 78. 

While the Indian population declined, the non-Indian popUlation increased. In the 1970's, 
the Indians comprised 53 percent of the town's population but by 1980, they accounted 
for only 35 per<!ent. It was during the 1970's that the Wampanoag Tribal Council of 
Gay Head was formed. 

The Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, the petitioning group, lists 521 members 
who are the d esc'~ndants of Indians on an 1871 list prepared when the town was 
incorporated an.j the common lands were divided. At the time of the division, only 
those who were mE!mbers of the group were entitled to lands. While spouses are not 
included in the curr'ent list of members, some spouses at the time of the division received 
land. Rarely was 19. non-resident Gay Head Wampanoag entitled to share. 

Communal activities were dominant throughout much of Gay Head Wampanoag history, 
but this began 10 c!hange after the division of the common lands. Communal activities 
included plowing, gr'azing, fishing, and picking of cranberries in the fall. Technological 
changes in fishing such as power boats with mechanical winches required less manpower 
to. haul the nets and place the stakes or spiles which hold the nets. The dem ise of 
cash farming hli.s E!liminated the need for cooperative agricultural endeavors. Such 
changes have promoted a more competitive economic environment. 

The Gay Head Wampanoag had only one annual communal social event-Cranberry Day. 
Prior to the 1939 hurricane which severely damaged the bogs, the Indian community on 
a designated day would assemble to pick cranberries and socialize. The surplus cranberries 
were sold to assist the town's indigent. This celebration has now changed. The day 
now functions a!; an "Indian Heritage Day." During this event, Gay Head Wampanoag 
children, most 01' whom are bused in from down-island schools, are instructed in Gay 
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Head Wampanoag hiistory. They are taken to the remaining bogs to pick some cranberries. 
In the evening, a meeting held in the town hall reinforces the Indian background for 
the adults. Or display are Indian artifacts including recently made pottery from the 
clay at the cliffs and pictures of Gay Head, including some family photograph albums. 
The event is not well attended. 

At the turn of ':he century, the town had institutions which reinforced social interaction 
and promoted ~ocial cohesion. There was a church, a post office and two grocery 
stores. The po~;t c,ffice was closed in 1941 and today the town has rural mail delivery. 
The grocery stores closed in the 1930's forcing the inhabitants to shop in other towns. 
The church has declined in social importance. In the past when the church building 
needed repairs or painting, the church membership would provide the labor. Today the 
church is poorly attended and any repairs or painting are contracted out. 

In aboriginal and eSlrly historical times, the Gay Head Wampanoag Indians were governed 
by a sachem and a council. When the position of sachem disappeared from the system 
in the 1680's, the group was governed by a council with consensual decision making. 
There were tim~!s when the Gay Head Wampanoag had guardians and overseers, but by 
1827 they were holding town meetings and had chosen their own officers such as clerk 
and overseer of the poor. 

Following the Civil War, the State passed legislation to enfranchise the Indians and to 
bring them into th'e greater society by dividing their common lands. This provoked 
controversy amortg the Gay Head Wampanoag. Some of the Indians favored the action 
but others opposed it. By 1870, the town system of government was in place but from 
that date to 1956, l~ecords of the town's activities are scarce since the town's records 
were destroyed by fire. From 1870 to the present, most of the town officials have 
been Indians but non-Indians have also held office. In 1910 for example, an unmarried, 
non-Indian held the position of town auditor. 

The Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head claims to be the tribal government of the 
Gay Head Wampanoag. Membership in the group requires proof of descendancy from 
the 1871 list of Indians who received lands at the time of the division of the common 
lands. While the office of the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head is Gay Head, only 
78 of their members reside in the town. There are monthly and annual meetings, and 
a core of about 10, generally officers, are regularly in attendance. Most of those who 
attend are from Gay Head, but there are over 100 eligible voters in the nearby down
island towns such as Oak Bluffs and Vineyard Haven. At the last five annual meetings, 
only three members from Oak Bluffs and one from Vineyard Haven were present. Four 
members from off-island attended during this period. The low level of participation in 
Gay Head Wampanoag Tribal Council affairs suggests that the council has little support 
from its claimed membership. 

By contrast, the Ga.y Head Wampanoags who live in Gay Head are involved in town 
issues. Voting rE~cor'ds indicate that during town elections there is a considerable turn
out. In 1973, f:>r example, there were 133 registered voters--Indian and non-Indian 
-and 103 voted. While Indian-related issues occasionally have been on the agenda for 
the town meetin€:s, decisions do not follow ethnic lines. 

Other indications that the town is not divided into Indian versus non-Indian are found 
in other political org'!lnizations. The Gay Head Taxpayers Association, when first formed 
in 1975, had bon In4jian and non-Indian members. In fact, some of the Indian members 
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were also foul1del's of the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head. The principal 
concerns of tht! taxpayers organization at that time were focused on the town's financial 
procedures. 

Belief in common accessibility to land is not shared equally between the Gay Head 
Wampanoag who live in Gay Head and their new neighbors. Prior to the 1870 division 
of the common lands, any member had the right to common land by enclosing or fencing 
the desired parcel., but the right of access would not be denied. Had this idea of the 
right of access not been widely shared by the Indians, the plat of the 1870 division of 
the common lands which created parcels without access to roads would have been 
unworkable. Today, with much of the land in town being owned by non-Indians, the 
issue of access cr'eates some problems. Other than the accessibility issue, the Gay 
Head Wampanoag who reside in Gay Head share land concepts with the greater society. 

In conclusion, ':her'e is no doubt that some Gay Head Wampanoag have lived in Gay 
Head since earliest historical contact. It is also clear that in colonial times they had 
a tribal organi2ati()n which was governed by a chief or a sachem. By 1827, however, 
their government had evolved into an informal town system. This structure became 
formalized in 1 B70 when the Indians were enfranchised and their common lands were 
divided. 

Prior to 1870, both the economy and technology of the Gay Head Wampanoags fostered 
a communal wa:r of life. Cooperation was required in fishing, plowing and harvesting 
of cranberries. F)'om 1870 to approximately the 19301s, communal activities slowly 
declined and wi th t~conomic changes in farming and the technological changes, such as 
power-driven bo~ts and winches in fishing, cooperative behavior disappeared. With the 
damage suffered by the cranberry bogs in the 1939 hurricane, their one communal social 
event ended. 

With the demise of Cranberry Day and the lack of other institutions to promote social 
cohesion and to reinforce social interaction, the communal and cooperative way of life 
disappeared. Even other institutions such as the post office, grocery stores or other 
commercial establishments which could serve to promote social cohesion were no longer 
is existence. The only institutions which persisted as integrative mechanisms were the 
town and town government, and the latter served the entire community-both Indian and 
non-Indian. 

Today, the Gay He~ld Wampanoag descendants are found largely on Martha's Vineyard 
and in southeastern Massachusetts. That 15 percent living in Gay Head are part of 
the town of Gay Head. The Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head is not a tribal 
organization. It is nn Indian descendancy group based in Gay Head. As a descendancy 
organization, its me'mbers share in their pride of Indian ancestors who once lived in 
Gay Head. 
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GENEALOGICAL REPORT ON THE GAY HEAD WAMPANOAGS 

I. S~y 

The Gay ~ead Wampanoags are located 
on the i51and of Martha's Vineyard. 
of the i;land in the mid-1600's, Gay 
of Indian:; or Indian descendants. 
membership actually reside at Gay 
commuting distance. 

in the Town of Gay Head, ~assachusetts, 

Since the time of English colonization 
Head has been recognized 3S il cOUllDunity 
Although a small number of the group's 

Head, the majurity reside within easy 

The present governing body of the Gay Head Wampanoags is of recent creation. 
It has SE't formal governing procedures and the criterion for membership in 
the group. However, the memb~rship roll IS an informal compilation. 
Families kno\o\rn to be of Gay Head Indian descent which could lDeet the 
membership criterion were automatically placed on the roll. In the few cases 
when the group did not personally know the family, documentation was 
requested in order for the group to investigate whether the families 
qualified under the criterion for membership. 

The criterion for membership is descr.nt from a Gay Head Wampanoag who appears 
on the 1871 census of Gay Head. No attempt has been made by the group to 
trace the ancestry of the group's membership any further back than to this 
census ait ~ough the group 1S aware of which historical Gay Head Indian 
families are ancestral to the current families. There IS documentary 
evidence t<) establish the ancestry of the group's membership back to Gay Head 
Indians who appear on a list pr.epared in 1792. Evidence to connect the 
group's 18'71 ancestors with the Gay Head Indians of 1792 was found in the 
personal notes of Richard L. Pease who was appointed by the Commonwealth of 
Massachuset 1:s in 1866 to determine the boundaries of several ty-owned and 
common lands at Gay Head. Support ing ev idence was found lon t he land {'ecords 
of Dukes County, Massachusetts, vital records of the state and towns of 
Massachusetls as well as in published materials. This evidence also suggests 
that sevenl of the 1792 ancestors were descendants of the abor iginal 
inhabitants of the area at the time of Eng.lish colonization. 

There are no full blood Gay Head Wampanoags. The Gay Head Indians have 
always recognized the fact that they were of mi:.;ed ancestry but havf'> alway's 
maintained their Indian identity. The marriage patterns of the Gay Head 
Indians from the late eighteenth century to the twentieth century reveal th3t 
the majority of non-Indian ancestry resulted from marriages with other 
Indians who were mixed bloods. The majority of.marriages in this century 
have been .. ith non-Indians coinciding with the diminishing number of other 
Indian resijents on Martha's Vineyard and the movement of some of the members 
off Gay Head. 

Although th,~ present membership does have Indian ancestry other than Gay Head 
Wampanuag, Ilone of the ancestry would make them eligible for membershiP ill 

any federally Irecognized Indian tribe. In recent generat ions there h3ve oet'n 
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a few in:;tances where the group's members have married members of federal 1 
recognized tribes. Descendants uf these unions have not been enrolled a 
members of the petitioning group. 

No evidence has been found indicating that the Gay Head Wampanoags ever had a 
relationshi.p wi th the Federal government. The Gay Head Wampanoags do not 
appear on the Bureau of Indian Affair's official list of "Indian Tribes 
Terminated from Federal Supervision." No legislation is known to exist which 
terminates or forbids a Federal relationship with this group or its members. 

There were significant changes in the composition of the group in the 
nineteenth century. The report will discuss the apparent change in the 
historical criteria for membership as well as the disappearance of surnames 
of Indian origin that had been associated with Gay Head in the previous 
century. These changes in the nineteenth century do not negate the 
conclusion that the Gay Head Wampanoags are the present-day descendants of 
the historical and aboriginal group that inhabited Gay Head, Massachusetts. 

I I. GOVERNV1G lBODY 

The govern Lng body of the Gay Head Wampanoags is the Wampanoag Tribal Council 
of Gay Head (Jl'ganized on October 28, 1972 and incorporated under the laws of 
the CommoDlveal th of Massachusetts on January 10, 1973 (WTCGH 1972; 1973c). 
The govern:.ng document of the Tribal Council is a set of by-laws adopted by 
unanimous vote at 3. general meeting of the Tribal Council on February 12 
1977 (Ibid. 1977a; 1977b:. The set of by-laws is a revision of by-laws 
adopted on J[muary 6, 1973 (Ibid. 1973a: 1973b). A general meeting of the 
membership is held annually and special meetings of the membership are called 
periodically. A "iuorum for a general meeting is fifteen members including 
the officen. 

Monthly ~e€tings are held by the Soard of Directors of the Tribal Council 
which inclLdes the President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and s~ven 
directors. The officers Clre elected for a two-y~Clr term. Three of the 
directors are elected for one-year terms, two are elected for two-year terms 
and two are elected for three-year terms. Also serving on the Buard uf 
Directors are a Chief, a Medicine Man and an honorary director who hold thesr 
positions for life. The Chief and the M'erli.cLl1e '1an are holduvers from ~1 

previous council and consented to serve on the Board of Directors at th,: 
organizational meeting of t.he Tribal Council (Ibid. 1972~. 

I II. MEMBERS.flIP CRITERIA 

The cri teri·)n for membership is 1 ineal descent fr'om a Gay Head Wampanoag ... hl) 
appears in the 1871 "Census of Inhabitants of Gay Head." This census was 
published a:; Appendix B in Richard 1. Pease's Report of the Commisslun .. ·c 
Appointed to Complete the Examination and Determination of All Questiolls of 
Title to L,md., and of All Boundary Lines Between the Individual Owners, at 
Gay Head, all the Island of Martha's Vinevard (Pease 1871). This criteriull 1:3 
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set forth In the by-laws of the group: 

The basis for membership is to be the 1870 census roll. Any 
person directly descended from a Gay Head Wampanoag on this 
roll automatically is eligible for 1 i fe long membership in the 
Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head, Inc. :WTCGH 1977b) . 

The critel'ion was reaffirmed by a general meeting of the membership held on 
March 3, 1980. However, the wording of the motion is confusing. The motion 
reads 

That any Wampanoag tracing his or her ancestry back to the 1870 
censl5 of Gay Head, with that ancestor being recognized as a 
Gay Head Wampanoag Indian, shall qualify as a member of the 
Wampcnoag Tribe of Gay Head for the purposes of Federal 
Rcg-nition [sicj (Ibid. 1980), 

Because the motion refers to the "Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head," it is not 
clear whether this organization is identical to that represented by the 
Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head. A statement made by the President of 
the Tribal Council at the same meeting implies a difference: 

the difference between Tribal and Tribal Council 
membership. Tribal council membership is voluntary and Tribal 
membership comes from the direct family line extending from the 
1870 census (Ibid.). 

BAR requested clarification of the meaning of the ab0ve statement. Members 
of the Board of Directors including the Tribal Council President who made the 
statement state that there is no difference between Tribal and Tribal Council 
membership. The statement was intended to mean that participation 1n the 
Tribal Council is voluntary. 

Blood Degree 

The Tribal Council has considered limiting its membership by using a blood 
degree r-eql1rement. A motion adopting such a requirement v"as passed Ln 
1979. HOlo/ever, the motion has never been enacted. The current Board of 
Directors joes not consider this motion as being properly adopted, and 
considers that the only requirement for membership is lineal descent from a 
Gay Head Wrunpru10ag on the 1871 census. 

The 1979 lDotion passed at a Tribal Council meeting at which an attorney from 
Native Amerlcrul Rights Fund was present reads 

membe:-s of the Gay Head Wampanoag Tribe be l/8th proven Gay 
Head Wampanoag blood given that members of the 1869/70 census 
and base roll are full-blooded (Ibid. 1979a). 

In response to BAR's request for clarification regarding the blood dq?;r-pe 
motion, the Tr;ibal Council President replied 
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1/8 blood quantwn was never voted by a meeting of the regular 
memb'~rship of the tribe called for that purpose. Although 
discilssed frequently and included in many di.scussions of the 
tribl~ and leadership... the ~arch 3, 1980 meet ing is regarded 
as :he official position of the tribe regarding the membership 
issUE! (~~iddiss 198.5). 

The ~arch 3, 1980 meeting referred to is the meeting wher~ the membership 
reaffirmed the membership criterion of lineal descent from a Gay Head 
Wampanoag cn the 1871 census. 

IV. GROUP J S MEMBERSHIP 

Fur acknowledgnJent purposes the membership consists of 521 members as of June 
1, 198.5. Two lists identifying the members of the group have been submitted 
as part of the petition. The first list, dated May 1, 1983, contained 496 
members. No addresses were provided for any of the members. A request from 
BAR for addresses resulted 1n a second list dated June 1, 1985, which 
contained ':be names of 530 members. The second list contained 41 additional 
names. S:_x names that haa appeared on the 1983 list were omitted. However, 
the omission of two of the names was an oversight, and the Tribal Council 
President ~;tated that the two individuals should be considered as members. 
Because ten of the members appearing on both lists and one of the additional 
names on the 1985 list are noted as deceased, BAR concluded that there are 
521 living rrembers at the date of the 1985 list. 

AnalYSIS of Current Membership 

Genealogical information concerning the majority of the members who appear on 
the lYH3 r-oll \vas submitted on charts suggc:Jed ,in the Acknowledgment 
guidelines 3.S the type to use for gathering tht:' genealogical information 
needed to ;>rocess a petition for Federal acknowledgllliO·nt. The charts wec'p 
prepared by one of the members who had been appointed "Genealogist" for the 
group_ Fu:~ther information requested by BAR h'3S submitted by the Tribal 
Council Pre!;ident. In order to determine how the members traced back to the 
1871 census BAR staff prepared fifteen deS(;elldancy charts beginnlnl1 \.;i 1. h all 

an ancestor \/ho appears in the 1871 census. 

The membership criterion specifically states tlKl.t the 'mcesto1- on the 1871 
census must be a Gay Head Wampanoag". However, the census does not clearly 
distinguish between Gay Head Wmnpanoags, other Jw!ians, and non'-InJian~;. Tht' 
Tribal Council Board of Directors could not explain how they determine who is 
and who is not a Gay Head Wampan()3.~ ,m the census. They maint3Ln th~{t they 
just "know," and if they are not sure they would "investigate." 
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To evaluate whether the members meet the group's own membership requirement, 
BAR interpreted a Gay Head Wampanoag in the 18il census as one who 

(a) was designated as Gay Head in the column "Tribe or Race" in 
the 1861 list of Indians prepared for the Governor and Council 
of ~rassachusetts under the Act of April 6, 1859 ':Earle 1861); 

and 

(b) had at least one parent born at Gay Head according to Pease 
(Pease 187L. 

At least one ancestor listed on each of the 15 descendancy charts meets \a~ 

and ~b,:. 

Of the 5,~1 members, 513 (!J8?~ uf lhe total membership) meet the group's 
membership criterion, i.e., that they descend from a Gay Head Wampanoag who 
appears 011 the 1871 census. There was insufficient information to determine 
whether tHO of the members met the group's membership criterion. Six members 
(U. of the total membership) Wen-= found not Lo be descendants of anyone on 
the 1871 ~Emsus, and therefore, do not meet the group's membership criterion. 

Depending upon their ages, members are as close as one generation or as far 
as five ~:enerations from the Gay Head Wampanoag ancestor on the 1871 census. 
The major] ty of the members appear to be three and four generations from the 
Gay Head ~'ampanoag ancestor. Intermarriage between families in the first and 
second gererations occurred to such a degree that a majority of the members 
have at least two and probably three lines of descent back to someone on the 
1871 census. 

A geographical analysis of members addresses shows that over a third of the 
group's membership reside on the island of Martha's Vineyard and that almost 
three-quarters of the membership reslde in ~assachusetts within easy 
commuting distance from Gay Head. 

Geographical Distribut ion of (;HW Hembership f Tutal: 5:21) 

Massa,:;husetts 
Total on Martha's Vineyard 

Gay Head 
Martha's V ineyanl 

(excluding Gay Head~ 

Elsewhere in Massachusetts 

Other them Massachusetts 

Addresses: unknown 

.83 

215 (41 o&} 

78 (15°0 ~ 

137 !26~o~ 
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Included in the documented petition were copies of the Town Clerk's Repor 
from the Annual Town Reports of Gay Head, newspaper obituaries, Federa 
population census schedules, and records of the Gay Head Baptist Chur'ch. All 
these records were utilized to document selected lines of descent from the 
1871 ancestor to the current member. The Town Clerk's Reports included the 
births, marriages and deaths reported to the Town Clerk in the particular 
year. Sixty out of 84 reports published from 1896 to 1980 were submitted. 
The Feder~l population censUs schedules are for the Town of Gay Head for the 
years 187} (the first year Gay Head appears in the Federal census), 1880, 
1900 and 1910 (the last census open to public inspection). The 1890 Federal 
population census was almost completely destroyed in a fire. The newspaper 
obituaries were clippings from a 16cal Martha's Vineyard newspaper. All 
three sources provided evidence of family relationship. The church records 
basically ])rovicied death dates and evidence of marriage, 

Field research was also undertaken to obtain further evidence to document 
selected Jines. Research was done in the land and probate records of Dukes 
County (MELrtha's Vineyard), Massachusetts, the state copies of Massachusetts 
town and city vital records, Federal census records at the National Archives, 
and the collections at the libraries of the Dukes County Historical Society, 
the Daughters of the American Revolution, the New England Historic 
Genealogical Society and the Library of Congress. 

The selected lines that were documented are representative of the 15 family 
lines charted on BAR's descendancy charts. Included in these selected lines 
are all past and present Tribal Council Presidents. The total number 
members whJse ancestry was documented is 134. This is about one-quarter 
the total membership (26~~). Because virtually all of the remaining members 
are closely related to those documented selected lines, BAR concludes that 
the rnembe~;hip virtually consists of individuals who not only meet the 
group's membership criteria but can easily document their ancestry back to 
the 1871 ancestor. 

Former Lists 

As required by the acknowledgment regulations, seven former lists of members 
were submitted. All the lists were compiled in the 1970's or early 1980's 
although om~ of the lists is not dated. 

Two of the fanner lists were compiled in 1979 for the purpose of submitting a 
proposed list to all the members so they could add the names of individuals 
not presently on the rull who would be eligible (WTCGH 1979c; 1979d). The 
first list which was prepared by the Tribal Roll Committee Chairman 
identifies 290 members. The second list prepared by a volunteer identifies 
371 members. One name on the second list did not appear in the 1983 
membership roll submitted with the petition Lut did appear as one of the 
additions to the 1985 roll. There are several names on the two lists that do 
not appear in either roll submitted as part of the petition. It was 
determined t1at these members were deceased by May 1983. 

An 1978 li;t divides the membership by residence - Gay Head (86), "Iartha' 
Vineyard except Gay Head (148 but includes one with an off-island address an 
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several spouses of members), and off-island (134). The total number of 
members identified on this list is 368. The undated list is an address list 
identifing 371 members. 

A copy of a demographic area profile sheet for Coalition of Eastern Native 
Americans done in 1974 was submi t ted. The profi Ie sheet contained :!34 names 
(the total gIven on the sheet incorrectly states 236). Also submitted were 
two lists of adult members. The first list, dated 1975, was prepared for the 
election of the Sachem of the Wampanoag Nation. This list included 234 
names. The second list, dated 1981, was apparently prepared for the voting 
on the Ian:! settlement and contained the names of 287 members. 

All the fonner lists contain essentially the same family lines. The 
additional members that do not appear on any of the former list.s but do 
appear in the 1983 and 1985 membership rolls submitted for acknowledgment 
include f;lIDilies related to the families who appear on the former lists as 
well as chlldren of individuals on the former lists. 

Historical Lists 

The group submitted with the petition two lists of Gay Head Indians prepared 
in the n:.neteenth century by corrunissioners appointed by the Commonweal th of 
Massachusetts to examine and report the condition and circumstances of the 
Indians Lving within ~assachusetts. The first list, prepared about 1848, 
was submitted as part of the report published in 1849 (Mass. House 1849). 
The second list, prepared about l858-5::J, was submitted as part of the report 
published in 1861 (Earle 1861). The two lists were utilized in determining 
the ancestry of the group's 1871 ancestors discussed later in this report. A 
copy of the 1871 census, the list used for the group's membership criterion, 
was also submitted. 

Compilation uf the Roll 

The Tribal Council compiled the membership roll by contacting those families 
they krww to be eligible and request ing information on thei.r irnmediah~ 
fami 1 ies. The Tribal Council also requested from these families addresses 
for their ,Flatives who lived out of state' in order that the Tribal Counr.il 
could contact them. The relatives living out of state were then contacted 
for infornation on their immediate families and requested to provide the 
names of others who should be put on the roll. It is the opinion of the 
current Beard of Directors that the 198.5 roll plus the two members who w'ere 
inadvertantly omitted constitute the membership of the Gay Head Wampanoags. 
They believe that they had "pretty well C'ontacted eVf:~ryb.ody." 

no formal procedures for admission to membership nor are there any 
forms. The original by-laws of thf' Wampanoag Tribal Council of 
Inc., provided for a membership committee which would accept all 

There are 
enrollment 
Gay Head, 
applicants 
not mention 
;~doption of 

to be listed on· the roll (WTCGH 1973b). The current by-laws do 
a membership committee; however, Tribal Council minutes after the 

the revised by-laws do occasionally refer to a Tribal Roll 
The Tribal Council knows the ancestry of most of its members and 

apparently felt there was no need for enrollment forms ur to 
Commi t tee. 
therefore 
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require evidence to show that the member met the membership criterion. Ther 
have been a few instances where the Tribal Council was unsure whether the 
individual or family was descended from a Gay Head Wampanoag on the 1871 
census. In these cases the Tribal Council requested documentation from the 
individual or family in order that the Tribal Council could investigate 
whether taey did descend from a Gu.y Head W;:,mpanoag on the 1871 census. Two 
families added to the 1985 roll required such an investigation. The file on 
one of the families was shown to the BAR genealogist. Tn the file were birth 
and marriage certificates documenting the family's ancestry to the ancestor 
on the 187:. census. 

Acti ve wOI'k on the membership roll begtln in the spring of 1':)73. At the March 
24 meetinf of the Tribal Council, a recommendation was made to have a 
membership dr'ive to establish how many people belong to the "Wampanoag 
Council of Gay Head." It was further recommended that all members should 
make a hEad count of their indi v i.dual families. The following meeting in 
April was conducted as a workshop on the membership list with each member 
assigned the task of identifying as many names in the Gay Head families as 
possible. 

In 1974 th:= membership committee (also referred to as the "Census Connnittee") 
reported th3.t 

We a~e including all peoplF' from that time [the 1871 census] 
throui{h the 4th generation to go on our tribal roles[sic]. 
After the fourth generation, the degree of Indian blood 
lessens, according to whether" or not one marries an Indian or a 
non-Indian. It was decided that tn no instance should the 
degree of Indian blood be less than one-eight in order for that 
indiv:dual to be eligible for tribal benefits (Ibid. 1974). 

As discussE,d above under membership criteria, the Tribal Council did pass a 
motion in ]979 requiring a blood degree of one-eighth given that the Gay Head 
Wampanoag cncestor on the 1871 census is considerp.d full blood. However, 
this motior was never· utilized and the present Boar~ of Directors does not 
consider the motion as being properly adopted. 

It was decided at the me~ting of June 2, la79 that the current incomplete 
roll should be typed and sent to all the members so they could submit names 
of individuals not presently on the 1"011 who would b •. ~ "ligible for" membership 
(Ibid. 1979:::). Copies of two lists prepared for this purpose were submitted 
with the petition. 

A form letter was sent to the members i.n 1980 requesting information on each 
family in I)rder to complete the genealogical portion of the Acknowledgment 
petition. The letter also requested that the memberi.nclude "any Gay Head 
Wampanoag pl~ople who may not be on the Tribal Roll and have had no contact 
with the Tribal Councilor Gay Head" and provide any information that ~"ould 

assist the Tribal Council in contacting them (Widdiss 1980). A second form 
letter, dated 1982, was sent cequesting that the member review the 
information the Tribal Council had collected on his or her family noting any 
additional i.nformation that should be included and the names of any family 
members that were not listed (Malonson 1982,. 
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Consent 

It is not known how many of the members on the 1985 ro II are actually aware 
that the:.r names appear on the roll. Because there is no fonnal enrollment 
form, there is no record of the members' consent to being placed on the 
roll. The 1982 letter stated 

If, for whatever reason, you do not wish to be included as a 
memter of the Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head in the Federal 
Rec'cgni tion process, please not i fy the Tribal Council in 
writing' stating your wishes. If no notification to the effect: 
is received, we will automatically include your name on the 
membership roll. If your ~hildren are over eighteen years of 
age, they must write their own requests IIbid.). 

No eviden2e was presented to show how many letters were sent, who received 
the letters, and whether anybody made any formal response. 

At a meeting with some of the dissident faction those in attendance indicated 
that they had no problems being listed on the membership roll but disavowed 
any association with the Tribal Council. 

V. HISTORICAL CRITERIA FOR MEMBERSHIP 

Prior to the incorporation of Gay Head as a town in 1870, the Gay Head 
Indians WE're considered a distinct Indian group by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. Group membership included the priviledge to appropriate for 
his own Lse as much unimproved common land that the member desired. This 
land coulc be enclosed and passed on to his heirs :,Mass. House 1849:20). The 
land could be sold to other members of the group, but it could not be sold 
outside the group (Earle 1861:381. 

The term used to describe a g'roup member was "proprietor. It This term was 
borrowed from the English colonists who used the term to describe those who 
owned shares with others of undivided land granted by the colony. A 
description of those who were entitled to tribal priviledges at Gay Head was 
made in 1807; 

Every native, whether he lives 
considered as a proprietor; and 
entitled to a right, which is 
three sheep (Freeman 1971: 51) . 

off or un the island, is 
every child born to him is 

equivalent to the pasture of 

If the defin:i.tion of a proprietor was correct at that time, it changed 
significanLy in the next forty years. By 1850 not all Gay Head Indians were 
automat icaEy ent itled to become propr ietot's. However, non-·Gay Head Indians 
and certain non-Indians were being admitted as proprietors. 

The report issued in 1861 concerning the number and condition of the Indians 
in Massachlsetts contains a description of those who were entitled to the 
privilege of being a proprietor. A non-G<.,· Head Indian could be 
automatically admitted as a proprietor- if he married a Gay Head Indian and 
settled in Gay Head. With the consent of the Gay Head Indians, a non-Indian 
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who marri~!d a Gay Head Indian and was permanent ly residing at Gay Head could 
become a proprietor. However, not all non-Indians were granted this 
privilege. According to the 1861 report, the Gay Head Indians 

are very cautious in the concession of this right, as they are 
jealcus of the influence of foreigners [i.e., non-Indians], 
havir.g had much trouble with some of these who have 
intermarried with their women and settled amongst them (Earle 
1861:32). 

In 1849 sevente~n proprietors uf Gay Head signed a petition. Four of the 
propr-ietors were non-Gay Head Indians, one a foreign national, alld one a 
non-Indiall (Mass. House 1849:87-8W. The petition indicates that non-Gay 
Head Indians and non-Indians were being admitted as proprietors by 1849. 
That not 3.11 non-Indians were being admi tted as proprietors is substant ialf!d 
by a deed dated that same year. In the deed, a non-Indian resident of Gay 
Head described himself as a non-proprietor while his wife is called a 
proprietor (Salsbury 1849:. This non-Indian had been a resident of Gay Head 
since 1808 \"hen he married a Gay· Head Indian. Although a resident of Gay 
Head for .rorty-one years, he had never been accorded the priviledge of 
proprietorship. 

The act which incorporated Gay Head into a District in 1862 described the 
group as "tht~ Indians and people of color constituting the Gay Head tribe of 
Indians. .. The provis.ion regarding who would have the right to vote 
incorporated VI/hat had been reported in 1861 regarding tribal membership. 
Besides nat ives of Gay He3d, those ",,1 igible to vote were Indians from other 
tribes in t-Iassachuset ts who were married to Gay Head women. Any other person 
whose permanent n~sidence \o,'3S 3t Ga.y Head and who was married to a Gay Head 
woman "shall have the right confer-red on him by two-thirds of the voters of 
the district" (Mass. Acts 1862,. 

Besides adnitting non-Gay Head Indians 3nd non-Indians as tribal members, the 
other change In tribal membership was the exclusion of those who were Gay 
Head Indians but not residents of Gay Head. Apparently residency became an 
important factor in deciding wh,.. would become a proprietor. In 1849 the 
pr-opr ietors were complaining about the chi.ldr·en and grandchildren of Gay Head 
Indian::; who removed off island comlng back to Gay Head and claiming" full 
group rights (Mass. House 184CJ: 87 r18:·. In the 1861 report are two lists uf 
Gay Head Indians. The first list contained 204 individuals who we['e 
recognized as members of the 1:.r-lb,..,. Th,,, second li::;t, titled "Supplementary 
List," contained the names of 46 individuals, all off island residents, who 
claimed to belong to the tribe but were [Jot recognized as tribal members by 
those at Gay Head (Earle 1861:. 

Gay Head I1dians who were not recognized as group members did share in the 
act which ,)rovided for the defining of the boundaries of land owned in 
severalty at Gay Head. However, these Gay Head Indians only received their 
share of the land as heirs of a deceased propr-ietor--not as proprietors in 
their own right. When the common land of Gay Head was divided in the 1870' s, 
only those female Gay Head Indians who lived off Gay Head but still on 
Martha's Vineyard received any lalld. One Gay Head Indian who appeared in the 
1861 Supplenentary List was not added to those entitled to receive common 
land until he had demonstrated that he intended to make Gay Head hiS 
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permanent residence even though he was married to a Gay Head Indian who was 
already on the list (Pease n.d.). 

The 1863 and 
boundaries of 
town provided 
the majority 
Probate Judge 
commissioners 
(Mayhew 18'70' ,. 

DivIsion of Common Lands 

1866 Acts provided fur the confirmat ion of the tit les and 
several ty-owned land. The act inccJrporal ing Gay Head intu a 
for the division of corrunon land at Gay Head if consented to by 

of residents (Mass. Acts 1070.. On December 5, 1870, the 
of Dukes County having received such assent appointpd two 

to divide the common land and allut the land to the residents 

One of the commissioners was Rich':ll'd L. Pease. He had previl)u.~;l:~· been 
appointed to succeed Charles Marston as the commissioner to confirm the 
ti tIes and boundaries of sever'al ty-owned land. His report regarding the 
earlier commission was published in 1871. In the appendix to this report is 
the cenSUE: used by the Gay Head W:lInpanoags for theIr membership criterion. 
Referring to this census in his report, Pease stated that it "will be of 
great sen·ice in the work, yet to be performed, of dlviding the common land" 
(Pease 1871: 25 ) . 

Although Fease implies that his enumeration contained those whom he could 
identify as "Gay Head Indians," a study of this census, a later census 
submitted with the report concerning the division and allotment of common 
land, and the actual records of allotments show that he actually compiled his 
list based on the definition the Gay Head Indians used for tribal members as 
reported in 1861. Six of the 227 names listed in his 1871 census were not 
residents of Gay Head. Two res irled at Chappaquiddir'k on ~artha' s Vineyard 
and four resided in towns on the Massachusetts mainland. In the actual 
allotment of common lands, the t\o,'owho resided at Chappaquiddick did receive 
common land, but the four living on the Massachusetts mainland were omitted 
from the allotment. Thirty out of tht' 227 listed {J!1 lhe census did not share 
in the allotment of common lands. Fourteen were deceased by 1878, and 1.:; 
were found not to be residents of Gay Head ',P'=3.se n.d.·, 

The actual list of those who did share in the allotment of common land is 
found in the Dukes County Probate Recorcis, volume 59, and in the Dukes County 
Land Recor:is, volume 65. The list is also entitled "census of inhabitants of 
Gay Head" and is part of the l',,:,port regarding the division and allutment uf 
common lan:is filed at the Dukes County Regist ry of Probate. This census 
incorporate.:; both individuals listpd ill the 1871 census as well as tho'3P I-iho 
were detenoinled to be heirs of several ty-owned land under the Acts of 1863 
and 1866. These heirs were for the most part chIldren and grandchildren of 
Gay Head ]lroprietors who were living permanently off-island. They did not 
share in thl~ allotment of common land. 

Included in the list of those who did share in the allotment of common land 
were 29 additions to the 1871 census who were assigned census numbers 228 tl! 
256. Twenty--one of the addi t ions were children born between June 1871 3ud 
June 1877 to those on the 1871 census. Thre~: uf the addi t ions were Sf H )IlSf'S 

of those on the 1871 census married after the census was compiled. Two ,'7 
the spous~; were non-Indians. The third spouse was of Gay Head ancestc·y whu 
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was added 
Gay Head 
females of 

to the list after he demonstrated to Pease that he intended to mak 
his permanent residence. Five other additions were all adult 
Gay Head ancestry residing elsewhere on Mat,tha's Vineyard. 

VI. GAY HE}~ ~~CESTRY 

:-lotwithstarding the change in composition of tribal members in the nineteenth 
century tc include non-Gay Head Indians and non-Indians, evidence indicates 
that the rrembers of the Gay Head Wampanoags al'e the lineal descendants of the 
aboriginal tribe. The ancestry of the 513 members whose descent can be 
demonstrated from a Gay Head Wrunpanoag on the 1871 census was traced through 
the 1871 Gay Head Wampanoag ancestor back to the 1792 list of Gay Head 
Indians. Al though the ancestry of the 1792 Gay Head ancestor was not t t'aced, 
evidence suggests that these ancestors were the descendants of the aboriginal 
inhabitants of the area at the time of English colonization. 

Although t1ere was in existence in the early 1900's a manuscript containing 
the geneal )gies of the Indian families of Martha's Vineyard, this manuscript 
could not be located (Banks 1966: III, v::. The personal notes of Richard L. 
Pease when he was commissioned to determine the titles and boundaries of 
several tY-OImed land at Gay Head were used as the basis for establishing the 
ancestry o~ the 1871 Gay Head Wampanoag ancestor back to 1792. Supporting 
evidence was found in the land records of Dukes County, Massachusetts and 
local vital records as well as in published materials. 

The 1792 ~ist, prepared by a Gay Head Indian, is the earliest complete list 
located of the propcletocs of Gay Head. The list gives the name of each 
proprietor, the degreo= of Indian blood, and the number of persons in th~ 
proprietor'~: household (Howwaswee 1792). Only one line was traced in the 
ancestry of the 1871 Gay Head Wampanoag ancestor. The majority of the 
membership will have more than une line that can be traced to 1792 due tu 
intermarriage among the fami lies. As an example, those members who trace 
back to Jorn Occouch will also trace b~ck to Thomas Cooper because their 1871 
Gay Head W=pallOag ancestor married a desct:>ndant of Thomas Cooper. 

The following t~ble shows the breakdown in numbers 3.nd percentages : rounae.! 
of the 513 members out of the total of 521 members who can trace back tu tll ..... 
1792 list. 
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Breakdown of the 513 members who trace to the 1792 list 

1792 ances:or and degree of 
Indian blood 

Talknot heirs 

Thomas Cooper : 1/2,' 

John Occouch (full Llood) 

Isaiah Fowv·mswee (full 
blood) 

Mercy Talman, wife of 
Isaac Johnson, a s t ran-
ger, ~ 15/16) 

Israel Anos (7:'8) 

No. of Descendants ~ of 513 members 

192 37"" 

185 36~'o 

57 ll?~ 

35 7% 

32 6% 

11 2% 

Of the 513 members, 320 C62~6) can trace back to one of the proprietors on the 
list. One of the lines traced descends from Mercy Johnson, the second wife 
of John Occouch (Henry 1843; Morse 1843). However, it can not be ascertained 
whether ~tel'cy Johnson, who was a Gay Head Indian, was married to John Occouch 
at the tine the 1792 list was compiled. She is the ancestor of the one 
member of the ~)13 members not accounted for in the table given above. 

In the 3.bove table, the "Talknot heirs" are the descendants of Margaret 
Talknot. The only Talknot (Tauknet, Tocknet, Tockquenett) on the 1792 list 
is Isaac Tockquenett, a full-blood Indian, with nine persons living in his 
household. He may be the male progenitor of the "Talknot heirs." However, 
therv is ~ marriage record for Elisha Tauknet to Margaret Johnson in 1768 
(Woods 1904: i4) . It is possible that Elisha was the direct male progen i tor' 
and Isaac a collateral ancestor who was designated the head of the Talknot 
household in 1792. One hundred sixteen of the members who are classified as 
descendants ,_,r the "Talknot heirs" C'llsu have; a Howwaswee line. However, 
their Howwaswee line could not be traced back with any certainty to 1792. 

Of the ancestors llsted in the above table, BAR estimates that over half of 
the current membership in the Gay Head Wampanoags descends from Thomas 
Cooper. T:1omas Cooper, born about 1732, was the source for the legend uf 
Moshup, a Iuythical Gay Head demi-god, published by Bassett in 1792. Cooper 
claimed that his grandmother was "a stout girl, when the English came to the 
island" (Ba!,sett 1792: 139). There is a tradition that his wife, Mary Herrle 
or Harry, was a descendant of the Sachem Mittark (Vanderhoop 1904). The lint' 
of descent from Mittark to Mary (Herr ie/Harry) Cooper as given can not be 
verified; there appears to be a generation missing in the lineage. ThiS 
couple had twelve children, and although the male line of this family died 
out about two decades ago, there are many Ivho descend from female lines. 

The Occouch 
Head. Bol[, 

and Howwaswee 
families were 

families were 
prominent in 
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Congregational Church. Members of the Occouch family appear to be 
descendants of Akoochuk ~ d. 1714, who married a daughter of 'Ii ttark:Ma 
1727: 102). In the eighteenth century the surname was spelt Akoochuck 
Orkoochuch but was eventually modified to Dccouch or Accouch. 

Howwaswee is probably a variation of the surname Ossoit or Hosuwit. A Gav 
Head Indi:1n named Zachariah Osooit was living in th!o' last dpcade of tht-' 
seventeent.1 century (Mayhew 1727:197~. A later Zachariah Osooit;Oswait was 
the pasto~ at Gay Head (CPG 1729-87.. The Zachari3h Oswait, Jr., pastur Rt 
Chappaquiddid: in 1771, is probably ident ieal to the Zachariah Howwaswee who 
was pastol' at Gay Head in 1792. The marriage record of the daughter of Rf'>v. 
Zachar iah Hmvwaswee in 1805 shows her surname as HOl'swet :Woods 1904: 56 . 
~1oses HowHas~yee, the compiler of the 17q2 list, signed his name on 178.5 
pet i t ion a~; Moses Hoswis it. 

Ninety-eight percent of the 521 members of the Gay Head Warnpanoags are the 
descendants, of the historical tribe as it existed in 1792. Over half of the 
membership (53?,,) can trace to one of three al1(:estors (Cooper, Howwaswee, or 
Occouch) ~'ho apparently descend from the aboriginal inhabi tants of Gay Head 
at the till~ of English colonization. No effort was made to determine whether 
the other 1792 ancestors descend from the aboriginal inhabitants of Gay 
Head. Hcwever, because membership in the tribe was hereditary at this time, 
these ancestors should trace back to the aboriginal tribe. 

VII. MARRIAGE PATTERNS 

The blood degrees given for the Gay Head Indians in the 1792 list show that 
over half of the Gay Head Indians were of varying deg'rees of mixed blood. In 
the preface to hi.,; 1792 list, Moses Howwaswee stated "we very much mixd on 
s'd Gayhead, but very few clear Indiall families on S'd Gayhead" (Howwas,vee 
1792). In an ISll petition, the group describpd themselves: 

... there are no more than forty Gayhead Indians of full age 
which are considered as haveing no uther' than Indian blood and 
allowing all the said petitioners to be Indians there are mOl'e 
than a hundred Indians of Gayht'cH! of full :1ge Clnd a gre3tet' 
nwnbe:- of Infants all of which descended from the aboriginals 
(Mass. Acts 1811). 

Notwi thstandin:~ the diminishing number of full-b loud Indians at Gay Head and 
the admittance of non-Gay Head Indians and non-Indians as proprietors', there 
was still a strong sense of Indian identity among the group which they did 
not want ::0 lose. One of the reasons given for opposition to incorporating 
Gay Head all a town was "we shall soon lose our identity as Indians" {Jeffer's, 
et al. lS69 1 • 

The introduction of non-Indian blood among the Gay Head Indians caused douhts 
among outsi,ders as to whether to classify them as Indians. This is evident 
in the Federal population census schedules. The fi t'st Federal census in 
which Gay Head appears is the 1870 census. Both the 1870 and 1880 censuse 
were taken by non-Indians who were not residents of Gay Head. In the 187 
census all the Indian families were classified as Black even though th,:, 
choices for color included Indian (Bureau of the Census 1870: 703--704R). The 
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1880 census enumerator appeared to classify those members of the old historic 
Gay Head families as Indian although he was not consistent in that siblings 
were not all classified as Indians. The rest of the families were classified 
as Mulat tOI~S (Ibid. 1880: 532-533R' . 

The 1900 census and the 1910 census were taken by Gay Head Indians. All the 
Gay Head fcunilies are classlfLt'd as Indian in hoth schedules ,Ibid. 
1900: 204A-~:05B; 1910: 213A-216B. In the 1910 census, the Gay Head fami 1 ies 
at"e enumerated on the special Indian schedules. Wi th the exception of two 
individual~ ~ilio were non-Indian spuuses, all were assigned to the Pockonocket 
:i.e., Wempemoag) Tribe. The special Indian schedule also included 
proport ions of b load degrees for each indi vidual. Many have a high 
proportiun of Indian blood recorded, but it can nut be ascertained how this 
blood pro{:ortion was calculated. In at least one instance where all four of 
the grandrarents were known foc an individual, the actual degree of Indian 
blood was much lower than reported un the 1910 schedule. There does appear 
to be at least one individual who was a half-blood Indian and was so 
classified in the 1910 schedule. 

How much non-- Indian blood \o','as iII t roduced directly by intermarriage between 
Gay Head Indians and non-Indians before 1792 is not known. Studying the 
marriage patterns of the Gay Head Indians from the late eighteenth century to 
1871 reveals that probably much of the non-Indian blood introduced into the 
Gay Head p~pulation resulted from intermarriage with mixed-blood Indians from 
other trib:!l groups. The largest percentage of marriages outside Gay Head in 
the period from about 1800 to 1871 Ivere wi th members of other Wampanoag 
tribal grolps particularly those groups on Martha's Vineyard. As the 
population of the other island tribal groups diminished in the last half of 
the ninete'~nth century, so did tht::' number of intermarriages among these 
groups arId the Gay Head Indians. :\s a resul t of this intermarriage, the 
remnants of those other tribal groups still living on the island have more 
Gay Head ilncestry than any other Indian ancestry and are enrolle~ as members 
of the Gay Head Wampanoags. 

The actual number of marriages between Gay HeCtd Ilidians and non--Indians in 
the period between 1800 and 1871 only accounted for approximately a quarter 
of the to::al marriages in this per'jud. About half of the non-IndLm spouses 
were foreign born. The percentage of marriages with non-Indians did not 
substantiaL~y increase until the twpntit'th centur"y. Among the current group, 
the major:.ty of marriages are wi th non-Indians. There have been a 
significant number of marriages \~ith the Portuguese-American connnunity in 
southeastern Massachusetts in current times. Historically Portuguese 
nationals h~~e provided about half of the non-Tndiarl spuuses. 

The apparent cause of the introduct ion of non-Indiarl blood among the Gay Head 
Indians wa~i the lack of male Gay Head Indians for marriage partners. From 
the 1790'~. to the mid-nineteenth century there appears to be a 
disproportic1nat.e number of females amung the Gay Head Indians. There were 57 
females compared to '27 males listed as heads of household in 1792 (Howwaswee 
1(92). In eXcUDining the marriage records and intentions of marriage r'ecorded 
in the TO~TI of Chilmark, Massachusetts, from 1790 to 1849, 71 females could 
be identified as Gay Head (H" pr'uktble Gay Head while only 35 males could Lw 
so identified (Woods 1904;. The most dramatic example of the decreasing 
native malE popUlation i.n thi.s period is that ot the 59 surnames of Indian 
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origins that appeared in 1792 list, only Occouch and Howwaswee appear in th 
1849 list. The Occouch family had already dled out in the male lint:' by 184 
and the only Occouches listed are females ,Mass. House 1849). Only one male 
Howwaswee was living in 1849 (Ibid.;. He was the last male Howwaswee and he 
died in 1873 '~i thout issue (Howwoswee 1874,~. 

One r~aSOll for the diminishing native male population was that most native 
males fowld employment as mariners. Many did not return (Earle 1861: 34 .. 
As a result" female Gay Head Indians had to look elsewhere for marriage 
partners. Because the largest percentage of marriages were to other Indians 
in the period from about 1800 to 1871, ,the female Gay Head Indians apparently 
sought man'ia~,e partners from those groups first. 

Ante 1800 Marriage Patterns 

In 1792 there are listed 15 "Strangers," i.e" not native Gay Head Indians, 
as head of households:Howwaswee 1792;. These strangers had married Gay Head 
Indians and, as the following table shows, the majority of the strangers were 
mixed blood Indians. 

Non-Gay Head Indian spouses 

Full )lood Indians 
~ixed blood Indians 
Non-I Jdian 
Forei 5'ner 

listed in 
No. 

4 
9 
1 
1 

1792 (Total: 15) 
0, '. 27% 
60% 
7~o 
.... 0/ I,. 

Of the 15 strangers only 4 are known to have left descendants living at Gay 
Head in lB49. All four were mixed b load Indians. Three of them married 
(probab1Y'i fu.ll blood Gay Head Indians. Thomas Francis, originally from 
Rochester, Massachusetts, married a "Horsuet" in 1772 :.Scott 1914: II, 184). 
Jonathan Cuff (a.k.a. Slocum), originally from Dartmouth, Massachusetts, 
married an Occouch in l772 (Scott 1929-30: II.450). Henry Dodge, origins 
unknown, a:so married an Occouch (Pease n.d.). 
are also unknown, marri~d a Talman ;-,ho was 
Howwaswf>e 1 ~'9~' . 

Isaac Johnson, whose origins 
1/16th white (Talman 1805; 

By the enc. of the nineteenth century the deseendants of Francis. Cuff ;:llld 

Dodge livirg at Gay Head had died out In the male line. There are 
descendants of Isaac Johnson with the surname Johnson on the current 
membership roll of the Gay Head Wampanoags. This is the only surname from 
the 1792 list that is still extant among the current membership of the Gay 
Head Wampanoags. 

1800-1871 Marriage Patterns 

A study was made of the marriage patterns of the Gay Head Indians who appear 
on the 1849 list and on the 1$71 census. In determining whether a spuuse was 
Indian or n')n-Indian, use was made of the 1861 list of Gay Head Indians which 
shows the tribe or race of each individual (Earle 1861). Further research 
was conduct,:!d with Pease's notes pertaining to the ti tles and boundaries uf 
several ty-owned land, vi tal records and Federal population census schedull's 
in determinlng Indian or nOll-Indian origins. Two individuals were identifipd 
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as Indian In 1861, but this identification could not be substantiated in 
other sources. On the contary, other evidence indicated they were 
non-Indian~: and were so cl3ssified in the table presented below. In 
compi ling the following t3b les all knOl-in spouses of the Gay Head Indians who 
were in the 1849 and 1871 lists h'ere taken into account. This inclw:lp.d 
spouses dE'ceased or divorced from by 18·19 and 1871. There is an overlap in 
the two ta/des because Gay Head Indians living in 1849 appear in the 1871 
list. 

~larriag(" patterns of Gay Head Indians listed in 1849 ;Total: 44) 

Marriages between Gay Head Indians 15 34~~ 

~arriages ... ith other Indians 13 30~.; 

Marriages wi th non- Ind ians;t· 7 16% 
Marriages wi th Fur"e i gners* 5 ll"~ 

Spouses whose origins undetermined 4 9°' /0 

Marriage patterns of GdY Head Indians listed in 1871 (Total: 66) 

Marri3.ges between Gay Head Indians ') ... 
~I 41% 

~arri:lges with other Indians 18 27°' 
Marri3.ges with non-Indians* 9 14~o 

Marri3.ges with Foceigners* '" IDo ( 

Spous=s I""hose origins undetermined 5 8°·' /0 

Post 1871 Marriage Patterns 

Marriage pat terns of the Gay Head Indians began to change in the twent i dh 
century. Fifteen des'~endancy~ chads were drawn up by BAR for the pllrposes ()f 
determining how the current membership descends from a Gay Head Wampanoag un 
the 1871 census. [si.ng these charts a tabulati')n was made of 58 marriages that 
took place ~'rorn about 1871 to about 1930. 

~1Clrri ,~ pat terns of Gay Head Ind ians who appear on BAR's descendanc:y 
chart!; from about 1871 to about 19:30 (Total: '";8; 

~arriages between Gay Head Indians :SO 52°0 
Marriages with other Indians 4 '"'0' 

f·" 

~arriages with non-Indians* qC) 38~o 

Marriages with Foreigners* 0 0°" ·0 

Spouses ~vhose origins undetermined 'J 3°/ '0 

*The term non-Indian is used to describe those born in the United States who 
have no Irdian ancestry. The term Foreigner is used to denote thosE' ~'ho ,,"t-'" 
born outsice the United States. Rriggs (1849) and Earle (1861) use thl' tt't"m 
foreigner fer both native born and foreign born non-Indians. 
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Two important changes in the marriage patterns of the Gay Head Indians too 
place in this time period. The first change is a substantial decrease in the 
number of marriages wi th other Indians. This decrease coincides h"i th the 
decrease cf non-Gay Head Indians residing on Martha's Vineyard. The second 
change is the increase in marriages with non-Indians. ~1arri.ages wi.th 
non-Indians since 1930 have increased to such an extent that they account f01" 

almost all marriages since 1930. This increase coincides with the movement 
of many of the Gay Head Indians to other Martha's Vineyard towns and to the 
Massachusetts mainland. 

~()n-Gay Head Inciian Spouses 

The 1849 tabulation of marriage patterns shows that the second largest 
percentage of marriages were to other Indi.ans. Of these 13 marriages, R 
:62~o: of the 13 marriages were to Indians from other Wampanoag tribal groups 
on :vJart ha'.:; Vineyard. There were four groups in existence on the is land 
around 1801). The two largest groups were the Chappaquiddick Indians and the 
Christiantolvn Indians. Two smaller groups of Indians lived in Edgartown at 
Farm Neck and in West Tisbury at Deep Bottom. Only one Farm Neck Indian 
(whose mother was a Gay Head Indian; is found among the" marriages tabulated 
in 1849. This group apparently became extinct in the early nineteenth 
C"f:ntury sillce they do not appear in the 1861 list of Massachusetts Indians. 
No intermarriage is found among the Deep Bottom Indians in tlte 1849 
tabulation. This group existed in IR61 and consisled of five familie5 with a 
total of thl.rteen people (Earle 18611. 

The Ch~ppaquiddick Indians provided several male spouses i.ntroducing 5urnames 
that have been historically associated with Gay Head since the ni~eteenth 
century. Many of the current members of the Gay Head Wampanoags are 
descendants of Johnson Peters, a mixed-blood Chappaquiddick Indian, who 
married ;] Cooper. His daughters married their cousins, a Madison and a 
Be]ain, introducing those two Chappaquiddick names at Gay Head (Pease n.d.~. 
All thn~e surnames, Peters, Tvladison and Be lain, appear in the current 
member'ship roll of the Gay Head Wampanoags. 

"H Christ iantown in 1861 therr~" were only .5::; pf~ople p.nwnerated 'ciS 

Christiantm,n Indians. They wer"e f:>ither of the DeGrasse, Peters or James 
families. The DeGrasses descended from a CdY Head Indi~l who married a 
Christianto~n Indian and settled at Christiantown. His stf'Opson, William 
Jeffers, married a Gay Head India!1 and settled at Gay Head founding a second 
family of Jeffers at Gay Head (Pease n. d. ::. MemDPl"S of the James family were 
the descendants of a non-Indian, Thomas .J3JlIes, "ho rnRrried a Christiantown 
Indian, Judith Weeks. Of their six childt'en, four married Gay Head Indians. 
Eventually one of their sons spttled at Gay Head and his descendants are 
enrolled as nembers of the petitioning group. 

By the earl>" t"wentieth century the number of Chappaquiddick and Cht'istiantown 
Indians still resident on tribal lands had diminished to a total of three 
families. H Chappaquiddick only two Indian fmnilies were left by the 1920's 
:Jeffers ca. 1973). Because of inter-marriage wi th the Gay Head Indians over 
the genera~ions, both fami1ips have more Gay Head ancestry than 
Chappaquiddick. The present day descendants are all on the Gay Head 
Wampanoag melllbership roll. 
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The last Christiantown Indians liv'ing at Christiantown were the Mingo family, 
descendant:, of the Christiantown Peters family (Banks 1966: II, Annals of 
West Tisu1lry, p. 133;. The ":;01(' descf:'ndant uf this f31Ilily ' . ."hose mother was 
a Gay Head Indian) married a Gay Head Indian and lil/ed at Gay Head until her 
death in 1~367. She died wi thuut issue. 

Al though I.here are two instances of man'iClgf:' wi th non-Wampanoag Indians in 
theninet(!enth century, the majority uf intermarriage with Indians other than 
those on Mar-tha's Vineyard were with Wampanoag tribal groups residing along 
the C03St <.,f southeastern '1assachusetts. The majority of these ma!Tl;lges 
were with the Mashpee Indians. 

r-lashpee f(lllliUes which intermaITi,,:,d with the C3Y Head Indians included the 
Attaquin, Pocknet and Jeffers famllies. The surnames of Attaquin and Jeffers 
are found un the current memberslup colI of the Gay Head Wampanoags. The 
male line of Pocknets on Gay Head adopted the surname of Francis about 1900. 
The Jeffers are the descendants of Thumas Jeffers, the Baptist preacher, who 
settled at Gay Head In 1798. He was a Wampanoag Indian from Plymouth, 
Massachusetts who marr-.ieu ;3 ~1ashpee Indi:.:in. Their son was assigned to the 
Mashpee Indians in the 1861 list of Gay Head Indians. All current members of 
the Gay Head Wampanoags who are descendants of Thomas Jeffers descend through 
this son who married a Cooper. 

There IS little evidence of int.:rmarriage in the more recent generations of 
Gay Head Indians with the coastal Indian groups living in southeastern 
~assachusetts. There are reports that members have married into Indian 
tribes in ~aine, [tah and California. However, thesp are very few in number 
:probably about five:. Children from those marriages between Gay Head 
Indians an:! membecs of federally recognized tribes are not on the Gay Head 
Wampanoag nembership roll. .-1I)parently the Tribal Council believes that those 
children will be enrolled ill their non-Gay Head Indian parent's tribe. 

~on-Indjan Spouses 

There have been marriages between Gay Head Indians and non-Indians since the 
eig'ht(~el1th c~entury. The majority of non-'fndians \.o,·ho mo.ITied Gay Hend Indians 
before the twentieth century were seamen. According to the 1861 report, 
these seamen became acquainted with Gay Head men at sea, came to Gay Head ~nd 
married Ga:r Head women (Earle 186l::34. Such non-Indian surnames as Divine, 
Manning and Salsbury that appear In Gay Head in the first decade of the 
nineteenth century were probably intcoduced this way. 

In four 0:' the marriages wi th non-·Indians and fu['(:,igners tabulated for 1849, 
both parties were residents of New' Bedford, Massachusetts at the time of 
theic marr:.age intent ions (Howes 1932-41). All four Gay Head Inuians were 
females and probably employed as domestics in Npw Bedford. Once married, 
three of I:he couples settled in Gay Head. The fourth couple remained i.n New 
Bedford although they are listed in the 1849 list of Gay Head Indians (in 
1861 they appear on the supplemental list). Three of these marriages were 
with foreigner-so Two of the men were fl'om Surinam, including the male 
progenitor of the Vanderhoop fami ly ~."hich is today the largest singh,' fami 1y 
on the Gay Head Wampanoag rolls. 
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Of the two r.on-Indians appearing as heads of household in the 1792 list, one 
was a Portuguese national from the Cape Verde Islands. He apparently came to 
~artha's Vineyard in 1775 as a hired sailor. About 1778 he married a mixelI 
blood Gay Head Indian and settled at Gay Head (Pease 1820). This is the 
first known instance of intermarriage with the Portuguese nationals frOID the 
Azores, Cape Verde and Maderia islands. The men from these islands signed on 
to fill out crews in American whal ing vessels. They landed and settled in 
such whaling pocts as New Bedford and Edgartown, Massachusetts. In the 
decades from 1870 to 1930 lmmigr'at ion from these islands greatly increaseJ 
and the majority of the immigrants settled in already established Portuguese 
communi ties particularly in southeastern ~Iassachuset ts . Thernstrom 
1980:814). leS the Gay Head Indians moved into communities in southeastern 
~assachusetts in the twentieth century, there was considerable intermarriage 
wi th the Port uguese-Americans as evidenced by the surnames Andrada, Araujo, 
Cecilia, DeBettencourt, Gonsalves, Munlerio, Morels, etc., which appear in 
the descendanc) charts of the members. 

VIII. FEDERAL RELATIONSHIP 

The Gay Head Warnpanoags do not ~ppear Oil the Bureau's official list of 
"Indian Tribes Terminated fr'om Federal Supervision" (Simmons 1985). No 
legislation i:, known to exisl "hlch terminates or forbids a Federal 
relationship wlth the group. In the first decade of the twentieth century, 
individual Gay Head Indians were admitted to Carlisle Indian Industrial 
School. However, these Gay Head Indians h'ere admitted based on their Indian 
docestry and not because the Gay Head Indians were federally recognized. 

The Gay Head lndians wet',.,. recognized by the Commonweal th of Massachusetts as 
;-\tl Indian tribf until 1870 when Gety Head was incorporated as a to\<,'Tl. In July 
of 1976, the Gover'nor of Massachusetts sigClf~d an executive or'der recognizing 
the Gay Head Indl3ns as Q tribe dnd the "Tribal Council of Gay Head Wampanoag 
Indians" as its governing body ,:Grapevine Fl763.. State recognitlon has no 
.,ffeel on the F,=deral acknowledgment process. 
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1923 An Act prohibiting during certain months the use of beam or other 
trElwls in taking fish from certain waters of the Towns of Chilmark, 
Ga,y Head and Gosnold. Chapter 35. February 20. 

1985 An Act to implement the settlement of Gay Head Indian Land Claims. 
Chapter 277. 

Commonwealth <)f Massachusetts. House of Representatives. 
1827 . H.R. Document No. 68 (Indians of Dukes County). 

1849 Report of the Commissioner's relating to the conditions of the Indians. 
House Report No. 46. February 21. 

1856 Gay Head and Town of Chilmark. House Report No. 48. February. 

1867a 

1867b 

1868 

An Order that the Committee of towns inquire into the conditions of 
thE! Indian of the Commonwealth • Journal of the Massachusetts 
House of Representatives. P. 42. January 17. 

An Order that the Board of State Charities be directed to inquire into 
the~ conditions of the Indians of the Commonwealth. • •• Journal of 
the~ Massachusetts House of Representatives. P. 464. May 31. 

An Act that a special committee be appointed ••• who shall inquire 
and examine into the conditions, wants, and rights of the Indian tribes 
of the Commonwealth • • •• Journal of the Massachusetts House of 
..!!:!presentatives. P. 59. January 25. 
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts. House of Representatives 
1869 Indians of the Commonwealth. House Document No. 4843:1-17. June 3. 

1884 

1891 

1917 

1921 

1923 

1928 

1953a 

1953b 

1955 

1959 

1960 

1962a 

Order Re: Gay Head Indians - City of Columbus disaster. Journal of 
the Massachusetts House of Representatives. P. 103. January 29. 

Reports of the Committee on Education on the petition of Thomas 
Jeffers, Sr., and others for an appropriation of $100 for repairing the 
Gay Head School House. In papers accompanying the Massachusetts 
Acts and Resolves of 1891. Chapter 41. Massachusetts State Archives. 
February 19. 

Special Report of the Commissioner on Waterways and Public Lands 
Relative to Acquiring Land in the Town of Gay Head for a State 
Reserva tion. 

BilI accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers and others relative 
to fishing in the waters of Menemsha Pond in the town of Gay Head. 
House No. 14. 

A bill accompanying the petition of A. L. Rodman and others that the 
use of beam and otter trawls in certain waters of the towns of Chilmark, 
Gay Head and Gosnold be restricted. House No. 251. 

A bill accompanying the petition of the Selectmen that the town of 
Gay Head be authorized to borrow money for the purpose of acquiring 
land and constructing a town hall. House No. 439. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Edmund S. Cooper and another 
(Selectman) for prohibiting dragging, gill netting, and seining in certain 
waters along the north shore of the town of Gay Head. House No. 870. 

A bill accompanying the petition. of Edm und S. Cooper and another 
(Selectmen) that the town of Gay Head be exempted from the payments 
:>f eounty assessments for the maintenance of the Pocasset Sanitarium. 
House No. 898, which became House No. 2288 and then House No. 2458. 

~ bill accompanying a petition of Edmund S. Cooper and others relative 
to the distribution of proceeds of the income tax to the town of Gay 
iead under conditions with respect to certain county assessments. 
liouse No. 476. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers for an 
investigation by a special commission (including members of the General 
Court) of the feasibility of making improvements in the general 
(~onditions in the town of Gay Head. House No. 939. 

A bill accompanying a petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers for an appropriation 
t rom the General Fund of a sum of money to help defray the cost of 
Hn Indian and whaling museum in the town of Gay Head. House No. 2576. 

A bi.ll accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers that the town 
(If Gay Head be authorized to convey Gay Head Cliffs, the cranberry 
t10gs and the Herring Creek to Indian descendants of said town. House 
No. 2357. 
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Commonwealth 
1962b 

1962c 

1963a 

1963b 

1964a 

1964b 

1964c 

1964d 

1965 

1966a 

1966b 

1967 

of Massachusetts. House of Representatives. 
A bill accompanying a petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers that the town of 
Go.y Head be authorized to convey certain land to the Gay Head Museum 
for the purpose of erecting an Indian and whaling museum. House No. 
2858. 

Special Reports of the Department of Public Works relative to a right 
of way for public access to Squibnocket Pond in the towns of Chilmark 
and Gay Head. House No. 3195. December 14. 

A bill accompanying the petition of the Federated Eastern Indian League, 
In(~., for an investigation by a special non-legislative commission of tax 
assessment and tax collection procedures of the town of Gay Head. 
House No. 1599. 

A bill accompanying the petition of the Federated Eastern Indian League, 
Inc!., for legislation to authorize the town of Gay Head to convey 
cel~tain land to the Gay Head Museum. House No. 1600. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers for prohibiting 
drHgnetting and other trawling in certain waters of the Commonwealth 
exeept by residents of the towns of Gay Head and Chilmark who are 
of Indian ancestry. House No. 598. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers that the residents 
of the town of Gay Head who are members of the Wampanoag Indian 
Tribe be permitted to fish within the town limits without a license. 
HOlJse No. 599. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers that persons of 
Indian ancestry be authorized to use dragnets and dredges for fish and 
qUflhaugs in the waters of the Commonwealth. House No. 600. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers for an 
investigation by a special commission (including members of the General 
COlJrt) relative to the problems and social conditions of Indian citizens 
of the Commonwealth. House No. 2087. 

Spe'cial Report of the State Tax Commission relative to tax procedures 
of the town of Gay Head. House No. 3442. February. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers that the 
Department of Public Works be directed to make certain improvements 
to Herring Creek in the town of Gay Head. Harbors and Public Lands. 
HOLlse No. 1395. 

A bill accompanying the petition of C. Earl Yanderhoop and others that 
the Department of Public Works be directed to construct certain accesses 
in West Basin Road in the town of Gay Head. House No. 2999. 

A bill accompanying a petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers authorizing the 
transfer of certain state, county, and town land to the Gay Head Indian 
and whaling Museum in the town of Gay Head. House No. 3752. 
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Commonwealth 
1968a 

1968b 

1968c 

1970 

1971 

of Massachusetts. House of Representatives. 
A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers and another for 
an investigation by a special commission (including members of the 
GEmeral Court) relative to the prevention of discrimination against 
Indian residents of the Commonwealth. House No. 2594. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo D. Jeffers and another for 
an investigation by a special commission (including members of the 
GEmeral Court) of the advisability of returning to the town of Gay 
Head lands formerly held by Indian citizens. House No. 2976. 

A bill accompanying the petiti~n of Lorenzo D. Jeffers and another for 
an investigation by a special commission (including members of the 
General Court) relative to the advisability of appointing trustees to 
OVI~rsee and dispose of all existing common lands given to Indian residents 
of the town of Gay Head with a view to distributing said land to the 
heirs of said Indians. House No. 3148. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Allan F. Jones and another for 
legislation to authorize the county commissioners of the county of Dukes 
County to convey to the town of Gay Head a certain parcel of land. 
House No. 300. Redrafted as House No. 4986. 

A bill accompanying the petition of Lorenzo Jeffers for legislation to 
authorize said Lorenzo Jeffers to fish in and take shellfish from waters 
located in the town of Gay Head. House No. 4667. 

Commonwealth (If Massachusetts. Public Statutes. 
1882a Provision for support of poor Indians. Chapter 86. Section 23:471. 

1882b 

1882c 

Indians not included in prohibition. Chapter 9. Section 96:508. 

Information against intruders on lands held for Indians. Chapter 182. 
Section 15:1049. 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Resolves. 
1781 Resolve appointing guardian over the Indian inhabitants of Gay Head. 

1785 Resolve on the petition of Silas Paul and others, Gay Head Indians. 
Appointing guardian over them. Chapter 4. 

1790 Petition of Gay Head Indians. Chapter 57. February 2. 

1796 Resolve accepting a grant of land from the Gay Head Tribe. Chapter 
46. June 17. 

Com mon wealth 0 f Massachusetts. Senate. 
1870 Report of the Committee on Legislation on Gay Head Indians. Senate 

Report No. 14:2-16 •. January 26. 

Commonwealth 
1866 

OJ' Massachusetts. Supreme Judicial Court. 
Nilliam B. Mayhew vs. District of Gay Head. Dukes County. In Cases 
~~ued and Determined in the Supreme Judicial Court. October Session. 
Boston. 129-136. 
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· . ; 

Commonwealth of' Massachusetts. Vital Records. 
1841-90 Massachusetts State Archives. Boston, MA. 

Cooper, Aaron 
1869 

and Others 
Petition to the General Court for the protection of land rights at Gay 
Head. In the papers accompanying the Massachusetts Acts and Resolves 
of 1869. Chapter 103. Massachusetts State Archives. March 3. 

Earle, John Milton 
1861 Report to the Governor and Council concerning the Indians of the 

Commonwealth, under the Act of April 6, 1859. Mass. Senate Doc. 
No. 96. Boston: William White. 

Elbert, Hazel E. 
1983 Letter of Acting Director, Office of Indian Services, BIA, to Gladys 

A. Widdiss. BAR Files. July 28. 

1985a 

1985b 

Letter of Deputy Director, Office of Indian Services, BIA, to Gladys 
A .. Widdiss. BA R Files. June 6. 

Letter of Deputy Director, Office of Indian Services, BIA, to Robert 
C Hahn. BAR Files. July 24. 

Guardians For the Indians in Dukes County 
1747 M4~morial to General Court of November 25. Massachusetts State 

Ar'chives. 31:550-550A. 

Henry, Sarah 
1843 

Howwaswee, 
1855 

Deposition, October 20. Dukes County Land Records, 29:178. Registry 
of Deeds, Edgartown, MA. 

Za(!hells and Others 
Petition of overseers of the Gay Head Indians. In papers accompanying 
thE! Masschusetts Resolves of 1855. Chapter 15. January 24. 
Massachusetts State Archives. 

Howwoswee, Zaeheus 
1874 Est.ate Papers. Dukes County Probate Docket 01/1612. Registry of 

Probate, Edgartown, MA. 

Indian Inhabitants of Gay Head 
1759 Petition to General Court 

Massachusetts State Archives. 
of Massachusetts. February 
Microfilm Documents 33:86. 

21. 

Indians and 
1838 

1839 

Peo~lle ,of Colour at Gay Head 
Petition to General Court upon the sale and use of ardent spirits among 
thelir tribe. Legislative papers accompanying the Massachusetts Acts 
of 1838. Chapter 101. Massachusetts State Archives. February 10. 

A. p,etition praying for aid in building a grist mill. In papers accompanying 
Massachusetts· Resolves of 1839. Chapter 75. Massachusetts State 
<\rchives. April 9. 
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I • 

Indians of Gay Helild. 
1767 Petition to Commissioner and General Court. Massachusetts State 

Archives. 31:416-417. March 23. 

Jeffers, Thomas, and Others 
1896 Petition of citizens of Gay Head to the General Court that a line be 

defined between a certain portion of the boundary of the towns of Gay 
Head and Chilmark. In papers accompanying the Massachusetts Acts 
of 1896. Chapter 187. Massachusetts State Archives. January 9. 

Jeffers, Thomas, Isaac D. Rose, and Aaron Cooper 
1869 Petition of Citizens of Gay Head to General Court. 

aceompanying the Massachusetts Acts of 1869. 
MSlssachusetts State Archives. January 30. 

Kiley, Thomas H. 

In the papers 
Chak'ter 213. 

1984 Letter of First Assistant Attorney General of Massachusetts to Chairmen 
of Senate and House Committees on Local Affairs. Massachusetts 
General Court. March 21. 

Marston, Charles 
1866 Report on the boundaries at Gay Head. In papers accompanying the 

Massachusetts Resolves of 1866. Chapter 67. Massachusetts State 
Arl~hives. 

Mayhew, Smith 
1844 Letter to Governor and Council of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

Massachusetts State Archives. Special Indian File. January 8. 

Mayhew, Theodc,re G. (Judge of the Probate Court) 
1870 Appointment of Joseph T. Pease and Richard L. Pease as Commissioners 

to divide the common and undivided lands in the Town of Gay Head. 
Deeember 5. Dukes County Probate Docket 01/235. Registry of Probate, 
Ed!~artown, MA. 

Morse, Betsey 
1843 

Muttach 
1681 

Deposition, October 20. Dukes County Land Records, 29: 179. Registry 
of Oeeds, Edgartown, MA. 

Covenant of September 11. Massachusetts State Archives. . Microfilm 
Documents 31:10. 

Overseers of Gay Head 
1857 Petition of Isaac D. Rose and others, overseers of Gay Head, for aid 

to erect a new school house. In papers accompanying the Massachusetts 
Acts of 1857. Chapter 30. Massachusetts State Archives. April 14. 

Pease, John 
1820 Deposition regarding Joseph DeGrass, December 23. 

acc~ompanying the Massachusetts Acts of 1821. 
Massachusetts State Archives. 
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Pease, Joseph T. and Richard L. Pease 
1878a Indian Lands at Gay Head. Dukes County Probate Records, vol. 59. 

1878b 

n.d. 

Registry of Probate, Edgartown, MA. 

Indian Lands at Gay Head. Dukes County Land Records, vol. 65. 
Registry of Deeds, Edgartown, M A. 

Map of Gay Head showing the divisions of the Common Lands. Registry 
of Probate, Edgartown, MA. 

Pease, Richard L. 
1871 Report of the Commissioner Appointed to Complete the Examination 

and Determination of All Questions of Title to Land, and of All Boundary 
Lines Between the Individual Owners at Gay Head, on the Island of 
Martha's Vineyard. Boston: Wright and Potter. 

Proprietors of Gay Head 
1747 Pet i tion to Com missioners and General Court. Massachusetts State 

Ar(!hives. 31:551. November 30. 

1749 Petition to Com missioners and General Court. Massachusetts State 
Arc!hives. 31:643. September 5. 

1811 ? Petition in response to the petition of "The Few Remaining Indians of 
Gay Head." In papers accompanying the Massachusetts Acts of 1811. 
Chslpter 78. Massachusetts State Archives. 

Province of Mas!;achusetts Bay 
1745a Journal of the House of Representatives. 22:106. November 1. 

1745b Journal of the House of Representatives. 22:126. December 20. 

1746 .Journal of the House of Representatives. 23:249 • 

1747a 

1747b 

1753 

1755a 

1755b 

1755c 

.TournaI of the House of Representatives. 24:176. October 20. 

.JoUl'nal of the House of Representatives •. 24:200. November 3. 

.Joul'nal of the House of Representatives. 30:22. June 7. 

.four·nal of the House of Representatives. 31:277. April 23. 

~four'nal of the House of Representatives. 32(1):89. June 17. 

~rouf'nal of the House of Representatives. 32:173. September 6. 

1760 ~roumal of the House of Representatives. 37(1):117. December 23. 

1764 ~·ournal of the House of Representatives. 40:226. June 24. 

1774 Province Laws of 1773-1774. Chapter 164:788. March 8. 

Province of 
1685 

New York 
Deed of Mathew Mayhew to Col. Thomas Dongan. May 12. 
the Corporation for the Propagation of the Gospel. Box 3. 
New England Historic Genealogical Society. Boston, MA. 
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Rodman, Abram, Rosanna G. Rodman, and six others of the Gay Head Tribe of Indians. 
1869 Petition to the General Court asking to be enfranchised. In the papers 

accompanying the Massachusetts Acts of 1870. Chapter 213. 
M~!issachusetts State Archives. May 11. 

Salsbury, John, et ux. 
1849 De!ed to Jophannus Salsbury et ai., March 25. Dukes County Land 

RE!cords, 36:322-23. Registry of Deeds, Edgartown, MA. 

Shapard, John A., Jr. 
1983 Letter from Chief, Branch of Federal Acknowledgment, BIA, to Arlinda 

Locklear. BAR Files. October 19. 

Simmons, Patricia 
1985 Inclian Tribes Terminated from Federal Supervision, List December. 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Branch of Tribal Relations. 

Talman, Peter, ~t lil. 
1805 De.~d to John Divine et UX., June 3. Dukes County Land Records, 

22:339-40. Registry of Deeds, Edgartown, MA. 

The Few Remaining' Indians of Gay Head 
1811 Petition to the General Court. Papers accompanying the Massachusetts 

Acts of 1811. Chapter 78. Massachusetts State Archives. 

Town of Gay HE-ad, M A 
1899-1980 Annual Reports of the Selectmen and other town officers of the town 

of Gay Head. 

1900 Re!~ister of Voters. 

1915 Assessor's Valuation Book. 

U.S. District Court. Boston, MA. 
1981 Jarnes, et ale v. Town of Gay Head et al. Civil No. 81-3204. 

1983 James, et al. v. Bellotti, et al. Civil No. 83-3494. 

1985 

U.S. Life-Saving 
1899 

James, et a!. v. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, et ale 
Civil No. 85-417. August 14. 

Service 
!\rticles of Engagement and Medical Inspections for Surfmen. Gay Head 
LifE!-Saving Station. July 29. NARA. RG 26. Records of the U.S. 
Coast Guard. 

Vollmann, Timothy 
1985 Letter of Associate Solicitor-Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of the 

1nterior, to Robert C. Hahn. BAR Files. October 24. 
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